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In this thesis, the development and management of object-based learning in university 

museums is examined, where object-based learning is defined as both interdisciplinary 

and collaborative and involves the museum, students, and teaching faculty. A literature 

review is first conducted, followed by case studies of three different types of academic 

museums that facilitate object-based learning in higher education. A discussion, 

followed by a set of conclusions and recommendations, is then presented. It is concluded 

that to facilitate interdisciplinary, collaborative, object-based learning through the use of 

museum collections, academic museums must hire dedicated staff, find ways for students 

to work in university museums, dedicate space in the museum for students, and expose 

museum personnel to object-based learning by observing the practice in other types of 

museums. The thesis closes by stressing how object-based learning is an important way 

for university museums in North America to remain relevant to their communities.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

Museums today are facing appeals to be more representative of their 

communities, to make their collections more available and relevant, and to support 

strategies that engage a diversity of learners. Perhaps there is no easier place to observe 

how museums have responded to these appeals to examine recent developments than in 

the world of academic museums, and particularly, how such museums can excel through 

object-based learning.

Object-based learning, defined here as the practice of higher-order thinking skills 

that aid students in making connections to their broader world by exploring themes and 

expanding lines of inquiry using objects, promises to reframe and reanimate collections 

for diverse learners and communities in universities. Object-based learning can provide 

academic museums with the opportunity to become a model for the broader museum 

community when thinking about how objects can be used to support the model of the 

museum as an inclusive, interdisciplinary, and democratic space.

Learning at universities should not be limited to classrooms. Object-based 

learning, or OBL, allows students to make connections between ideas and concepts 

across traditionally independent disciplinary boundaries by integrating museum



collections into university courses. Topics are studied and covered more in-depth by 

using objects to develop multiple interpretations and to create new pathways of 

understanding. Critical thinking skills are used and developed as students look across 

disciplinary boundaries to consider other viewpoints and begin to compare and contrast 

concepts across academic subject areas. Exploring topics across a range of subject 

boundaries motivates students to pursue new knowledge in different subject areas, and 

transferable skills of critical thinking, synthesis, and research are developed and applied 

to future learning experiences—a basic goal of today’s university.

Object-based learning also offers an unparalleled opportunity to create physical 

spaces outside the classroom in universities where learning, relaxation, and peer social 

interaction can take place in so-called “third places.” Third places are defined as a “space 

other than home or work where an individual can experience a transformative sense of 

self, identity, and relation to others” (Oldenberg 2005). The creation of such third places 

for academic-based discourse to happen freely and without the impediment of classroom 

structures means that academic museums can serve as centers of activity and 

inclusiveness on university campuses. Moreover, the museum has been considered an 

informal learning space for the past thirty years or so, but what if learning could be both 

formal (in terms of academic rigor) and informal (in terms of being a third or in-between 

place)?
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The most common way to support object-based learning is to let students and 

teaching faculty know that it is an option. Moreover, object-based learning that is 

interdisciplinary can lead to more personal, relevant, and memorable learning experiences 

for students and teachers; museums can be new sites of interpreting collections by 

connecting to diverse fields of study. Interdisciplinary teaching encourages faculty to 

identify and focus on the “big idea” so that they can explain important learning outcomes 

to the colleagues and students they collaborate with. Encouraging students to reach 

beyond the typical constraints of a single content area and engage in interdisciplinary 

learning fosters critical tlL ik„ig, creativity, and communication skills, but more 

importantly, it gets students excited about learning.

In this thesis, interd_jciplinary and collaborative object-based learning in 

university museums will be examined. Some of the questions to be explored in this thesis 

include: How do academic museums facilitate object-based learning in their collections 

and spaces? What theories and models are used in object-based learning in academic 

museums? What are academic museums doing in order to create connections between 

objects and curricula? What is required in order for academic museums to successfully 

facilitate and nurture obiect-based learning? How do academic museums evaluate their 

efforts in providing object-based learning? How do academic museums create 

interdisciplinary and collaborative spaces for students from Averse fields of study to 

experience and learn from objects?
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While academic museums are increasingly integrating object-based learning into 

their efforts today, it may not be adequately facilitated with staff, and its value and 

potential may not be fully recognized by teaching faculty without staff who can serve as 

guides who nurture student learning. The risk is that students arrive at academic museums 

unprepared and unwilling to participate in something that they do not believe is beneficial 

to their studies. Similarly, faculty and museum staff who are unable to allocate sufficient 

time for the proper planning and preparation of object-based learning activities risk 

undermining critical learning experiences.

To examine object-based learning and education team structures in academic 

museums, a review of relevant literature in the following three areas will first be 

conducted in this thesis: the development of higher education in museums; object-based 

learning and its significance in higher education and the history of academic museums; 

and an example of a non-university museum practicing object-based learning in a similar 

manner as academic museums. This section is critical for understanding the importance 

of early frameworks and scaffolding that inform education in museums today. Next, the 

methods used to carry out this study will be outlined. Then, three case studies of 

academic museums that Dractice object-based learning will be presented. Each case 

study will consist of a history of the university and its academic museum, an overview of 

the museum’s academic outreach, followed by an interview with a museum professional 

serving as a content expert, and ending with a brief assessment of the museum’s efforts.
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Finally, a discussion chapter will be presented, followed by the presentation of a set of 

conclusions and recommendations for the field.

More and more universities and academic museums are noting that campus 

museums must remain relevant and useful to the student and faculty populations of the 

university. Compelling examples of university-museum partnerships have established 

that by embedding object-based learning in course curricula, student learning and 

understanding is increased. What is also revealec is that partnerships between academic 

museums and faculty interested in object-based learning are beginning to produce 

long-term connections that can enhance class lectures and provide new ways to offer 

curricula.

Significantly, however, little research and understanding of object-based learning 

in higher education exist outside of the United Kingdom. Especially in a North American 

context, then, how can the academic museum community come to know more about the 

basics of OBL and how it can promote new relevancy for university collections? How 

can OBL-associated activities work to break down silos between academic fields in 

universities, especially when these disciplinary silos may have been replicated in a 

university’s academic museum? How does object-based learning in academic museums 

support student understanding of diverse fields of study? And how does object-based 

learning oDen up access to collections to students and faculty who would not normally 

consider the museum as a formal site of learning?



Academic museums are increasingly moving towards providing more 

opportunities for students and faculty to use objects to enhance the understanding of 

diverse fields of study. The development of interdisciplinary ana collaborative 

relationships between museums, faculty, and students is paving the way for academic 

museums to be sites of new and diverse methods of interpretation. Student engagement 

in the academic museum can not only make the museum more relevant to student life and 

studies, but it can also employ students and provide professional development skills that 

regular classroom study cannot. As this thesis will explore, the increase in demand to 

integrate the museum deeper nto student lile presents an opportunity for academic 

museums to develop a model for the future of object-based learning in higher education 

environments.
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Chapter 2 

The Development of Higher Education in Museums

This chapter of the literature review provides a history of educational theories that 

paved the way to developing models of education in museums. Models used in academic 

museums today will be out'*ned, and an overview of the changes in museum education 

occurring in twenty-first century academic museums will be presented. The chapter 

concludes with a brief overview of the leading organizations and committees that are 

continually supporting higher education in museums by providing professional 

development, research studies, and annual conferences for those in the museum education 

field.

Leaders in Early Childhood Education and Theoretical Frameworks

Early childhood development research has been the foundation for much of the 

educational programming that happened in museums over the last twenty to thirty years 

(Grinder and McCoy 1985). It continues to inform museum education and has 

contributed to the creation of higher and continuing education for students and adults. 

Psychologists and education theorists contributed to the theories of experiential learning 

and constructivism, ana museum education has benefited from adopting these theories.

Observations in how individuals learn were conducted in the early 

twentieth-century by leading psychologists of early childhood development Jean Piaget



and John Dewey. Whue Piaget, Dewey, and many others have contributed substantially 

to current museum education development, more research concerning higher education in 

museums and the benefits of object-based learning in conjunction with curricula needs to 

be conducted (Chatterjee and Hannan 2017).

Jean Piaget - Constructivism

Jean Piaget, a child development psychologist from Switzerland, believed that 

children were capable of developing new panems of thought as they grew and that they 

sought connective relationships in order to understand the world around them (Grinder 

and McCoy 1985). F.aget used the power of inquiry and its relationship to cognitive 

growth to explain the cycle of learning a child experiences while developing (Grinder and 

McCoy 1985). Through his research and results, Piaget divided his theory into four 

stages of cognitive development in order to break down the evolution of reasoning in 

children at each age group (Grinder and McCoy 1985). Stage four, Mature Thought, is 

evident from early adolescence to adulthood and is the most relevant to higher education 

in museums (Grinder and McCoy 1985). This stage includes formal operations that the 

learner engages such as understanding reasoning for specific relationships, analyzing 

connections between ideas and conclusions, and determining which connections are to be 

true (Grinder and McCoy 1985).

John Dewey - Experiential Learning



John Dewey, an American philosopher and psychologist, developed the 

groundwork for the theory of experiential learning (IEP 2019a). In his book Experience 

and Education, Dewey wrote extensively about the importance of having experiences 

while also acknowledging that experiences were central to education (Dewey 1938;

2015). Dewey's theories support the argument that n order to learn and gain full 

knowledge, the experiences of students had to be incorporated into learning (Dewey 

1938; 2015). Experiential learning was believed to be dependent on the quality of the 

experience, and Dewey constructed parameters in order to assess the quality of learning 

experiences, noting that the most important components were continuity and interaction 

(Dewey 1938; 2015). Continuity meant that students brought previous experiences and 

knowledge to learning environments and those previous experiences would inform how 

and what a student would learn from a new opportunity if nurtured effectively (Dewey 

1938; 2015).

Through his model of the Cycle of Experience, Dewey argued that experience 

occurs continuously and that previous experiences shape or assemble our new 

experiences and the analysis of them (Dewey 1958; 2005). Dewey also believed that all 

experiences stay in the individual’s memory and that they connect with other experiences 

to make things meaningful (Grinder and McCoy 1985). George Hein, Professor Emeritus 

at Lesley University, a leader in museum education theory, and longtime supporter of 

Dewey’s educational theories, wrote that Dewey influenced the education being



developed in museums and was a regular museum visitor himself (Hein 2016). Dewey 

argued that museums, along with libraries, were essential components for organizing the 

insights gained from practical experiences (Hein 2006). As a result, Dewey is a key 

figure in the history of museum education because his theory of experiential learning is 

essential to educa on (Hein 2006). Below is Hein’s diagram of the entire museum 

experience, an inclusive Museum Experience, using Dewey’s model of the Experience 

Cycle (Figure A).
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Figure A: Hein’s diagram of an Inclusive Museum Experience using Dewey’s Model of 
the Experience Cycle (Hein 2006).

David Kolb and Ron Fry - Learning Cycle
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David Kolb ana Ron Fry, two American education theorists, built on Dewey’s 

theory of experiential learning as being continuous and cumulative, and from that, they 

constructed the Cycle of Learning (Kolb, 1984; 2015). This cycle incorporated four styles 

of learning that formed the Learning Style Inventory (LSI). Concrete experience 

(feeling), reflective observation (watching), abstract conceptualism (thinking), and active 

experimentation (doing) laid a pathway to understanding how different styles of learning 

could also contribute to a collective, or collaborative, understanding of what was being 

learned (Kolb, 1984;2015). The concepts of diverging (feeling and watching), 

assimilating (watching and thinking), converging (doing and thinking) and 

accommodating (doing and feeling) act as outside factors that shape the continuous cycle 

of learning (Kolb 1984/2015). A diagram of Kolb and Fly’s Cycle of Learning is below 

(Figure B).

Active
Experimentation
(planning/trying 

what you learned)

r Concrete 
Experience

(doing/having an 
experience) Reflective 

Observation
(reviewing/reflecting 
on the experience)

Abstract 
Conceptualization

(concluding/learning 
from experience)

Figure B: Kolb and Fry’s Cycle of Learning (Kolb and Fry 1984)



John Falk and Lynn Dierking - Free-Choice

In the latter part of the twentieth century, John Falk and Lynn Dierking of Oregon 

State University’s (OSU) College of Education developed a learning style called 

Free-choice Learning (OSU 2019a). Free-choice learning is defined as a style of learning 

that allows the learner to decide what, where, and how they want to learn and takes place 

outside a classroom setting across the lifetime of the learner (OSU 2019a). It can be 

more accurately defined as learning guided by a person’s needs and interests (Falk and 

Dierking 1998). In their research, the two present a model that helps facilitate education 

in museums for K-12 learners. Falk and Dierking, recognizing the experiential learning 

research of George Hein and John Dewey, combined it with their research to argue that 

more people are becoming lifelong learners who are supported outside of traditional 

classrooms by diverse organizations, including museums and libraries (Dierking 2005). 

These organizations, combined wirh television and the internet, are quickly and 

efficiently supporting the public’s demand for free-choice learning guided by an 

individual’s needs and interests. A model of Falk and Dierking’s Free-Choice learning 

(Figure C) follows.
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Figure C: Falk and Dierking’s Free-choice Learning model (Falk and Dierking 1998). 

Higher Education Models Used in Museums Today

No single education model is used to facilitate higher education in museums 

today. From a combination of models, museums are continuously developing and 

adapting higher education programming to suit the needs of each class visit and to 

provide flexible options (Johnson et al. 2017). Several important models are outlined 

below.

Active Learning

Drawing from Dewey’s theory of experiential learning, active learning in 

museums promotes reflection of what students are looking at, sparks dialogue between a



group of students looking at the same object(s), and facilitates closer inspection of the 

object(s) with peer-to-peer engagement (Johnson et al. 2017). When in a museum gallery 

or object-study room and guided by faculty and museum education staff, students are 

encouraged to ask thoughtful questions, practice close looking, gather evidence, compare 

and contrast, collect and classify, draw conclusions, interpret and create narratives, be in 

dialogue with their peers, and apply existing knowledge (Johnson et al. 2017). Inquiry 

sparks curiosity and motivates students to conduct further investigation. If open-ended 

questions are used, the outcome of inquiry is in the form of student reflection and 

personal connection. Social interaction is foundational to inquiry and experiential 

learning (Johnson et al. 2017). Dewey's continuity of experience can be found through 

active learning which allows the learner to bring past experiences into the learning 

environment to continually construct new experiences (Hein 2006). Hein argues that 

through active learning, three learning aomains are present in museum experiences: the 

learner’s cognition of their environment; the learner’s affective experiences with 

emotions and past experiences, and the skill of the learner by learning and doing to solve 

problems (Hein 2006).

Inquiry-based Learning

Inquiry in museum education means that students are seeking information through 

questioning and by asking questions that do not always require a verbal response 

(Johnson et al. 2017). A learning environment embracing inquiry provides many



opportunities for students to use skills that are essential to not only learning in a 

classroom setting, but also essential to learning in the workplace and out in the field. 

Students are encouraged to ask questions out loud to the group, to listen to responses 

from other group members, and to reflect upon the dissemination of their thoughts and 

ideas combined with those of others (Johnson et al. 2017). By engaging inquiry-based 

learning techniques, museums can acknowledge that students learn by striving to make 

sense out of experiences (Hein 2006). Hein argues that this method of learning also 

teaches the student to “learn to learn,” and therefore, they can gain tools to challenge 

accepted ideas, to think for themselves, and participate intellectually in social debate 

(Hein 2006). Inquiry-based education has powerful social and moral consequences. It 

can promote crit’cal thinking ana oppose the suppression of independent thought and 

inquiry-based education by previous institutions of learning (Hein 2006).

Dialogue-based Learning

"The means is dialogue, the end is learning, the purpose is peace" Dr. Jane Vella

(2002).

Dialogue-based learning is a popular style of learning that is increasingly 

preferred by students who expect more aialogue and conversation over instruction from 

cultural institutions (Johnson et al. 2017). Much like inquiry-based learning, 

dialogue-based leaning offers opinions in a group setting, interaction with museum staff
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and university faculty, and results in a shared authority over a singular voice of authority, 

and it is often referred to as forum dialogue (Johnson et al. 2017).

Jane Vella, a longtime educator and leader in dialogue-based learning, argues that 

adults, including college and university students, learn best when engaged in dialogue 

(Vella 2002). Much of Vella’s Twelve Principles of Effective Adult Learning arc 

important to dialogue-based and inquiry-based learning in academic museums. 

Fundamental principles include: assessing the needs of the students and faculty; 

providing a safe environment and process for dialogue; creating sound relationships 

between the museum, faculty, and students; fostering respect for students as decision 

makers; acknowledging the immediacy of learning; taking into consideration ideas, 

feelings, and actions; implementing teamwork; engagement; and accountability (Vella 

2002).

Embedding dialogue-based learning in academic museum settings allows the 

museum to include more voices and confirms the relevance of content and a forum with 

communities and broader society (Johnson et al. 2017). Dialogue-based learning is also a 

way for museums to engage with current events through their collections and in a group 

setting in order to discuss a specific topic, problem, or concern ana can provide an 

exploration of challenging and relevant issues in society (Johnson et al. 2017). 

Object-based Learning
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As a form of active learning, object-based learning (OBL) is a student-centered

learning approach where objects are used to enhance and inform learning. While OBL

includes physical objects, the process may not always involve students handling those

objects and can simply mean being near an object in order to perform close looking

(Sheffield Hallam University 2019a). OBL s usually facilitated in a designated space

for collections access and can also include dialogue (problem-solving or experimentation)

and inquiry-based learning (questioning and peer-to-peer engagement) (Sheffield Hallam

University 2019a). OBL almost always incorporates learning accomplished in the

classroom and enhances themes and 'leas further by using objects to encourage abstract

thinking in social settings (Sheffield Hallam University 2019a).

Experiential, inquiry, and dialogue-based leam lg are important collaborating

styles for facilitating object-based learning in order to provide a rich and meaningful

experience for university students. The combination of collaboration, interdisciplinarity,

and object-based learning in a group setting creates an accessible and inclusive

environment for students to explore museum collections. Object-based learning will be

covered in detail in the third chapter of the literature review.

Twenty-first Century Museum Education is Ever Changing

Museum education has become so vital that some institutions have eliminated 
education departments and, instead, have restructured the organization to 
emphasize that education is integral to all museum divisions and cannot be 
separated from curatorial, administrative, and research activity. Therefore, the 
field is best defined by what it does, rather than who does it. (Johnson et al. 2017, 
chap. 1)
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In the second edition of The Museum Educator’s Manual, the authors have 

updated much of what was published as models, structures, and recommendations for 

education in museums from the first edition in 2009. While Dewey and Piaget will 

always be credited for creating the foundations that informed museum education 

development beginning in the early 1980s, a new surge of interest in museum education 

came about in the first decade of the twenty-first century (Johnson et al. 2017). The 

updated manual discusses the importance for museums to acknowledge that museum 

education today is evolving, changing rapidly, and quotes Stephen Weil’s theory that the 

old definition of museums as educators was about “being about something,” and today 

has shifted with societal Dressures to “being for somebody” (Johnson et al. 2017).

At the same time, the traditional image of a university lecture hall, where a 

professor tells students “what they need to know’1 as passive recipients, and students 

regurgitate information verbatim, is no longer meeting the needs of students (Murphy and 

Rose 2019). Active learning allows students to engage skills other than listening and 

recitation. Students have the option to use writing, debating, and collaboration with 

peers. And significantly, Murphy and Rose argue that research supports the idea that 

benefits exist for developing these complementary skills through museum collections 

(Murphy and Rose 2019).



In general, an important goal for academic museums is to grow their education 

programs. Universities in the United States are looking to their campus museums to 

attract faculty to use the museum in their curricula; to develop collaborations with 

museum staff and university faculty; to integrate museum exhibitions into classes and 

research; to use the academic museum’s collections across the curriculum; and to 

emphasize the power of using objects to teach (Glesne et al. 2013). While academic 

collections were initially formed to benefit research faculty and were later opened to 

student researchers, an academic art museum traditionally served art history and studio 

practice students solely (Glesne et al. 2013). Today, academic and education outreach 

curators are strategically considering which of the museum s collections might best serve 

academic programs, and then use targeted emails or letters to inform deans, department 

chairs, faculty, and discussion leaders of the museum’s resources (Glesne et al. 2013).

Some academic museums are even working with faculty to help meet the 

objectives of their syllabi. By collaborating with faculty, academic museums can use 

objects in the museum to help meet learning objectives such as skill development, 

interdisciplinary analysis, comparative analysis, social critique, and creative inspiration 

(Glesne et al. 2013).

When faculty and students are asked to contribute, academic museums benefit 

from gaining their trust (Glesne et al. 2013). Collaborations are one way to increase this 

relationship between the museum, faculty, and students. Such collaborations can take the
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form of co-developed exhibitions or faculty-student art shows. Another way academic 

museums are developing these relationships is with co-teaching, where more academic 

museums are forming alliances with faculty to bring students to the museum for a 

collaborative session with a curator/educator and museum objects (Glesne et al. 2013).

Personal connection-making is an essential part of active engagement for students 

with museum collections (Murphy and Rose 2019). Museum education practices are 

beginning to place more emphasis on the instructor as the facilitator, rather than a 

lecturer. To remove the hierarchy of the museum and the instructor, the museum acts as a 

networker between the faculty and students (Murphy and Rose 2019). In the setting of 

active learning, the student is guided to take control of their experiences, and the 

hierarchy of teaching is virtually removed. Students, in turn, develop a meaningful 

relationship with each other because of the dialogue and collaborative learning that takes 

place (Murphy and Rose 2019).

Organizations Supporting Museum Education

Finally, in discussing the basics of museum education in academic museums 

today, it is important to highlight the work of several organizations that supply resources 

to museum educators, as outlined below.

The Museum Education Roundtable (MER), which also publishes the quarterly 

Journal o f Museum Education, is recognized as the authoritative voice on “theory, 

training, and practice in the museum education field” (MER 2019a). The journal
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publishes topics of interest to museum educators, and the organization’s website fosters 

dialogue with experts through a blog, and also outlines kev events and conferences that 

present museum education (MER 2019a).

The American Alliance of Museums (AAM), the major organization for museum 

professionals in the United States, began to publish important reports on museum 

education beginning in the 1980s, including Statement on Professional Standards for 

Museum Education (1990), Excellence and Equity: Education and the Public Dimension 

o f Museums, and Excellence and Equity: Museum Education Principles and Standards 

(AAM 2019a). In 1982, the AAM “urged museums to place budgetary importance on 

education and community relations to find new and non-traditional audiences (Grinder 

and McCoy 1985,14).

Affiliated with the AAM is the Association of Academic Museums and Galleries 

(AAMG). It acts as the leading organization supporting academic museums, galleries, 

and collections (AAMG 2019a). Its mission is to “establish and support best practices, 

educational activities and professional development that enable its member organizations 

to fulfill their educational missions” (AAMG 2019a).

The International Council of Museums (ICOM) is the main international 

organization for museum professionals, and it supports museum education standards and 

professional development of museum education professionals (ICOM 2019a). The 

University Museums and Collections (UMAC) committee sits under the umbrella of



ICOM and is known as the “global advocate for higher education museums and 

collections of all disciplines” (UMAC 2019a). UMAC’s mission is to “contribute to 

society, for the benefit of all, by sustaining the continued development of university 

museums and collections as essential resources devoted to research, education, and the 

preservation of cultural, historical, natural and scientific heritage” (UMAC 2019a).

A review of museum educational theories, models used in academic museums, 

and professional organizations relevant to university museums and museum education, 

helps to provide an understanding of museum education in twenty-first century academic 

museums. The next chapter in the literature review defines object-based learning (OBL) 

and outlines the importance of object-based learning in higher education.
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Chapter 3 

Object-based Learning and its Significance in Higher Education

This chapter defines object-based learning (OBL) and outlines the importance of 

object-based learning in higher education. Interdisciplinarity and collaboration in OBL, 

two key components of successful OBL in higher education, will be discussed, as well as 

a short history of academic museums and early practices of OBL. Finally, examples of 

OBL in academic museums will highlight what some academic museums are doing today 

to integrate OBL into their higher education offerings. ,

What is Object-based Learning?

Many voices in the museum education field have defined object-based learning 

as it becomes a more consistent and recognized practice in museums and higher 

education. Put simply, object-based learning happens when objects are used to spark 

students’ interest and to encourage them to ask questions (Smithsonian 2019a). Other 

widely accepted definitions of OBL do not stray much from this definition, but the 

terminology used to label it does, so OBL may also be referred to as object-centered 

learning, obiect-inspired learning, and object-based inquiry (Chatterjee et al. 2017).

Oxford University’s Ashmolean Museum of Art and Archaeology defines OBL as 

practicing higher-order thinking skills by making connections to the broader world, 

exploring themes and developing lines of inquiry using objects (Ashmolean 2019a). The



Teaching and Object-based Learning team at University College London (UCL) defines 

OBL as a mode of education which involves the active integration of objects into the 

learning environment (Chatterjee et al. 2017). These definitions refer to the role of 

objects in ihe development and understanding of subject-specific and interdisciplinary 

knowledge and to the development of ooserva-onal and practical skills (Chatterjee et al.

2017).

Moreover, object-associated learning places the object in cultural, historical, 

and personal contexts (Grinder and McCoy 1985). John Fines, a British historian and 

museum educator defined object-associated learning as focusing on single objects, 

exploring humanity through objects, and going beyond to the object’s broader meaning 

(Grinder and McCoy 1985).

OBL is a typical learning style used in museum education but is rarely practiced 

outside of museums (Murphy and Rose 2019). The combination of objects and problems 

allows students to make their own inquiry and to be lead by the instructor as a facilitator 

who provides guidance, rather than a teacher (Murphy and Rose 2019). As discussed in 

the first chapter of the literature review, multiple styles of learning help to form a 

complete learning experience when paired with OBL.

The Case for the Value of Object-based Learning in Higher Education

With the emergence of new curators and educators, the importance of teaching 

collections is on the rise (Chatterjee et al. 2017). New museum staff are working to



ensure that OBL can better fit into the frameworks of contemporary educational theories 

(Chatterjee et al. 2017). Research in the United Kingdom has shown that the majority of 

students across multiple disciplines believe that OBL is a more effective learning 

experience than a lecture or a talk (UCL 2019b). While additional research on the impact 

of museum collections as tools for teaching needs to take place, the value of object-based 

learning is evident in research that is uncovering ways in which the use of museum 

objects can enhance undergraduate and postgraduate learning across a wide range of 

disciplines (Chatteijee et al. 2017).

Benefits of Object-based Learning in Higher Education

The museum holds far more potential in providing opportunities for higher 

education when t supports engagement with objects (Boys et al. 2017). Through creating 

and deepening partnerships as well as providing collaborative spaces for dialogue and 

learning, academic museums are in a remarkable position to be leaders in developing the 

twenty-first century model of higher education in museums. A shift of responsibilities of 

museums over the last decade has created a demand tor museums to be more relevant; 

moreover, while the digitization of museum collections has radically democratized 

collection access, such access does not replace collaboration between curation, research, 

and learning (Boys et al. 2017).

Museums and their collections provide rich and unique environments for 

successful OBL experiences and can benefit many disciplines of studies by crossing
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traditional boundaries (Boys et al. 2017). The abundance of benefits that arise from OBL 

in museums include: providing direct links for students between the past or a topic to 

further enhance students’ understanding; engaging multiple senses including touch, 

smell, and sight; the potential to develop skills in drawing conclusions based on 

examination of evidence; generating group and class discussions; promoting the value of 

the museum’s collections, and encouraging students to revisit the museum with friends 

and family (Chatteijee et al 2016).

As Boys et al. note (2017), students also have a desire to explore the past through 

collections in order to try to learn something about themselves and how they relate to 

others in the world, as well as to participate in shared experiences. Museum collections 

can connect students to the past, and academic museums have a special responsibility to 

foster and engage student learning within and amongst objects (Boys et al. 2017). The 

results of students and faculty engaging with museum collections are profound, and 

seeing, handling, discussing, and being with objects has benefits because there are social 

and cultural advantages of viewing objects in their original context (Boys et al. 2017).

Furthermore, OBL in academic museums allows students to understand how the 

public can participate in making meaning, and therefore, can deepen understandings of 

the very nature of citizenship (Geismar 2018). At the same time, because of the tradition 

of displaying objects in galleries with labels, museums can be considered multisensory 

environments that promote theories such as Dewey’s that suggests knowledge emerges
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from objects, experience, and interpretation (Geismar 2018). In the twenty-first century, 

learning, understanding, and knowledge have changed with the rise of the internet and the 

ease of access to information (Geismar 2018). Younger generations understand more 

about how information and knowledge are created, and museums, with their multisensory 

environments and collections have been central to this understanding by acting as sites of 

interdisciplinary discussion and dissemination of that information (Geismar 2018). 

Interdisciplinarity and Collaboration in Object-Based Learning

Pairing interdisciplinarity and OBL in a collaborative group setting can further 

enhance student understanding, because multiple points of view from those with diverse 

backgrounds can be elicited (Glesne et al. 2013). Below, both the concepts of 

interdisciplinarity and coliabora"on are examined to understand their potential role in 

OBL.

The Oxford English Dictionary (2019a) defines interdisciplinary as “relating to 

more than one branch of knowledge.” The interdisciplinarity of object-based learning 

happens when museums use objects to facilitate higher education visits for students of 

disciplines outside the museum's main disciplinary emphasis; moreover, when multiple 

disciplines are brought together in a group setting, OBL provides multiple entry points 

for students and faculty (Chatterjee et al. 2017).

The Oxford English Dictionary (2019b") defines collaborative as “produced by or 

involving two or more parties working together.” Collaborative learning is an



educational approach to teaching and learning that involves groups of students working 

together to solve a problem, complete a task, or create a product (Marshall et al. 2002). 

Indicators of successful collaboration include: building on the strengths of group 

members; overcoming limitations of the single voice; deepening the scope of the 

separate missions of group members; uncovering new meanings informed by previous 

experiences; and developing new skills in collaborators (Marshall et al. 2002).

Interdisciplinary experiences are essential to growth in the learning capacity of 

students in higher education because it builds on early learning, which teaches children to 

classify, to create order, and to stay safely within boundaries (Marshall 2002). 

Interdisciplinarity is required in order to spark interest in meaning-making in students 

and, for faculty and museums, coiiaboration allows both parties to think collectively in 

generating teaching strategies by using the strengths of both teaching and object-based 

learning (Creamer and Lattuca 2005). The act of sharing information is also valuable in 

itself, and research has shown that participants in interdisciplinary collaborations value 

the opportunity to learn something about other disciplines (Creamer and Lattuca 2005).

In a collaborative environment in museums, importance is placed on developing 

museum educators and university faculty as facilitators rather than as convincers and 

lecturers in problem-solving (Boys et al. 2017). Indeed, single voices are insufficient 

today and do not meet the challenges and demands of complex higher education 

classrooms. Some faculty at universities around the world are demanding that
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collaboration be present in student learning because collaboration is crucial to the future 

of society; significantly, desirable outcomes can be reached when the arts and sciences 

try to solve problems together or examine the past (Boys et al. 2017).

As Boys et al. (2017) emphasize, endless opportunities exist for partnerships 

between museums and universities because universities educate and train successive 

generations of people who work in museums. Universities are also potential partners in 

building and nourishing expertise and know-how in museums because scholarship and 

curatorship can reinforce one another (Boys et al. 2017). Moreover, museums can 

establish research partnerships with universities or research bodies that focus on 

disciplines that examine scientific, social, environmental, digital, educational, or 

behavioral issues. Ultimately, all museums can forge relationships that are designed to 

explore their collections in new ways, to discover new information, or to place things in 

context as part of a broader narrative (Boys et al. 2017).

A Short History of Academic Museums and Early Object-based Learning

According to the Andrew Mellon Foundation’s 2007 report on the College and 

University Art Museum Program, learning has always been a large part of the academic 

museum s mission (CUAM 2007). In the last twenty years, however, the demands on 

academic museums to provide spaces for interdisciplinary dialogue and learning has 

shifted, making the academic museum an integral part of culture on campuses (CUAM 

2007). In particular, as Geismar (2018) notes, academic museums, which developed
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between the seventeenth-century and the early part of the twentieth-century, have 

reinterpreted collections acquired in colonial contexts using OBL through higher 

education class visits (Geismar 2018).

An examination of the earliest Western museum collections lead to the 

establishment of the first higher education institutions in the United Kingdom as early as 

1096 with the creation of Oxford University. In the sixteenth century, universities 

focused on learning and exploring new geographic areas of the globe, and much of that 

exploration came with the collecting, or salvaging, of art and objects from cultures and 

communities unknown to the university’s community back home (Geismar 2018). 

University schools of anthropology and archaeology amassed objects that would soon 

make up the collections of some of the largest academic museums in the world (Geismar 

2018).

The sixteenth century was the birth of the cabinet of curiosities. These collections 

contained specimens, diagrams, and illustrations from multiple disciplines of study and 

formed a pathway for the connection between the sciences and the arts (Alexander 1996). 

Natural history, geology, ethnography, and archaeology, religious relics, works of art, 

and antiquities came together to form a room of global intersections of exploration and 

research (Alexander 1996).

The Victorian era is often considered the period that defined the modem museum 

by turning sixteenth-century object lessons into exhibitions that were organized
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chronologically or thematically paired with didactic labels (Geismar 2018). The earliest 

academic museums of the time, such as the Ashmolean at Oxford University, were some 

of the first museums to foster object-based learning as a form of exploring human 

progress and innovation (Ashmolean 2019d).

While collections of these kinds were considered to be more of a spectacle than an 

educational experience, cabinets of curiosities sparked dialogue among viewers. One of 

the earliest museum collections open to the public began as a cabinet of curiosity; 

notably, this collection eventually became the Ashmolean Museum of Art and 

Archaeology at Oxford University in England. Not only was the Ashmolean one of the 

first academic museums, but it was also one of the first museums to open to the general 

public (Ashmolean 2019a).

Early accounts of visitors practicing object-based learning in museum collections 

are often recorded in personal travel journals. For nstance, Celia Fiennes, an 

eighteenth-century English traveler, wrote in her journals about her visit to the 

Ashmolean Museum at Oxford University in 1702. On her visit, she encountered a 

silver-tipped cane in the collection: “There is a cane which looks like a solid heavy thing, 

but if you take it in your hands it is as light as a feather...there are several Loadstones, 

and it is pretty to see now the steel clings or follows it, hold it on the top at some distance 

the needles stand quite upright... ” (Fiennes 1702). These accounts of object-based 

learning, while notable, focused on material form and an approach that created narratives



that took the objects out of their original context; today, OBL can be used to expose 

power relations, collecting practices, and colonial injustices (Geismar 2018).

Finally, early accounts of OBL can also be identified when art schools used 

museum collections to explore the human body; as Boys et al. (2017) note, artists were 

often present during surgical procedures and mortuary autopsies, as artists and medical 

illustrators were curious about the muscle structure of humans. Despite this flourishing 

partnership in the earliest years of art and medical schools, the collaboration between the 

arts and humanities shifted to independent bodies of studies in the twentieth century 

(Boys et al. 2017). Interestingly, museums and other disciplines moved away from 

object-based learning, even though the guiding principle of most museums in their 

infancy involved some form of educating the public. Today, we are experiencing a 

resurrection of partnerships not only in art and medicine but in a range of other areas. 

Examples of Object-based Learning in Academic Museums

Research on OBL suggests that objects can be used to empower learners to 

“construct, mediate and understand knowledge” (Chatterjee et al. 2016).

Interdisciplinary object-based learning in academic museums can further enhance the 

importance of museum collections on campus while creating partnerships, a space for 

understanding across disciplines, and a more inclusive learning environment (Geismar

2018). As Geismar (2018) notes, OBL aiso involves complex discussions while 

supporting a more intimate engagement, because in OBL, objects may be “handled, taken
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apart, put together, played, worn, or used as they were first intended to be used” (Geismar 

2018,33).

Most of the existing research and literature on object-based learning in academic 

museums has come out of the United Kingdom within the last two decades, especially, as 

noted above, from the Object-based Teaching team at the University of the City of 

London (UCL 2019a), the University of Reading (University of Reading 2019a) and the 

Museum of Rural Life (MERL) who partner with UCL to develop interdisciplinary and 

collaborative approaches to OBL (MERL 2019a). Furthermore, as Chatterjee et al. (2017) 

emphasize, most OBL research has focused on activities in primary and secondary levels, 

as part of what has been called “informal learning” (Chatterjee et al. 2017).

In this context, it is useful to examine examples of OBL to highlight how it is 

understood and practiced today, and to see how interdisciplinarity and collaboration is 

expressed, as outlined briefly below.

Object-based learning is a feature of academic museums at universities such as 

those at Stanford, Harvard, Yale, Oxford, Cambridge and others that amassed large and 

diverse archaeological, anthropological, ethnographic, design, architecture, and art 

collections early in their histories (Geismar 2018). Notably, the University College 

London is both an advocate for and leader of pioneering research on object-based 

learning. The Object-based Teaching team at UCL, for example, has written the leading 

handbook on OBL (Chatteijee et al. 2017). The team has conducted a number of studies,



such as those examining the therapeutic potential of object handling in medical students, 

which found that students gained critical skills in communication, organization, time 

management, and independent thinking; or others that examined how art students used 

Old Master drawings as a source of inspiration for new artistic works and gained 

transferable skills in exhibition design, curatorial networking, and object handling 

(Chatterjee and Noble 2009).

At Oxford University’s Ashmolean Museum, the education team works closely 

with staff in collections and conservation to provide opportunities for interdisciplinary 

object-based learning for university students (Ashmolean 2019b). As they partner with 

various schools and professors on campus, the museum runs a podcast called Thinking 

with Things, as well as an online university teaching resource that features 

interdisciplinary projects. For example, Professor Marcus Du Sautoy, Professor of 

Mathematics ait Oxford, has used objects from the Neolithic period in his teaching to 

explore the development of early abstract thought (Ashmolean 2016c).

In 2014, the Cantor Arts Center at Stanford University opened an exhibition titled 

Inside Rodin’s Hands: Art, Technology, and Anatomy (Stanford 2019a). As one of the 

Cantor’s first interdisciplinary exhibitions, it brought together medical students, surgeons, 

professors, art historians, design engineers, and curators to examine the sculptures of 

Auguste Rodin and their connections between human form and anatomy (Stanford 

2019a). The exhibition highlighted the fact that the School of Medicine at Stanford has
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used the collections of the Cantor Arts Center for the study of the human form for 

decades, and it presented the idea that the arts inform medicine and that medicine informs 

the arts (Stanford 2019a). Paired with anatomy illustrations from the Stanford Green 

Library collection and CT scans from the Stanford Hand Clinic, the students partnered 

with engineers to develop 3-D models of the internal anatomies of Rodin’s hands, and 

then placed them into virtual sculptures that visitors could view on iPads in the galleries 

(Stanford 2019a). From this exhibition, medical students gained insight into medical 

conditions that affect the hands, and art history students gained a deeper understanding of 

how anatomy and human form have been represented over time (Stanford 2019a).

At Harvard University, a mathematics professor used the museums’ study centers 

to teach concepts in mathematics through looking at art (Tishman et al. 2007). Since 

mathematics often requires students to visualize objects in three dimensions, objects can 

be used to support tb's process (Tishman et al. 2007). The result is that objects and 

images can motivate mathematics, and mathematical theory, in turn, can motivate art. 

Some sculptors, for example, have been inspired by mathematics, and some 

mathematicians have found it helpful to study sculptures (Tishman et al. 2007).

In this section of the literature review, SFMOMA’s approach to object-based 

learning in working with colleges and universities in the Bay Area will be reviewed.

Even though SFMOMA is not a university museum, the Museum’s approach to OBL is 

instructive and mimics that of OBL as practiced in academic museums.
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The San Francisco Museum of Modern Art’s Artist Initiative

The Artist Initiative (Al) at The San Francisco Museum of Modem Art 

(SFMOMA) is an experimental, cross-disciplinary team that has been piloting projects in 

collaboration with artists, art historians, scholars, conservators, curators, and higher 

education classes (Clark and Barger 2015). The Al is funded through a five-year grant 

from the Andrew Mellon Foundation which the Museum received in 2015 (SFMOMA 

2019a). SFMOMA was awarded $1.75 million, not only to work with living artists, but 

to build, through collaboration, a world-class collections center and to create unique 

opportunities for students in higher education (SFMOMA 2019a). The grant allows for 

SFMOMA to provide classroom space, access to the stored collection, and a mock-up 

gallery installed with works of art unique to each visiting class (SFMOMA 2019a). 

Through the pilot projects of the Al, the importance of contemporary art scholarship, 

engagement with the public, and the role of the Museum s new flexible spaces outside 

the Museum’s main campus in downtown San Francisco are highlighted (SFMOMA 

2019a).

In a 2016 article, the current Director of the Artist Initiative, Robin Clark, noted 

that the Mellon-funded grant for the Artist Initiative will facilitate projects for five years 

(Clark and Barger 2016). While funding ends in mid-2019, the Artist Initiative 

programming has been supported both methodologically and structurally inside and 

outside the museum (Clark and Barger 2016). For example, the team has monitored,



evaluated, and grown the pilot projects over the past five years, and has worked to embed 

the tested higher education and collaborative projects into the museum s existing 

structure (Clark and Barger 2016). One of the measures for the success of the project 

was the creation of the mock-up gallery and new Collection Center, which is located 

off-site, sixteen miles south of the downtown Museum (Clark and Barger 2016). Other 

success measures include evaluation of pilot projects, the continued collaborations within 

the museum, and the demand for the continuation of regular higher education programs 

(Clark and Barger 2016).

Interdisciplinary Higher Education at SFMOMA’s Collection Center

SFMOMA s approach to using objects in the collection to connect to university 

curricula and to offer object-based learning opportunities is detailed in this example 

featured in the Museum’s member magazine from Fall, 2018.

The Artist Initiative collaborates with the Museum’s Higher Education team to 

seek out relationships with university and college instructors across the Bay Area 

(SFMOMA 2018). One such ciass, Medical Humanities studies at California State 

University East Bay (CSUEB), has been visiting the Museum’s Collection Center every 

semester for the past two years (SFMOMA 2018). The class professor had found out 

about the Collection Center and how much of the collection is housed at this location 

(nearly seventy-five percent) and contacted the Higher Education (HE) department at the 

Museum to explore the possibility of connecting the Museum s collection to the themes



in his courses (SFMOMA 2018). Once the professor visited the Collection Center, he 

realized that he could also change his syllabus to work around objects in the collection 

that could easily be installed for students in the mockup gallery (SFMOMA 2018). HE 

collaborated with the Al and the Collection Center staff to provide classroom space, an 

installation of selected works in the mock-up gallery, and to facilitate the class once they 

arrive at the Collection Center (SFMOMA 2018). Visits to the center include an 

overview of the space, an introduction to the Artist Initiative, a forty-five minute visit in 

the mockup gallery, and, when requested, access for students to speak to Collection 

Center staff in curatorial, collections, conservation, and photography about their roles in 

the museum (SFMOMA 2018).

The CSUEB class focuses on legal and ethical issues encountered by the 

healthcare community and its practitioners, and pairs those themes with works in 

SFMOMA’s collection. The professor and the Al saw a correlation between the themes 

and works in the collection by artists who were responding to the AIDS crisis during the 

1980s and 1990s (SFMOMA 2018). Every semester, the Al staff selects over thirty works 

to be installed in the gallery, displayed in the Museum’s library research room, or 10 be 

viewed in the Collection Study Center at the Museum (SFMOMA 2018). Works and 

artist books by Keith Haring, Peter Hujar, Nan Goldin, Nayland Blake, and the artist 

collective General Idea are chosen and installed for the class visit (SFMOMA 2018). Six
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classes in Medical Humanities from CSUEB visit the Collection Center at least once a 

semester.

The professor observed that once the students were exploring and engaging 

with the selected works they discussed the theme of empathy in a group setting. Each 

student is assigned an arust ana speaks about their research for five minutes while the 

group stands in front of the work (SFMOMA 2018). The professor affirmed that 

empathy was an ‘‘affective component” and plays a key role in medical diagnoses. He 

said that “...exploring art and humanities helps students develop that affective component 

[and] the humanities helps to understand human health better because health is 

fundamentally a cultural phenomenon” (SFMOMA 2018, 25).

The students’ experiences do not stop once they leave the Collection Center.

Each student chooses a community that is relative to their studies and creates a project 

inspired by one of the artists (SFMOMA 2018). A Health Sciences major who visited the 

Collection Center with the Medical Humanities class said that the experience of being 

with the real art and having it uniquely curated to the theme of the HIV/ AIDS epidemic 

was an experience that connected them to art and artists in a way that they had not 

previously thought about and would not be able to do outside of the Collections Center 

(SFMOMA 2018). The student said that “...the level of intimacy between the art and 

ourselves is something I wish every student could experience...the pieces allowed me to
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connect with my community’s struggle, since I am part of the LGBT community” 

(SFMOMA 2018, 25).

Creating In-between Spaces Through Object-Based Learning in Museums

In an article published in 2016, former SFMOMA Director of Collections and 

Conservation Jill Sterrett wrote about the importance of “in-between” and “third spaces” 

by stating that by building these spaces, the Museum can respond to ever-changing 

transitions in the twenty-first century, which ultimately fosters engagement with visitors 

experiencing similar transitions (Sterrett 2016). “In-between” spaces lend to 

interdisciplinary ways of thinking and doing, Sterrett argued, and these spaces, once dark, 

become activated spaces of engagement through collaborations with all departments that 

make up a twenty-first century museum (Sterrett 2016). Sterrett argued that to open up 

these spaces is to foster the prototyping of blent’'tig traditional and emerging practices, 

and that creating these third spaces is essential to SFMOMA in order to reposition the 

Museum, to remove outdated practices, and to think about new possibilities (Sterrett

2016).

SFMOMA’s Artist Initiative has placed importance on the role of 

interdisciplinary collaboration and higher education (Sterrett 2016). Works of art in 

storage receive renewed interest, uses, and interpretation from students and faculty in 

diverse fields of study (Sterrett 2016). The works no longer sit in deep storage; instead, 

they are uniquely curated, uncrated, and installed in a mockup gallery that is accessible to
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students for object-based learning, inquiring further, and conducting new and meaningful 

discussions that renew the importance of indiv'dual works in SFMOMA’s collection 

(Sterrett 2016). As Sterrett states, “Bringing these secrets to light in purposeful spaces 

situated, both physically and intellectually, between curated galleries and dark storage 

creates a new commons for the meeting of art’s material, visual, and other sensory 

qualities” (Sterrett 2016, 05).

In the next chapter, the methodology used to conduct interviews for this thesis 

will be discussed.
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Chapter 4 

Methodology

42

In this chapter, the methods used in this thesis are outlined. First, the initial 

research and formation of the topic will be discussed. Second, an overview of the 

historical and more contemporary literature that was used to supply a basis for the thesis 

and to develop the questions for case study interviews will be outlined. Next, the 

selection of the case studies will be presented, followed by a description of the interview 

questions asked of museum personnel who served as content experts in the case studies. 

Research Ouestions

The three major research questions that guided this thesis are as follows: First, 

what is the responsibility of the academic museum when it comes to supporting 

interdisciplinary, object-based learning among its collections, galleries, and open spaces 

when such learning is understood to be engaging and effective? Second, in the context of 

object-based learning, how does the academic museum become an open, inclusive, and 

third space or community hub on a large ana very diverse university campus? And third, 

what support structures are needed in academic museums to become and remain sites of 

object-based and interdisciplinary learning? As outlined in chapter 1, these questions are 

important because academic museums, compared with other types of museums, are



associated with interdisciplinary learning communities that can serve as a natural and 

accessible environment for object-based learning.

Below, key components of the literature review are outiined, followed by a 

description of how and why case studies were selected, and the questions used to 

interview content experts.

Literature Review

The review of literature included examining relevant scholarly journals such as: 

The International Journal o f the Inclusive Museum; the Journal o f Museum Education; 

Museums & Social Issues; the Journal o f Online Learning and Teaching; the University 

Museums and Collections Journal, and the Museum and Society journal. The literature 

review also included an analysis of books such as: Creating Interdisciplinarity: 

Interdisciplinary Research and Teaching Among College and University Faculty (Lattuca 

2001); The Museum Educator’s Manual (Johnson et al. 2017); Engaging the Senses: 

Object-Based Learning in Higher Education (Chatterjee and Hannan 2017); Museums 

and Higher Education Working Together: Challenges and Opportunities (Boys et al.

2017); Advancing Faculty Learning through Interdisciplinary Collaboration: New 

Directions for Teaching and Learning (Creamer and Lattuca 2005); and Dewey’s Art as 

Experience (Dewey 2005) to name a few. Conference proceedings such as: Prospects 

and Strategies for Deep Collaboration in the Galleries, Libraries, Archives, and 

Museums Sector from the 2016 annual Association of Academic Museums and Galleries
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conference (AAMG 2016); the Connecting Collections 2018 Workshop for Educators 

(MoMA et al. 2018), as well as sessions attended by the author at the 2018 Association of 

Academic Museums and Galleries conference (AAMG 2018) were reviewed. Scholarly 

projects were also reviewed, including a study of object-based learning by the Centre for 

Excellence in Teaching and Learning Through Design, University of Brighton 

(Chatterjee and Duhs nd.); Campus Art Museums in the 21st Century: A Conversation 

report by the Cultural Policy Center at the University of Chicago (University of Chicago 

2012); and a collaboration by Harvard University Art Museums and Project Zero at the 

Harvard Graduate School of Education (Harvard 2007). Key websites that were consulted 

included Oxford University’s Ashmolean Museum University Teaching page 

(Ashmolean 2019a), the University College London’s Teaching & Object Based 

Learning website (University College London 2019a), and the University of Reading’s 

Object-based Learning for Higher Education forum (University of Reading 2019a). 

Professional standards published by the International Council of Museums (ICOM), the 

Association of Academic Museums and Galleries (AAMG), the American Alliance of 

Museums (AAM), and leading academic advisory committees were also reviewed.

The review of literature is divided into four chapters. In chapter 2, the Artist 

Initiative at the San Francisco Museum of Modem Art is discussed. This is important 

because the Artist Initiative, an Andrew Mellon Foundation-funded project, presents a 

model of the university inside the museum and of higher education object-based learning



in museum collections that can be applied to all types of museums. In chapter 3, the 

history of higher education and object-based learning in museums is reviewed, including 

how formal and informal education inhibits, or encourages, interdisciplinary object-based 

learning in higher education and the recent changes and demands on university museums. 

An overview of the history of academic museums in the United Kingdom and the United 

States and how they were formed is included. In chapter 4, the literature related to 

object-based learning in academic settings is reviewed, including relevant theories, 

models, and the work of museum professionals who have practiced object-based learning. 

Case Study Selection Process

Case studies were selected in order to assess object-based learning in academic 

museums in an in-depth manner, and so that unpublished, factual information derived 

from interviews of content experts could be integrated into assessments.

Case studies of three academic museums in North America employing 

object-based learning were conducted for this thesis. The case study selection process 

consisted of initial identification of ten academic museums based on a review of the web 

pages of university museum education departments, as well as a review of relevant 

periodicals, conference presentations, peer-reviewed journals, annual reports, museum 

websites, institutional publications, and institutional ephemera.

Specifically, potential case studies were identified according to five main criteria:

(1) the museum’s location within North America; (2) the existence of instructions for
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students and faculty access to museum collections on the institution7 s website; (3) 

evidence for student and faculty collaboration with the museum; (4) the existence of 

information indicating that object-based learning had been in place for some time; and (5) 

evidence that the museum developed interdisciplinary exhibitions that showcased 

engagement with students and faculty.

Next, the ten potential case studies were categorized by geographic location and 

accessibility to this researcher. In the end, a list of three case studies was created, and 

content experts at each institution were contacted to request if they could be interviewed 

for this thesis. The three museums selected were the Museum of Anthropology at the 

University of British Columbia, the Hammer Museum at the University of California Los 

Angeles, and the University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology.

Since this thesis deals specifically with interdisciplinary object-based learning in 

academic museums, and because there is not one unified position title for this type of 

engagement, either the director or manager of academic outreach, curriculum advisor, 

head of education, faculty advisor, or manager of student internships and engagement 

could have been interviewed for each institution. Interviews were conducted in-person at 

all three museums.

A set of interview questions was also developed to examine the practices, 

policies, departmental structure, and plans for how each academic museum approached 

interdisciplinary object-based learning with students and faculty as outlined below.
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The interview with the Museum of Anthropology at the University of British 

Columbia in Vancouver, British Columbia was conducted on Friday, November 23, 

2018, with Dr. Jill Baird, Curator of Education. The interview with the Hammer 

Museum at the University of California Los Angeles in Los Angeles, California was 

conducted on January 10,2019, with Theresa Sotto, Associate Director of Academic 

Programs. The interview with the University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology 

and Anthropology in Ph adelph a, Pennsylvania was conducted on January 15,2019, 

with Anne Tiballi, Ph.D. Mellon Director of Academic Engagement and her team of 

education professionals.

Interview Questions

The questions posed were developed to examine the development, 

implementation, and evaluation of each institution’s outreach and collaboration for 

interdisciplinary object-based learning with students and faculty on campus. The 

questions were divided into three main categories: (1) development of the program; (2) 

implementation of the program; (3) evaluation of and future plans of the program. 

Overall, issues concerning whether the museum had dedicated space for student 

engagement, dedicated staff, the ease of communication with faculty, faculty and student 

interest, and funding were explored. The same questions were asked of each person 

interviewed. The purpose of the interviews was to examine practice concerning 

object-based learning of the museum’s collections.



The first set of questions posed concerned the development of academic 

programs. The first question asked, “How was your museum’s current object-based 

learning program created and for how long has it been running?” This question was 

designed to explore how the museum’s program began and changed over time. The 

second question asked, “What k:nd of language does your unit use to explain the value of 

object-based learning of your museum's collections?” This question was designed to 

examine the museum s approach to outreach, as well as the museums relationship to the 

broader university. The third question asked, “What mission and/or guidelines does your 

unit state for your museum's object-based learning programs?” This question was 

designed to examine interactions between the museum, students, and faculty.

The second set of questions asked how institutions implemented object-based and 

interdisciplinary learning with students and faculty. The first question in this set asked, 

“What is the configuration and administration of your object-based learning program?” 

This question was designed to understand the current structure of the museum’s 

education department, if dedicated or assigned staff are employed, and to assess what sort 

of departmental structure is needed to support and facilitate object-based learning in 

academic museums. The second question in this set asked, “Does your museum have 

dedicated staff to facilitate the program and how does the museum staff, in general, 

support curricular activity?” This question was designed to examine how operations 

facilitate object-based programming. The third question in this set asked, “What does
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object-based learning consist of in your museum?” This question was designed to reveal 

what models or structures exist to support object-based learning. Question four in this set 

asked, “How many on-campus/off-campus classes does the program serve per academic 

year?” while question five asked, “Has the museum reconfigured spaces to accommodate 

classes?”

The third set of questions examined the evaluation of object-based, 

interdisciplinary programs. The first question asked, “Is the museum conducting any 

formal or informal evaluation or assessment of the program? If yes, how will the museum 

use any assessment to adiust/alter program?” The second question in this set asked, 

“What kind of information has your unit learned from formal or informal evaluation?” 

The third question in this set asked, “Has your museum's program integrated digital 

elements, and if so, why? and in what way?” Question four in this set asked, “Is the 

museum planning to expand or change the object-based learning program?” Question five 

asked, “What are the future plans for the program?” These questions were designed to 

examine if and how evaluation is conducted, how sustainable the program is, and what 

specific planning is in place.

In the next chapter, the first case study institution, the Museum of Anthropology 

at the University of British Columbia, is discussed, followed next by the Hammer 

Museum at the University of California Los Angeles, and the University of Pennsylvania 

Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology. Each case study consists of a brief
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background of the museum; a description of the museum s collection and academic 

programming; the results of the interview: and an analysis of the museum’s 

programming.

v
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Chapter 5 

The Museum of Anthropology at the University of British Columbia 

History and Background

In 1877, John Jessop proposed the formation of a provincial university in British 

Columbia, Canada. After much negotiation about whether the university would be built 

on the island in Victoria or on the mainland in Vancouver, the proposal was passed in 

1890 but with no resolution on the university’s location. The University of British 

Columbia (UBC) was recognized as a public research university in 1908 (UBC 2019a). 

When the University opened, the significant areas of study were in the arts, applied 

sciences, and agriculture. While the first degrees were not awarded until 1916, the 

University quickly expanded to offer courses in engineering, nursing, and teaching. 

Shortly after the 1920s, the University began to offer thesis courses in the natural 

sciences, social sciences, and humanities (UBC 2019a). Today, the University is 

globally-known for its focus in the STEM fields of economics, computer science, 

mathematics, and medicine (UBC 2019b).

Construction of the new university did not begin until 1925, well after the 

economic downturn after the First World War (UBC 2019a). In 1939, the university was 

affected by the Second World War and became a temporary military training site. After 

1945, the University experienced an increase in enrollment which saw the student body



rise from nearly three thousand students in the 1944-45 academic year to just under 

nine-thousand-five-hundred students -n the 1947-48 academic year (UBC Archives 

2019a).

The Museum of Anthropology at the University of British Columbia (MO A) was 

formed by an amalgamation of the University’s first anthropology collections, which 

were established in 1908 when UBC officially became a public research university 

(MO A 2019a). A donation in 1927 from the collection of Frank Burnett, along with two 

Musqueam house posts donated by the graduating class of 1927, initiated the first 

acquisitions of the Museum (MO A 2019b). The collection was further developed with 

the addition of many totem poles from the Marius Barbeau Collection and First Nations 

basketry from the Buttimer Collections (MOA 2019b). The Museum’s early collections 

were first joined together in the basement of the UBC Main Library. In 1947 a museum 

was officially founded by husband and wife faculty Dr. Harry Hawthorn and Dr. Audrey 

Hawthorn. Audrey was the museum's first curator, and Harry was the museum’s first 

director (MOA 2019a).

It was not until 1949 that the Museum was officially established as a department 

within the Faculty of Arts. In 1971, Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau announced the 

creation of the Museum of Anthropology by granting the University $2.5 million in 

funding (Pound 2005). The Museum opened under its new name in the current building 

on North West Marine Drive in 1976 (MOA 2019a). Architect Arthur Erikson was hired
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to design the new structure which adopted the characteristics of post structures from the

Indigenous Musqueam community. In 1975, a donation by Walter and Marianne Koemer

reinforced the Museum’s extensive collection of Northwest Coast First Nations art (MOA

2019b). The original building received significant renovations between 2006 and 2010

(MOA 2019a). The museum reopened in 2010 with the following messaging:

MOA is unique not only because of its physical setting but because it has created 
unusually close relationships with cultural communities in British Columbia and 
around the world through experimental and collaborative research methods and 
exhibitions. Part of MOA’s originality comes from it being a public, research and 
teaching museum. MOA’s cutting-edge scholarship makes possible a range of 
exhibitions and events that cut across traditional disciplinary divisions to provoke 
creative engagement and dialogue. (MOA, 2019a)

The current collection consists of many late nineteenth and twentieth-century 

Musqueam artifacts, iconic works by woodcarver Bill Reid (Haida), and contemporary 

commissioned works by Musqueam artists (MOA 2019b). The global scale of the 

collection includes six thousand textiles from around the world, art and artifacts from the 

South Pacific, Northwest Coast, Oceania, Africa, South America, and Asia (Chinese, 

Japanese, Buddhist, Hindu, South East Asian) (MOA 2019b). The Museum also 

stewards the Audrey and Harry Hawthorn Library and Archives of ninety-thousand 

cultural, ethnographic, and historical photographs (MOA 2019b). Historical linguistic 

works and collections from communities throughout British Columbia and Washington 

State are also part of the archives (UBC Archives 2019b).



The museum resides on traditional, ancestral, and unceded Musqueam territory 

and is part of the University Endowment Lands (MOA 2019a). The Museum is not 

located on the campus mall; instead, it sits slightly off the main mall and across Marine 

Drive (MOA 2019c) where other University departments, the Beaty Biodiversity 

Museum, and the Belkin Art Gallery benefit from being directly on the footpath of 

students and faculty walking to and from classes. As a university museum, MOA is free 

to UBC students, faculty, ana members of Indigenous communities, but all other visitors 

must purchase a ticket (MOA 2019c).

Interview Results 

Academic Outreach Department

The current Academic Outreach Department is led by a Curator of Education who 

leads a small team of educators, curators, and University faculty. The team develops, 

delivers, and evaluates cultural education programming working alongside artists, 

cultural practitioners, and cultural educators from diverse and distinct communities 

(Baird 2018). The Curator of Education is both a practicing curator and educator making 

the position a unique one that is not common in most twenty-first century museums 

(Baird 2018). The Curator of EducaT-on does not conduct curriculum planning; the 

Academic Outreach team amplifies the existing curriculum and places importance on 

experience making (Baird 2018). The team invites collaborators to the table that are not
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readily available such as Musqueam community members, artists, speakers, and students 

and faculty from multiple disciplines (Baird 2018).

The team’s programs are mission-based to serve the students and faculty of UBC, 

but in a broader sense to serve the multiple communities outside of the campus 

boundaries including Indigenous communities and students from multiple disciplines 

from other higher education institutions around the world (Baird 2018). MOA’s mission 

is that it is “committed to promoting awareness and understanding of culturally diverse 

ways of knowing the world through challenging and innovative programs and 

partnerships with Indigenous, local and global communities” (MOA 2019a). UBC’s 

mission is “pursuing excellence in research, learning and engagement to foster global 

citizenship and advance a sustainable and just society across British Columbia, Canada 

and the world” (UBC 2019a).

MOA’s Multiversity Galleries consist of high-density storage with installations 

that bring together multiple cultures around the world in a thematic structure decided for 

and by the communities to which these objects belong. Communities such as First 

Nations across the province of British Columbia, as well as Pacific Islanders, Africans, 

Asians, and Latin Americans, collaborated with MOA’s curators and exhibition designers 

to help bring more of the Museum’s collections to the eye of the visitor and to UBC 

students and faculty (Baird 2018). Faculty and students can visit the Multiversity 

Galleries to open and explore collection storage drawers, one-by-one, to view objects that
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might be light sensitive or that give a larger installation more context when explored 

together (Baird 2018). There are many objects that students can touch gently indicated 

by signage throughout the galleries that clearly points out which objects can physically be 

engaged with.

Students and faculty can also explore MOA-CAT, the Museum’s Innovative 

Digital Catalogue Terminals, on a touch-activated computer screen in the Multiversity 

Galleries. This in-depth exploration into the collection is unparalleled and is a uniquely 

interdisciplinary tool that allows students and faculty access to provenance, origin 

information, and to a high-resolution, three-hundred-and-sixty-degree view of objects 

that might not be fully viewable in the gallery installation or storage drawers (Baird 

2018).

The academic programming is not methodical, but somewhat more 

interdisciplinary. There is no official program engaging with students and faculty (Baird

2018). Faculty, staff, and curators all teach at the university and work at the Museum in 

education, curation, collections, archives, and research (Baird 2018). The strategic 

objective is to serve the campus community plus expand the horizons of communities 

served. By having the flexibility to be responsive in addition to making the more obvious 

connections with the student and faculty populations, the response is in tune with the 

faculty specialists at the Museum and integrated with staff and faculty at UBC (Baird
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2018). Thirty-five staff work at the Museum, and programs are customized according to 

their area of specialization (Baird 2018).

Object-based learning at MOA s a multipronged program that is fueled by a 

collaborative approach to collections access and research (Baird 2018). Because the 

academic outreach is not formally structured, it requires time to facilitate, support, and to 

organize, and it is executed by both curatorial and education departments, so that it is an 

embedded practice (Bc„ra 2018). Professors and instructors generally inquire about 

opportunities rather than choose from a menu of offerings. Object-based touch points, 

guided tours, and classes are held in dedicated teaching spaces such as the Gordon 

Research Lab—a multipurpose laboratory and classroom space dedicated to object-based 

learning and collections research. Access to this space is through the administration wing 

of the museum, which provides a quiet and more intimate space for student learning 

inside the museum.

Academic outreach programs tend to be content specific and take place around the 

current exhibition, the collection, or programming that MOA is already doing and in 

conjunction with current events, campus projects, class curriculum, and the University’s 

research (Baird 2018). MOA is a teaching collection, and the Museum also loans out 

teaching kits to the University’s faculty. The most popular museum box is the 

Musqueam Community kit, which is used by the University’s classes as well as K-12 

classes throughout the entire province of British Columbia (Baird 2018).
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The Museum treats material culture as tactile and contextual, and physical spaces 

are also considered part of object-based learning (Baird 2018). The spaces and galleries 

are designed to engage with visible storage, and the museum runs as a public space with 

no privilege from one person to the next. Students, faculty, and the community are all 

served equally by the Museum. The Academic Outreach Team believes that being in the 

same room with objects and having l structured and custom made space such as the 

Multiversity Galleries available does deepen the understanding of the objects as it 

contextualizes them (Baird 2018).

The museum supports the practice that walking, smelling, touching, and hearing 

while experiencing the museum s spaces are complex and not singular (Baird 2018). 

Students and visitors have the freedom to be themselves and with their thoughts - not a 

single curator’s. The Museum does not see itself as just a university museum. It is 

interested in engaging with all communities and prides itself on the idea that the UBC 

campus community is served the same as the University’s greater community (Baird

2018).

As a teaching museum where the majority of staff, including curators, are also 

teaching faculty of the University, MOA facilitates university-recognized courses in the 

areas of art, anthropology, archaeology, conservation, and museum studies (Baird 2018). 

The Museum is a responsive space, rather than a reactive one and is proactive as it 

develops relationships with faculty and students by way of evaluating and adjusting
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programming as it happens. Collaboration is vital for higher education and the Museum, 

and supports interdisciplinary campus relationships. Programming and collaboration 

frequently change so there is no set structure about how the Museum supports the UBC 

students and faculty (Baird 2018).

Attendance at MOA is growing, and the Museum is financially stable (Baird

2018). Academic Outreach and school programs are also very successful (Baird 2018) 

and evaluation of these programs takes place simultaneously. Applying for grants helps 

to make the museum program part of the UBC curriculum, and therefore the museum 

does not need to recruit students (Baird 2018). The university’s population and students 

are continually changing, such that collaborative programs at MOA must be responsive 

and flexible (Baird 2018). The University course offerings are also always changing, and 

measuring effectiveness and challenges is done simultaneously with evaluation of 

programs. Overall, if the program is embedded in a university course, it is more practical 

to implement.

Evaluation Methods

Object-based learning at MOA is not always tracked because the collection is 

openly accessible to everyone who visits, but when evaluation of its higher education 

outreach is considered, the Museum correlates evaluation with investing (Baird 2018). 

Evaluation surfaces as programs are built by collaborating with faculty, and thus gives 

the program multiple voices (Baird 2018). The museum’s education and curatorial teams
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ask questions as they shape and launch programs, and the team believes that if people are 

coming, that immediate evaluation is occurring and mat this type of evaluation is a more 

valuable way to spend the team’s time (Baird 2018).

Student Engagement and Professional Development

In the last decade, MOA has been able to hire more UBC students through a 

work/study program that is based on project research as well as for all public-facing 

visitor services (Baird 2018). In the academic year 2016-2017, the museum welcomed 

11,455 students and hired 79 students for work/study positions (MOA 2017). In the 

academic year 2017-2018, 11,204 students visited the museum, and 88 students were 

hired for work/study positions (MOA 2018). The statistics indicate that while attendance 

to the museum for educational programming has dropped slightly, the hiring of UBC 

students has remained steady. These attendance numbers are also affected by the 

frequency in which exhibitions change at the museum (Baird 2018).

All of MOA’s exhibitions and programming are collaboratively planned and 

executed with four interdisciplinary teams involved: faculty, museum staff, students, and 

Indigenous community members who include artists, activists, or leaders (Baird 2018). It 

is rare that all four voices are not present in the museum’s language, interpretation, and 

programming. The museum engages many disciplines of study at the university in order 

to offer students the opportunity to gain valuable professional skills such as hands-on
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museum work, public speaking opportunities, and the experience of working

collaboratively with other students and staff at the museum (Baird 2018).

It has been challenging to attract art practice, art history, and history students into

the museum (Baird 2018). Having front-end staff consisting of students from varied

disciplines makes this easier, as those students can be ambassadors for other fields of

study, and can give reasons to visit the museum. The education team sees value in

pursuing more opportunities for students of architecture as it provides students with a

different lens to view the museum (Baird 2018).

Student and Faculty Collaboration in the Museum

MOA is run through a unique mixture of cross-appointed faculty, professional 
staff, volunteers and students. MOA also hires approximately 80 students each 
year...MOA is one of Canada’s largest teaching museums with faculty and staff 
teaching courses in museum studies, museum education, and conservation as well 
as Indigenous and world art. It hosts practicums and internships for students and 
has offered curatorial fellowships in conjunction with the Mellon Foundation. 
(MOA 2018d)

. Some of the most recent collaborations have culminated in exhibitions such as 

Nuxalk Radio: One Nation Many Voices where UBC Students in Museum Practice and 

Curatorship and Anthropology curated a show with the help of a teaching assistant and ar 

instructor at UBC (Baird 2018). The students worked to broadcast the Laws o f the Lands 

and Waters through radio delivered to Nuxalk community members. The exhibition 

connected students to the Nuxalk community, and, in turn, connected the Nuxalk



community to itself by resurrecting the many voices within the Nuxalk community and 

the language of the Nuxalk people to other Indigenous communities (UBC, March 6,

2018). The students who curated the show gained valuable skills in museum exhibition 

planning, curation, and community collaboration (Baird 2018).

Another collaborate project had the Museum partnering with UBC’s 

Department of Music to co-curate sounds that were later installed in the Resonating 

Spaces exhibition (Baird 2018): Seven final-year music students from the University of 

Melbourne were in residence at MOA in October, 2011, and, with a faculty member from 

the music department, created sound compositions inspired by their experiences at MOA. 

The students installed the music that they composed in response to the Museum’s spaces 

into each of the galleries, and music faculty and students from UBC visited and engaged 

with the University of Melbourne students and their music (Baird 2018).

The Sauder School of Business at UBC also books curatorial tours of MOA 

exhibitions for all third-year students (Baird 2018). A museum visit is embedded in the 

class curriculum and c.rectly connects the museum s collections and oral histories with 

the economic impact of the Truth and Reconciliation Act of 2007. The Act records and 

teaches accurate histories of the Indigenous peoples of Canada concerning the Indian 

Residential School Settlement Agreement (IRSSA) of 1996 (Baird 2018). As a response, 

Sauder students completed projects based on conducting economic studies from oral
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histories and by working with residential school survivors, their families, and their

greater communities (Baird 2018).

The Lawrence Paul Yuxweluptun (Coast Salish and Okanagan) 2016 exhibition

titled Unceded Territories, brought together a collaboration between the artist, Museum,

faculty, and students from the UBC Law School. The exhibition aimed to encourage

dialogue and spiritual awareness to change the ideas about Indigenous art (Baird 2018).

Law students researched the historical suppression of Indigenous peoples and conducted

tours through the exhibition using Yuxweluptun’s art to speak about the ongoing struggle

for Indigenous rights to lands, resources, and sovereignty (Baird 2018).

The 2018 exhibition titled Culture at the Centre brought together six Indigenous

communities including the Musqueam Cultural Education Centre, Squamish Lil’wat

Cultural Centre, Heiltsuk Cultural Education Centre, Nisga’a Museum, Haida Gwaii

Museum, and Haida Heritage Centre at Kay Llnagaay with staff and faculty of MOA,

UBC, and the Beaty Biodiversity Museum at UBC to conduct thirty tours of UBC classes

during the eight months of the running of the exhibition (Baird 2018). Before the

exhibition opening, the Museum trained Indigenous youth and UBC students to conduct

tours during the summer of 2018:

Covering a wide geographic expanse, from what is now Vancouver to the Nass 
River Valley, this is the first time that these communities have come together to 
collaborate on an exhibition and showcase their diverse cultures in one space. For 
visitors, it is an amazing opportunity to learn about the heritage work these 
centres are doing and to see traditional and contemporary objects from the 
communities. The exhibit is organized under three main themes: land and
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language, continuity and communities, and repatriation and reconciliation. (MOA, 
2019e)

This exhibition was an opportunity for the museum and university to engage with 

course curriculum to embed the exhibition and its components into multiple fields of 

study at UBC. It also gave UBC students the opportunity to engage and collaborate with 

the six Indigenous communities as well as the collections at MOA.

The 2018-19 collaboration amongst curators, designers, students, faculty, and 

Indigenous communities titled Shake Up: Preserving What We Value, began as an 

exploration of seismic events along the West Coast by UBC Civil Engineering faculty 

and students, Indigenous communities that are represented by the Museum’s North West 

Coast collections, architectural designers, and the Museum’s curators. Different 

perspectives are used to bring attention to seismic history and, through those 

perspectives, the collaborative teams have learned that every 300 to 500 years there is a 

massive earthquake on the West Coast of North America (Baird 2018). The exhibition is 

interdisciplinary and brings together culture, art, and science in a conversation about 

seismic activity. The exhibition puts into the foreground both scientific understandings 

and traditional knowledge of earthquakes.

Indigenous community members were asked to provide traditional knowledge of 

earthquakes and natural disasters. An earthquake mask from MOA’s collection by John 

Davis is on display along with a short video of a similar Kwakwaka’wakw earthquake 

mask being danced at a potlatch. There are two large First Nations artworks displayed on



the boarding being used to block off the Great Hall. One by Tim Paul (Hesquiaht) and the 

other by Haida artist, tattooist, and curator Kwiaahwah Jones (Baird 2018).

Engineering and Design students were asked to make artistic renderings of the 

Museum’s Great Hall, which houses the most extensive collection of Indigenous totem 

poles. When the exhibition culminates at the end of 2019, a new exhibition called A 

Future for Memory: In the Aftermath o f the 3/11 Disaster will open and will continue the 

collaboration with UBC research students on changing physical and psychological 

landscapes in the aftermath of the 2011 earthquake in Japan, and will consider its local 

and global resonances (Baird 2018). Through partnerships such as these, students gain 

experience in working with Indigenous community members, exhibition design, curation, 

engineering, and collaborative interpretation of oral histories.

Discussion and Analysis

Four observations can be made about the Museum of Anthropology’s 

object-based learning activities: (1) the Museum offers opportunities for collaboration 

between students, faculty, and Museum staff to connect objects in the collection to 

University curriculum through object-based learning and exhibition design and curation;

(2) the Museum places importance on the professional development and experiences of 

UBC students so that there is a sense of responsibility and achievement when engaging 

with the Museum and its cultural collections; (3) the Museum recognizes that 

interdisciplinary collaboration is essential between students, faculty, and Indigenous
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community members and that object-based learning includes physical spaces, taste, smell, 

sounds, and tactility; (4) the Academic Outreach Department is conducting informal

evaluations of their efforts in order to enhance and improve the nature of object-based
\

learning and interdisciplinary collaboration between the Museum, faculty, and students. 

Each of these observations will be discussed below.

First, the Museum offers opportunities for collaboration between students, 

faculty, and Museum staff to connect objects in the collection to University curriculum 

through object-based learning and exhibition design and curation. In the Museum 

Educator’s Manual, Johnson et al. argue that “Because collaboration takes more time and 

effort, it should be done for a reason ana have a purpose. Collaboration should exist for a 

goal or purpose that cannot be accomplished by either partner independently or cannot be 

accomplished as efficiently or effectively independent of the collaboration (Johnson et al. 

2017, chap. 14). MOA’s Acadeir’c Outreach team consistently ensure that there are 

multiple disciplines and stakeholders involved in every exhibition and that the themes of 

the shows at the Museum reflect the curricula of UBC. In Academics, Artists, and 

Museums: 21st-Century Partnerships, Costache and Kunny emphasize the practice of 

attracting, engaging, and partnering in academic museums and raise the issue that 

academic museums often focus purely on attracting college-aged visitors but without a 

period of relationship building to increase trust and familiarity with the Museum 

(Costache and Kunny 2018,138). Furthermore, meaningful contact, rather than pursuing
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an audience with external events and late-night openings, develops a more profound 

exploration of meaning-making—it is, therefore, collaborative meaning-making that is 

happening at MOA. This relationship and trust-building, in turn, gives students a reason 

to support the Museum post graduation and gives faculty a reason to include the Museum 

in their curricula year-after-year.

Second, the Museum places importance on the professional development and 

experiences o f UBC students so that there is a sense of responsibility and achievement 

when engaging with the Museum and its cultural collections. Boys et al. argue that 

internships allow students a deeper understanding of the vaiue of experiential learning 

that they further instill lifelong learning in a profession, and museums and cultural 

collections can provide students with new ways to engage, communicate, and solve 

contemporary problems (Boys et al. 2018). Boys et al. also stress that professional 

development and student experiences permeate the boundary between academic 

museums and work to create communities of practice. As Trant emphasizes, the museum 

sector’s emphasis on the importance of non-disciplinary skills, which can be developed in 

work/study positions at academic museums supports: “...the ability to adapt and change, 

to grow in a job, to face challenges with enthusiasm, to continue to learn, to master new 

technology, to work with a team, and to problem solve creatively in a time of diversity 

and scarcity” (Trant in Wyman et al. 2006). In a cultural collection such as MOA’s,



student interns have the opportunity to succeed, gain new skills, and foster empathy and 

collaboration with Indigenous community members.

Third, the Museum recognizes that interdisciplinary collaboration is essential 

between students, faculty, and Indigenous community members and that object-based 

learning includes physical spaces, taste, smell, sounds, and tactility. When students are 

allowed to have their own thoughts, that experience equates to genuine engagement and 

gives the museum’s spaces value. If students can see themselves within the Museum’s 

spaces, then the experiences are collaborative between the Museum, faculty, and students 

because personal and meaningful connections have been made. Lattuca argues that 

“Disciplines, it now seems clear, are powerful but constraining ways of knowing. As 

conceptual frames, they delimit the range of research questions that are asked, the kinds 

of methods that are used to investigate phenomena, and the types of answers that are 

considered legitimate” (Lattuca 2001, chap. 1). Embedding interdisciplinarity into all 

programming and student engagement at MOA ensures that no one voice overpowers 

another and that students gain responsibility and pride in their research and work.

Lattuca also states that there are many ways that interdisciplinarity comes into play in 

museums. The method of transdisciplinarity, “the application of theories, concepts, or 

methods across disciplines with the intent of developing an overarching synthesis” differs 

from other forms of interdisciplinarity because theories and methods are not simply 

borrowed from each discipline—they transcend (Lattuca 2001, chap. 1).
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Transdisciplinarity allows MOA to provide a holistic approach to solving ancient and 

contemporary problems by fostering the layering and merging of disciplines.

Finally, the Academic Outreach Department is conducting informal evaluations of 

their efforts in order to enhance and improve the nature of object-based learning and 

interdisciplinary collaboration between the Museum, faculty, and students. The 

outcomes of MOA’s academic outreach and programming show a transition for students 

and faculty to adopt new perspectives on interdisciplinary problems (Lattuca 2001, chap. 

1). By maintaining a flexible and open evaluation of their projects, the Museum is 

allowing space for new collaborators, ways of thinking, and new opportunities for future 

object-based learning.

In sum, the Museum of Anthropology’s collaborative approach to object-based 

learning is both meaningful and respectful. The Museum is inclusive about creating 

object-based learning, as well as strategic about including four critical partners in all 

aspects of learning: faculty, students, Museum staff, and Indigenous community 

members. By emphas ig the sir 11 building ana success of students in work/study roles, 

the Museum becomes a valuable asset to students wanting to gain an interdisciplinary 

approach to exploring new pathways to a career in their field of study. The Museum’s 

open and welcoming approach to object-based learning builds on the idea that OBL is 

multifaceted and that it includes objects, physical spaces, and the surrounding 

environment. By continually evaluating programs and efforts related to students and
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faculty, the Museum ensures that the purpose of object-based learning is flexible and 

collaborative and fulfills the mission of both the Museum and the University while 

ultimately benefiting the UBC students and the surrounding communities.

A case study on the Hammer Museum at the University of California Los Angeles 

will be covered in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6 

The Hammer Museum at the University of California Los Angeles 

History and Background

The Hammer Museum (Hammer) was a vision of Dr. Armand Hammer who was 

the CEO of the Occidental Petroleum Corporation and an enthusiastic collector of Old 

Master paintings and drawings, as well as the most extensive collection outside of France 

of works on paper by Honore Daumier and his contemporaries (Hammer 2019a). 

Hammer’s vision of housing his art collection in a stand-alone museum on Wilshire 

Boulevard in Los Angeles came to fruition in 1990 when the Museum was built next to 

the Occidental headquarters (Hammer 2019a). Sadly, only three months after its 

opening, Dr. Hammer passed away. At the time, many of the spaces inside the Museum 

remained unfinished (Hammer 2019a). Along with its collection, the Museum had an 

uncertain future. In 1992, the Museum and the Dr. Armand Hammer Foundation began 

negotiations with the nearby campus of the University of California Los Angeles (UCLA) 

which realized a partnership in 1994 (Hammer 2019a).

In 1995, UCLA relocated the collections and staff of their existing Wight Art 

Gallery and the Grunwald Center for Graphic Arts to the newly completed Hammer 

Museum. Currently, the Museum stewards the care of five distinct collections including 

a growing selection of two-thousand works in the Hammer Contemporary Collection,



45,000 works in the Grunwald Graphic Arts collection, the Franklin D. Murphy Sculpture 

Garden, one-hundred-and-three objects from the Armand Hammer Collection, and the 

Armand Hammer Daumier and Contemporaries Collection (Hammer 2019a).

The Museum’s first director was Henry Hopkins who, up until 1995, was the 

director of UCLA’s Wight Gallery and a professor in the Department of Art. He 

remained the Museum’s director until he retired in 1998. In 1999, Ann Philbin was 

named director and remains in that role today (Fleishman 2018). In the early 2000s, the 

Museum established the Hammer Contemporary Collection, which has grown to 

two-thousand works of contemporary art (Hammer 2019a). The Museum’s building 

received significant renovations throughout the years, including the addition of a 

three-hundred-seat theater and a cafe (Hammer 2019a).

The amalgamation of multiple collections means that the Hammer provides access 

to a multifaceted collection of graphic arts, sculpture, paintings, drawings, Japanese 

woodblock prints, Old Master paintings and drawings, European landscapes, and activist 

posters for students and faculty of UCLA to use as enhancements to the existing 

curriculum (Hammer 2019a).

The Museum produces an impressive range of exhibition programming that 

reaches international standing while highlighting art made by artists from emerging and 

under-recognized backgrounds since the 1960s (Hammer 2019a). Along with the 

exhibitions, the Museum plans and executes over three hundred public programs per year
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including film screenings, lectures, symposia, readings, music performances and 

workshops (Hammer 2019a).

The Hammer has developed a series of over one-hundred Hammer Projects, 

which include exhibitions, installations, and dynamic programming featuring local, 

national, and emerging international artists (Hammer 2019b). The Hammer is one of 

three arts institutions at UCLA, and in 2018 it initiated a major capital campaign of $180 

million to radically transform the existing building, add 40,000 square feet of new space,

20,000 square feet of public spaces, and a two-story expansion of offices and support 

space (Hammer 2019c). Of that $180 million, $100 million will be allocated to expanding 

the museum’s endowment and to support education and public programming and 

exhibitions (Hammer 2019c).

In an interview with the Los Angeles Times in 2018, Philbin said “...only in the 

last six years has the public noticed the Hammer...the museum is still building its 

audiences, including one with the university (Philbin in Fleishman 2018). Part of that 

audience-building has meant that the Hammer is becom ng a world-class institution that 

partners with respected museums such as the Museum of Modem Art, the Metropolitan 

Museum of Art, the Whitney Museum ol American Art, and the Tate Britain and Modem 

museums (Fleishman 2018). The museum reflects the vibrant art scene of Los Angeles 

and has positively impacted the careers of hundreds of artists in America. Since 1999, 

the Museum’s budget grew from seven million to $23 million (Fleishman 2018). As part



of the School of Arts and Architecture at UCLA, the Hammer’s staffing has grown from

forty (1998) to one hundred and eight (2018) (Hammer, 2019a). In 2014, the Hammer

implemented an open for all andfree for good policy and eliminated entrance fees for all

(Hammer 2019a).

Interview Results

Academic Programs Team

Academic Programs believes that art and creativity matter in our lives. We 
believe in: Impacting audiences by fostering social justice, piquing curiosity, and 
inspiring creativity through art. Learning through close looking, dialogue, 
research, and risk-taking. Building meaningful relationships with diverse 
audiences to advance equity. Empathy for and among individuals and 
communities. (Hammer Blog 2019)

Less than five years ago, the Academic Programs team consisted of two full-time 

staff and ten students. The current Academic Programs Department is led by an 

Associate Director of Academic Programs who manages a team of two full-time staff: 

the Specialist for University Audiences and a Specialist for Family and K-12 Audiences. 

The Director also manages three part-time staff: a Curatorial Affairs Assistant, an 

Emerging Museum Education Fellow, and a Graduate Student Assistant. The Specialist

for University Audiences oversees sixteen employees including fourteen UCLA Student
\

Educators and two co-heads of Graphite, an interdisciplinary arts journal published by the 

Museum. The Specialist for Family and K-12 Audiences oversees one intern (Sotto

2019).
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The growth of the Academic Programs Team is made possible by a Pritzker 

Family grant (Sotto 2019). The grant works to increase UCLA and K-12 class programs 

and makes possible a five-day residency at the Museum for UCLA students. The grant 

also enhances teacher training programs that are offered free to Los Angeles educators 

(Sotto 2019).

The team’s full-time staff focus forty-percent of their time on University 

programming and forty-percent on supporting the family programs (Sotto 2019). The 

Hammer has always put a priority on hiring students, and the Museum believes that 

students need to be successful (Sotto 2019). Guidelines used by the Team include: (1) 

diversity is important as is an institutional critique; (2) visitor engagement is crucial; and

(3) collaboration results in students learning valuable professional development. The 

Academic Programming Department operates on the above three guidelines; however, 

since UCLA acquired the Museum after the vision of Armand Hammer was adopted, it is 

essential for the University’s mission to be embedded in the Museum’s academic 

outreach:

UCLA's primary purpose as a public research university is the creation, 
dissemination, preservation, and application of knowledge for the betterment of 
our global society. To fulfill this mission, UCLA is committed to academic 
freedom in its fullest terms: We value open access to information, free and lively 
debate conducted with mutual respect for individuals, and freedom from 
intolerance. In all of our pursuits, we strive at once for excellence and diversity, 
recognizing that openness and inclusion produce true quality. (UCLA 2019a)



Before the development of the Academic Programs Department, professors 

visited the Hammer with their students and used slides in their classrooms to facilitate the 

examination and discussion of art and objects (Sotto 2019). The Academic Programs 

team was asked to make suggestions on how UCLA classes could integrate more learning 

in the Museum. Through researching and prototyping, the team developed language 

around object-based learning in the galleries in order to meet the needs of diverse UCLA 

programs (Sotto 2019). Terminology including interdisciplinary, contemporary, 

collaborative, critical thinking, transferable skills, knowledge gained, and the art of 

observation are consistently used when the Team works with students and faculty to 

propose new ways of engaging with the collection to enhance classroom learning (Sotto

2019). In 2018, twenty-six UCLA groups visited the Hammer galleries, and thirteen 

classes were held in other museum spaces such as the theater or the Lab, which acts as a 

classroom space and is currently shared with Family Programming (Sotto 2019).

Class tours are conducted by Student Educators who are in work/study roles 

(Sotto 2019). Previously, tours were conducted by volunteer docents; however, the 

Academic Programs team realized an opportunity to involve UCLA students from diverse 

fields of study (Sotto 2019). Student Educators are paid UCLA students from diverse 

disciplines, who lead tours for all audiences. They receive mandatory summer training 

and extensive professional development throughout the year (Sotto 2019). Student 

Educators are the face of the Hammer and are its core teaching staff, and they lead public



and private tours, support family programming, and assist with curator walk-throughs 

(Sotto 2019). This initiative has aided in the museum’s need to align missions and to 

strengthen its connection with administration, faculty, and students of UCLA (Sotto

2019).

Collaborations with Faculty and Students

As an academic museum, the Hammer embraces the practice of observation,
>

communication, building empathy, and breaking biases while engaging with diverse areas, 

of study, art, and living artists (Sotto 2019). Because the Hammer is open and free to all 

visitors, it is not uncommon for the Hammer’s academic outreach to also extend to the 

general public. The general public attending the museum are served at the same level as 

visiting UCLA students and faculty (Sotto 2019).

What has been common in the examination of art museums, specifically 

contemporary art museums, is that art speaks magnitudes when used in conjunction with 

contemporary medical teaching (Sotto 2019). UCLA medical classes visit the Hammer 

for two, ninety-minute sessions in each semester. The goal of these visits is to remind 

medical students that the evidence is right in front of them (Sotto 2019). Partnering 

exercises are used where students take turns to describe and draw what they see in the 

galleries. This collaborative exercise enhances communication skills in medical students 

(Sotto 2019). Divergent and convergent thinking happens in observational drawing and it 

can also help to remove Diases in medical diagnoses. Students work together to



communicate visual attributes of works of art and to translate those into representational 

drawings. Once the drawing exercise is complete, students compare their drawings to the 

original work of art based on the language used to describe the original. Supported by 

the OASIS method: observing, asking, selecting, inferring, and supporting, this exercise 

performed outside of a clinical classroom is helping the medical field to return to the 

practice of observation-based diagnosis (Sotto 2019).

Much of the artwork in the Hammer’s galleries speaks to self-identity. Inviting 

UCLA students and faculty into galleries that house works by such artists as Adrian Piper 

can stimulate conversation around how visual assumptions are made (Sotto 2019). 

Students are invited to make their own versions of calling cards, a component of Piper’s 

Calling Cards series where she wrote messages on cards that read "Dear friend, / 1 am 

black. / 1 am sure you did not realize this when you made/laughed at/agreed/ with that 

racist remark" (Sotto 2019). In the Museum’s theater, over two-hundred people, 

including UCLA students, listened to Adrian Piper speak about her art, her writing, and 

the racialized experiences she endured throughout her career in universities in the 1980s. 

Piper then invited students to disclose personal stories to the artist and the audience that 

revealed connections to how their religion, upbringing, or cultural traditions are absent 

from academia (Sotto, 2019).

In the 2018 Spring semester, the Hammer opened the exhibition Radical Women: 

Latin American Art, 1960-1985. Teaching staff had the opportunity to engage students of
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various backgrounds and ages with art by Latin American, Latina, and Chicana women 

who have been marginalized in the art historical canon (Sotto 2019). The exhibition 

presented an opportunity for the Museum to work across UCLA departments to engage 

university students with subjects related to politicizing the female body, debunking 

gender stereotypes, and exhibiting female empowerment (Sotto 2019).

Education outreach efforts for the Radical Women exhibition resulted in nearly 

one-thousand students visiting the Hammer through university courses—some visiting 

from as far as Princeton University (Sotto 2019). Spanish-language tours were added to 

the museum’s offerings with the aim of reducing language barriers that might restrict 

some visitors from accessing the exhibition (Sotto 2019). Using gallery teaching as a 

political act helps to train UCLA students to engage with works of art critically and 

facilitate conversations rather than lecture and communicate from a singular perspective 

(Sotto 2019). There is an opportunity for active pai cipat _>n among a multiplicity of 

voices rather than fostering passive consumers of information.

An example of the Hammer’s commitment to letting the art speak was during the 

museum s 2018 Made in L.A. biennial, which provided opportunities for UCLA students 

to engage with living artists featured in the exhibition. Artist E. J. Hill performed a piece 

where he stood silent on a podium in the exhibition galleries for six-hundred hours (Sotto

2019). The Hammer and UCLA, in conjunction with the performance, ran a summer 

writer’s workshop that invited students into the Museum’s galleries to share and explore
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various spaces with the artist. Through their writing, students reflected on specific 

lessons they had learned, did not learn and wished they could unlearn in school (Sotto

2019). The artist, being distracted by what was going on with the writing workshop, 

broke his silence to speak to the students and to encourage them to keep enduring in their 

studies and overcoming their challenges (Sotto, 2019).

Student Engagement and Professional Development

The Hammer’s current student programming consists of the following: Explore 

Art with Friends where the Museum is open late; Hammer Study Hall; the Arts Party for 

all Southern California university students; the UCLA Art History Grad Student 

symposium for emerging scholars; an interdisciplinary student journal called Graphite; 

paid internships and student staff positions: and the Student Educator program which 

welcomes UCLA students from all areas of study including art practice, art history, 

science, theater, English, global studies, political studies, and education (Sotto 2019).

In 2018, the Hammer’s Academic Program Department offered its first paid 

fellowship opportunity for an emerging museum educator from a historically 

underrepresented group. The fellowship position challenges the museum field to respond 

to diversifying staffing by reducing barriers to museum employment that traditionally 

restricts recent college graduates from acquiring full-time entry-level jobs (Sotto 2019). 

The Department realized that having a part-time job or internship in a museum as a 

student is not enough in a competitive job market. Moreover, because research shows that
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hiring managers tend to hire people who are like them, people of color are at a 

disproportionate disadvantage in the predominantly white museum field (Sotto 2019).

A belief adopted by the Department is that discussing art in a group setting is a 

way to understand multiple perspectives (Sotto, 2019). The Department uses this practice 

to encourage students to remove biases and to increase the awareness of implicit bias 

(Sotto 2019). Student Educators, as well as all Museum staff, receive training on bias and 

privilege. This training helps staff to understand identity and how each person’s 

experiences influence decision-making (Sotto, 2019).

The practices of mindfulness and self-care are important components of creating 

inviting and inclusive spaces for students and faculty. Student Educators run mindful 

meditation tours for UCLA staff and students, including health care professionals and 

medical students, that invite participants to consider works of an as anchors of attention 

(Sotto 2019). As the groups meditate, they are encouraged to return to the anchor and the 

present moment in nonjudgmental awareness. This practice cf quieting judgment is an 

essential component of the artistic process. The Hammer also realizes that the work of 

social justice and educational equity can be difficult and draining (Sotto 2019). In 

addition

to help members of the UCLA community maintain an awareness of their 
reactions to the world around them while also remaining centered, the museum 
has been experimenting with walking meditations in the Franklin D. Murphy 
Sculpture Garden. The first foray into this work was designed in collaboration 
with the UCLA Mindfulness Awareness Research Center, and the museum is 
hoping to offer more walking meditations in the months to come. (Sotto 2019)
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The 2018 Fellow for Emerging Museum Education is using social justice to 

navigate the needs of student interns at the Hammer. The Fellow created a group to 

communicate with and mentor current Hammer interns to think about inclusivity in 

museums (Sotto 2019). Hammer interns come from a variety of backgrounds and through 

two sources: the Getty Multicultural Undergraduate internships, and the UCLA 

Academic year-long internships (Sotto 2019). The interns are often isolated in different 

departments depending on their internship focus. The group, facilitated by the fellow, 

will work to share their projects at round tables throughout their year-long internships 

(Sotto 2019). This collegial practice fosters a problem-sharing and problem-solving 

environment for emerging professionals to draw on the experiences of each other to 

support and foster inclusion. The fellowship position will continue to develop 

programming for interns and will explore a monthly guest speaker series, field trips to 

other museums in the Los Angeles area, and more ways for students outside the arts to 

explore degrees and pathways to a career in museums (Sotto 2019).

Hammer Study Hall is an event that runs during every finals week at UCLA when 

students are looking for spaces to study. The Hammer took this opportunity to provide a 

third place for students to sit amongst art in the galleries for study breaks. The result is 

that the spaces in the museum are democratized and transformed into inclusive spaces for 

the students. Art museums are great spaces for stressed students to unwind and focus
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because of the inherent nature of contemplative, social, and inspirational practice that is 

engaged when viewing works of art. The Hammer provides power cords, soothing live 

music, meditation in the galleries, drop-in art activities, and free snacks (Sotto, 2019). 

Evaluation Methods

The Associate Director of Academic Programs wrote a thoughtful post on the 

Hammer’s blog in early 2019 titled Ten Lessons Learned by Academic Programs in 

2018:

In the Academic Programs department, we often talk about lessons learned. How 
can we improve our programs and strengthen our own teaching practices? If a 
training or tour activity was successful, which aspects were most effective? What 
lessons learned from our professional work can be applied to our personal lives or 
the lives of others? The lessons we learn may be surprising or humbling, touching 
or—at best—revelatory... Here are ten of the most compelling lessons we learned 
in 2018.: (1) Art will eventually speak—even when silence is intentional, (2) 
Discussing art is an effective way to understand our biases, (3) Making art is also 
an effective way to understand our biases, (4) Art museums are excellent places 
for studying, (5) When students visit an art museum, they are more accepting of 
multiple interpretations of art, (6) Conceptual art is more inclusive than you think, 
(7) If we don’t make an effort to diversify museum staff now. we will keep having 
the same conversations, (8) Experimentation in artistic processes is not unlike 
mindful meditation, (9) Some of the most rewarding tours can be for one or two 
people, and (10) Art provides an outlet for strangers to let loose together. (Sotto 
2019, truncated)

The Academic Programs Department is always aware of how thoughtful they are 

in evaluating programming and, ultimately, what they do with the results of such work 

(Sotto 2019). The Team uses formal and informal evaluation methods depending on the



audience. Each evaluation of class visits is based on the unique goals of the visiting class 

and is kept informal (Sotto 2019). More informal are the surveys that are sent to students 

who have worked in the Museum (Sotto 2019). The surveys bring to light the student’s 

impact on the museum and its programming. Surveys are sent out annually to all interns 

of the Museum. This is the most consistent form of evaluation since the internships run 

the course of a semester or are annual (Sotto 2019). From the internship evaluations, the 

Academic Programs team has learned that students are interested in gaining knowledge in 

departments other than where they are placed. Interns also want more regular collegial 

meetings throughout their placement in the museum (Sotto 2019).

Academic Program Opportunities

At the time of this interview, there was no dedicated space for object-based 

learning at the Hammer. The Lab, a shared space with Family Programs, was available 

off the central courtyard of the Museum (Sotto 2019). With the building renovations 

completing in 2020, there will be a designated classroom and maker’s lab for UCLA 

students and faculty.

There are many opportunities for the Hammer’s Academic Programs to expand 

what the team is currently doing. One opportunity the Team sees is to engage philosophy 

and theory studies by connecting trans-historical studies with the collections at the 

Hammer (Sotto 2019). This way of engaging other forms of art, outside of art making 

and performance, can bring new connections that foster interdisciplinary exploration and
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interpretation of collections and exhibitions. This practice also brings awareness-building 

of cross-disciplinary art exploration and demonstrates that the skills that are necessary to 

interpret and engage with art are also necessary for other fields of study (Sotto 2019).

The Team is committed to cultivating better relations!] )s with UCLA faculty because the
N

relationships are key to UCLA students trusting and embracing programming at the 

Museum (Sotto 2019).

Discussion and Analysis

Five observations can be made about the Hammer Museum’s object-based 

learning activities: (1) the Academic Programs team is building opportunities for UCLA 

students and interns to gain valuable professional development and hands-on learning;

(2) the evaluations o f acaaemic programs at the Hammer are bespoke and informal 

which gives the Museum and faculty the flexibility to provide meaningful and engaging 

opportunities for students from all fields of study; (3) the Museum serves the community 

and UCLA students and faculty on the same level providing programming that 

encourages the Museum to be seen as a welcoming third place; (4) the Museum 

understands that integrating programming into the UCLA course curriculum is essential 

in gaining the trust of students and faculty as well as their collaboration with artists and 

curators; and (5) the Museum places importance on the spaces in which UCLA students 

and faculty use for object-based learning, and at the same time foster much-needed 

meditation and self-care. Each of these observations will be discussed below.
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First, the Academic Programs team is building opportunities for UCLA students

and interns to gain valuable professional development and hands-on learning. The

University Museums and Collections (UMAC) committee of the International Council of

Museums (ICOM) provides studies, research, and reports about the value of professional

development in academic museums. The committee argues that the following

components are crucial to the success of museum internships:

...best practices, cross-cultural skills, processes of change, change management, 
reflexive practice, techniques for fostering thinking and action in work, 
understanding how innovations emerge within complex organizations, [awareness 
of] political, economic, social and cultural contexts of museums in local, national 
and international arenas including globalisation, environmentalism, sustainable 
development, and cultural diversity. (International Council on 
Museums/International Committee for the Training of Personnel 2009,43)

Alliances between universities, museums, and students can be considered as 

“communities of practice” (Boys et al. 2013, 47-48). As a community, the three 

members collectively learn by collaborating in the Museum. At the Hammer, interns are 

productive contributors to the Museum, and they learn by knowledge mapping, 

problem-solving, and through debate. Student interns benefit the University by fulfilling 

on-the-job training that students cannot achieve inside the classroom as they integrate 

theory and practice. Interns benefit the Museum by providing insight into potential future 

employees.

Second, the evaluations o f academic programs at the Hammer are bespoke and 

informal which gives the museum and faculty the flexibility to provide meaningful and
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engaging opportunities for students from all fields of study. Evaluation of academic 

programming is time-consuming; however, the Academic Programs Department tackles 

evaluating in a way that makes it less-daunting to staff and students by providing formal 

and informal surveys. Ultimately, evaluations need to prove that a program is effective 

and is achievable by the Museum. Johnson et al. argue that “In order to stay relevant, 

museums need to continually assess how their programs and exhibits impact their 

audience, are relevant to standards of best practices, and work toward improving their 

products (Johnson et al. 2017, chap. 14). More importantly, as an academic museum, the 

Hammer serves both students and the commui^cy on the same level so evaluation can be 

multilayered and adaptable with the constant switch of academic semesters and the 

fluctuating demographics of the city of Los Angeles.

Third, the Museum serves the community and UCLA students and faculty on the 

same level providing programming that encourages the Museum to be seen as a 

welcoming third place. This way of welcoming fosters a free choice learning 

environment to both student and non-student visitors to the museum. As Boys et al. 

argue,

over the last seven years, a number of concerns about students’ experiences of 
visiting museums have been well-documented...these ranged from students’ basic 
concerns about finding their way around, through an expectation that the exhibits 
would not represent their culture, to a general feeling that a trip to a museum 
would be disempowering in the same way that school visits were perceived as 
‘over-controlled’ and thus irrelevant. (Boys et al. 2013, 126)
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By replacing volunteer docents with Student Educators who facilitate class visits from 

UCLA and the general public, the Museum is providing an interdisciplinary approach to 

serving both groups. Student Educators are seen as equal peers to students and, because 

Student Educators come from diverse fields of study, the interdisciplinarity of their tours 

allow the general public to engage more openly. Tour participants ask more questions 

that not only enrich the experience of the student guides but also help to connect the 

contemporary art in the collection to the everyday lives of visitors to the Museum.

Fourth, the Museum understands that integrating programming into the UCLA 

course curriculum is essential in gaining the trust of students and faculty as well as their 

collaboration with artists and curators. Group discussions and diverse interpretations 

allow the group as a whole to benefit compared to individual or single-curator 

perspectives. By allowing students to share observations through art, the group begins to 

understand patterns of not only their own meaning-making but of others (Costache and 

Kunny 2018). This is where the Department’s training and efforts in teaching about and 

removing biases come into play. Because the Museum provides the tools to foster 

collaboration in the galleries, students and faculty understand a problem or situation from 

another person’s point of view (Costache and Kunny 2018). While interdisciplinarity in 

classroom discussions has been met with awkwardness and discomfort in the classroom 

setting, using contemporary art as a platform for these discussions has eased student’s 

unwillingness to participate.
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Finally, the Museum places importance on the spaces in which UCLA students 

and faculty use for object-based learning, and at the same time foster much-needed 

meditation and self-care. The American Alliance of Museums writes that ’’The creation 

of Third Places—those not home, not work public-private gathering places—is now 

widely embraced by institutional leaders, urban planners, and elected officials as a way to 

design livable communities and welcoming civic institutions” (AAM 2012). Inviting 

spaces allow students the freedom to learn in their own preferred practice, expand how 

students interact with spaces and the art, and remove the hierarchy of the Museum or the 

instructor as the lecturer.

Social experiences are just as important as learning experiences, and by 

combining the two, the Museum is fostering socio-experiential learning opportunities. By 

giving students a choice to engage with living artists performing in the galleries, the 

Museum surrenders its traditional power of exper :nces to the student and the general 

visitor. Engaging spaces for students and artists removes the idea that the Museum 

decides what spaces can be used for. Inviting students to practice mediation and 

mindfulness further allows students to feel comfortable in the Museum, even when 

visiting with a class. The Museum’s commitment to renovate and create dedicated spaces 

that further foster student, Museum, and faculty dialogue show that the Museum is 

invested in its future and meaningfulness to UCLA.
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Furthermore, the non-profit organization Project for Public Spaces argues that “In 

contrast to first places (home) and second places (work/school), third places allow people 

to put aside their concerns and simply enjoy the company and conversation around them. 

Third places “host the regular, voluntary, informal, and happily anticipated gatherings of 

individuals beyond the realms of home and work” (Project for Public Spaces 2019).

Third places in museums promote social equality by leveling the status of visitors, 

providing a setting for interdisciplinary discourse, creating environments “of public 

association, and offering psychological support to individuals and communities” (Project, 

for Public Spaces 2019).

In sum, the Hammer Museum’s interdisciplinary approach to object-based 

learning is both democratic and thoughtful. While the overarching focus of the Hammer 

is to serve the UCLA students and faculty, the Museum benefits from being open and free 

for all visitors. The Museum fosters dialogue w’th students and instills civic engagement 

while serving many distinct groups. By acknowledging the University’s mission and 

embedding it in its engagement w^h students and faculty, the Museum is bolstering its 

importance and future on the UCLA campus. The vast offerings of programming bring 

together artists, scholars, students, and the public in a dialogue to create multiple 

pathways to understand contemporary art and how that understanding can enhance other 

fields of study.
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In the next chapter of this thesis, the third case study on the University of 

Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology will be covered.



Chapter 7 

The University of Pennsylvania Museum of Anthropology and Archaeology
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History and Background

The University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology 

(Penn Museum) opened in 1889 with displays on the third floor of what was known as 

College Hall (Perm Museum 2019a) Simultaneously that year, the Department of 

Archaeology and Paleontology was created. Located on the campus of the University of 

Pennsylvania (UPenn), the Museum’s first locations were meant to be temporary to 

create access for faculty of the Anthropology and Archaeology departments and the 

keepers of the collections. Shortly after, in 1890, the Museum moved to the University 

Library in the Furness Building on campus. In the same year, the city of Philadelphia 

donated land to the University in order to build a brand new, free-standing museum. In 

1896, architects were nired to design a master plan for a “grand, enormous” museum 

(Penn Museum 2019a). These designs imagined a building larger than the current 

footprint of the Penn Museum today.

In 1899, the Museum opened under the name Free Museum of Science and Art, 

only to be renamed fourteen years later as the University Museum (Penn Museum 

2019a). The Museum’s name was changed two more times before settling upon the name 

The University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, or the Penn



Museum. The Museum was free to enter until an admission fee was implemented in 

1987. From 1915 to 1929 various departments opened within the building; however, 

between 1930 and 1971, the building remained in the same state (Penn Museum 2019a). 

In 1971 the Museum opened an academic wing which unified the Museum’s existing 

buildings and expanded the Museum upward by five stories. Between 1971 and 2001, the 

building remained the same until, in 2002, the Museum opened the Mainwaring Wing for 

Collection’s Storage, a state-of-the-art storage facility. In 2017 the Penn Museum 

embarked on the current Building Transformation Project, which will see 

forty-four-thousand square feet of museum spaces reinstalled by the end of 2019 (Penn 

Museum 2019a).

Today, the Museum's three floors of gallery space feature materials from Asia, 

Babylonia, Ancient Egypt, Europe, the Mediterranean, the Near East, and Oceania, as 

well as ar** facts from the Indigenous peoples of Africa and Native America, and a 

physical anthropology collection of humans and primates from around the world (Penn 

Museum 2019b). Since 1958, the Penn Museum has published Expedition magazine. The 

excavations and collections of the Museum provide resources for student research, and 

much of that research and photography is published through the Expedition magazine as 

well as in the annual report for the Museum (Penn Museum 2019g).

The Museum’s mission is that it “transforms understanding o f the human 

experience” (Penn Museum 2019a). The Museum also adheres to a mandate of Four
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Pillars: teaching, collections stewardship, research, and public engagement (Penn 

Museum 2019a). The history of teaching and collections access at the Penn Museum 

crosses the one-hundred-and-thirty years of the museum s existence (Penn Museum 

2019b). Since its inception, the Museum has always been a research and teaching site for 

students and faculty at the University of Pennsylvania. Research and field study is 

supported by more than three-hundred early anthropological and archaeological 

expeditions such as those that have taken place at the ancient site of Nippur, Iraq 

(Mesopotamia), Siberia, Egypt, Amazon, and Guatemala to name a few (Penn Museum 

2019d). Notably, the Penn Museum has also practiced shared ownership of site artifacts 

with host countries, which makes the collection at the Museum rich with context and 

significance to research students and faculty (Penn Museum 2019c).

The Museum also houses a twelve-thousand-square-foot library, which opened in 

1900, and includes over tour-thousand linguistic and ethnology volumes associated with 

American Indigenous peoples (Penn Museum 2019e). From 1900 to 1942, the library was 

strictly used by the faculty of the University and the staff of the library. After 1942, 

access was extended to students of the University. The Museum also is home to a vast 

archive documenting its archaeological and anthropological expeditions. The archive 

houses over three-quarters of a million images, as well as thousands of reels of film (Penn 

Museum 2019f). With all of these vast archives, records, and artifacts, the Penn Museum
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acts as a repository of information for students and faculty of the University of 

Pennsylvania and spans a multitude of disciplines.

The Penn Museum offers a wide range of opportunities for students and faculty to 

engage with the Museum’s staff, spaces, and collections. Students can join the CLIO 

Society (named after Clio, the Greek muse of history), a student group that gives 

“students a platform within the museum where they can enhance and strengthen their 

undergraduate experience through the Penn Museum’s many resources” (Penn Museum 

2019i). Through CLIO, students can be trained to become docents, programming 

volunteers, .ake behind-the-scenes tours, learn object-based teaching, and attend guest 

speaker lectures (Penn Museum 2019i). The museum also offers a Graduate Advisory

Council (GAC), an interdisciplinary council of students that engage with the museum and
✓

its collections. Students can also train to become graduate guides, can participate in 

work-study intemsnips, and can earn a certificate in museum teaching and learning (Perm 

Museum 2019j).

For faculty at the University, the Museum provides a graduate student guide and 

interpreter for gallery-based class visits. A dedicated collections study room is also 

available to view objects from the Museum’s collections. These sessions are facilitated 

by collection coordinators from the academic engagement team at the museum (Penn 

Museum 2019k). Museum-intensive courses are available to the faculty, and the 

Museum makes its digital collections available for faculty to facilitate digitally-curated
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shows by students. Moreover, Penn Museum expertise is always available to assist 

faculty in integrating specialists and lab work into courses at the University (Penn 

Museum 2019k).

Interview results

Academic Engagement Department

The history of the current Academic Engagement Department at the Penn 

Museum began in 2013 with the first iteration of three Andrew Mellon Foundation grants 

that the Museum was awarded (Tiballi 2019). These grants were initially awarded to 

develop an academic engagement department to foster the increased use of the Museum’s 

collection and resources by students and faculty across the University of Pennsylvania. 

Currently, the Museum oversees twenty-three classes visiting more than three times per 

academic year and has applied an object-based learning tag to more than fifty-two 

courses that meet in the Museum at least two times a semester, where at least one of the 

assignments in these courses is based on a museum object (Tiballi 2019). The 

Department also works directly with faculty in order to provide intensive teaching 

training and assistance in developing collection connections for their specific courses and 

fields of study.

Object-based learning efforts are spearheaded by the Director of Academic 

Engagement, who supervises a budget for activities, tracks possible object-based learning 

courses at the university, and manages a small team of six staff, which consists of a Teen



and Undergraduate Outreach Coordinator, a Research Liaison, three Collections 

Coordinators, and two Work-study Students (Tiballi 2019). In 2012, the Museum hired 

two, part-time collections assistants responsible for collections registration and class 

visits. Previously, access to collections was strictly through curators and keepers, and the 

process of signing up for object-based learning did not have a formal entry-point (Tiballi 

2019).

In 2013, the Provost of the University funded the first devoted study space in the 

Museum, and in 2010, the collection database was made available online to further 

enhance access to the collections. In the third iteration of the Mellon grant in July, 2017, 

the position of Director of Academic Engagement was created, the part-time collections 

staff went to full-time, and the current Research Liaison was hired full-time to focus 

more attention on engaging with UPenn graduate students. Today, the Academic 

Engagement Department has a direct connection to the Museum's Director, Deputy 

Director, Chief Curator, and the UPenn Provost (Tiballi 2019).

Collaborations with Faculty and Students

Advanced undergraduate research is considered key at UPenn, and more emphasis 

is being placed on supporting graduate research within the Museum. In the summer of 

2018, the Academic Engagement Department’s Research Liaison was promoted to 

full-time, not only to focus on undergraduate research, but to create more opportunities 

for graduate students (Tiballi 2019). The Liaison’s focus, for fifty-percent of the time, is



to develop a new body of students that see the Museum as a cultural center and 

community hub, and who also have an opportunity to gain important professional 

development skills, such as public speaking and research.

Students in fields of study other than Anthropology and Archaeology are invited 

by the Academic Engagement Department to make a connection with the Museum, its 

collections, and spaces in order to enhance their studies at the university. The department 

also engages students in meaningful and growth-based professional development 

opportunities. Students are involved in curatorial seminars and three, annual student 

exhibition internships, where they learn how to plan, design, and install exhibitions in the 

Penn Museum s spaces. All students, whether undergraduate or graduate, are paid for 

their positions in the Museum (Tiballi 2019).

An overview of the 2017-2018 academic school year shows that the Academic 

Engagement team facilitated visits by more than 5000 students as part of a UPenn class 

or to conduct research; that more than 3000 objects were brought out of storage for 

students and faculty to practice object-based and interdisciplinary learning; that close to 

250 UPenn classes visited during the academic calendar year; and that more than 100 

faculty from thirty-one departments engaged their classes in the Museum with its objects 

(Tiballi 2019).

The impacts and outcomes of the students and the faculty of these classes are 

represented in articles featured in the Expedition quarterly magazine and through various
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methods of evaluation, including through student and faculty surveys (Tiballi 2019). The

Department offers year-long fellowships, intensive research projects, and summer

archaeological field research. Students, faculty, and museum staff are collaborating on

projects associated with collections, laboratories, galleries, and in the field.

Traditional fields of study have always been part of the Academic Engagement

team’s focus, including Anthropology, Classics, Art and Archaeology, Ancient History,

East Asian, Near East, and Art Histoiy. More recently, the Department has engaged with

students and faculty in Humanities, Language Studies, and Environmental Studies to

implement more interdisciplinary offerings for other fields of study (Tiballi 2019). To

further enhance student and faculty engagement at the Museum, the Center for the

Analysis of Archaeological Materials (CAAM) was created in the fall of 2013 as

a joint endeavor between the Penn Museum and the University of Pennsylvania’s 
School of Arts and Sciences (SAS). CAAM offers the facilities, materials, 
equipment, and expert personnel to teach and mentor Penn students in a range of 
scientific techniques crucial to archaeologists and other scholars as they seek to 
interpret the past in an interdisciplinary context which links the natural sciences, 
the social sciences and the humanities. (Penn Museum 2019h)

Through CAMM, Mainwaring Teaching Specialists teach classes in the Museum 

that fulfill the general education requirements of undergraduate students (Tiballi 2019). 

Teaching Specialists collaborate with faculty in subjects such as engineering, media and 

propaganda, psychology, and botany, to name a few, in the laboratoiy spaces in the 

Museum (Tiballi 2019). Classes and workshops provide materials and experiential
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learning for students that is hands-on. Students are guided to break self-made replicas in 

order to understand how to fit pieces back together, and to touch, taste, and to “make” in 

these workshops. Through object-based experiences, students are able to develop 

empathy, their mag’nation is sparked, and they learn to communicate through oral 

presentations, drawing, writing, and replication (or making) (Tiballi 2019). As part of the 

class workshops, students are asked to look at an object and consider how ancient 

solutions to issues can facilitate and inform problem solving of contemporary issues. In a 

way, students are forced to push back their knowledge of time and their perceived notions 

of ancient civilizations. There are a large number of international students that attend the 

workshops, providing an outlet for the students in other fields of study to foster 

object-based and interdisciplinary learning through the Museum’s collections (Tiballi, 

2019).

Evaluation Methods

In order to assess the utility of possible interdisciplinary academic engagements, 

an online survey is sent to faculty to complete when a class visit involving object-based 

study in the Museum is requested (Tiballi 2019). This survey can inform the facilitating 

team of intended goals, can help them work with faculty to create meaningful visits, and 

also help to prepare the faculty and the students for the class visit. Through this form, the 

faculty is asked to attach their syllabi for further examination. This assists the Academic
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Engagement team to assess goals and recognize areas for improvement when reviewing 

the post-visit surveys that are sent both to students and faculty.

The evaluation of object-based learning at the Penn Museum is conducted through 

formal and informal processes that are in place to assess engagement on various levels 

(Tiballi 2019). Most commonly, a follow-up survey is sent to faculty and is usually 

returned in a timely manner in order for the team to make any adjustments to future class 

visits (Tiballi 2019). Less formal is a survey sent to students who visit the Museum with 

or without a class. These surveys tend to be returned incomplete, or too long after the 

initial visit functioning as more of a record rather than as a tool to make quick 

programming changes (Tiballi 2019). More informally, the team also asks itself 

questions such as '‘Why are we doing this?” in order to find out if there is a lasting impact 

and whether student learning is successful. The team uses the Museum’s mission and its 

Four Pillars (teaching, collections stewardship, research, and public engagement) to 

justify and support how and why they engage with students of all fields of study.

The fullest range of academic fields represented during study visits are seen when 

the Museum hosts language courses (Tiballi 2019). Language classes present 

opportunities for intercultural communication, and the addition of object-based learning 

through the Museum adds a level of competence to student understanding of languages 

and to a deeper understanding of cultural reiativism (Tiballi 2019). Students can use 

objects to understand where bias enters into learning and discussing how people used
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objects creates a peopie-centerea way of looking at biases in their own fields of study 

(Tiballi 2019). Languages are a requirement in all undergraduate studies at UPenn and 

the highest number of student visitors to the Museum are associated with language 

courses.

Additional successes have been with courses in social work, where a specific 

class including a visit to the Museum is a requirement for graduation. Three of the six 

required UPenn classes in social work visit the Museum each year, representing two 

hundred students, and object-based exploration is used to learn more about the history of 

racism in America, and Anthropology’s role in creating racism (Tiballi 2019). The 

Samuel George Morton Cranial collection, for example, is used to examine bias, racism, 

and Federal Indian policy, as well as to explore the construction of narratives in public 

spaces and how racist narratives can be applied to other people and communities (Tiballi 

2019).

Student Engagement and Professional Development

In some cases, classes require guides to support gallery visits. The Academic 

Engagement Department saw an opportunity here and developed paid positions for 

graduate students to serve as guides (Tiballi 2019). These students come from a range of 

disciplines and are trained to offer a forty-five-minute structured tour (Tiballi 2019). 

Students are paid per tour and use their own field of study to explore objects in the 

collection (Tiballi 2019). This opportunity has improved the Museum’s focus on
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graduate students and has supported the development of professional skills in public 

speaking, engaging groups, creating interdisciplinary connections with collections, and 

conducting research (Tiballi 2019). Graduate students who cannot commit to running 

forty-five-minute tours are invited to hold what are called “Daily Digs.’’ These pop-up 

talks take place at one o’clock every afternoon, and while these students are not paid for 

their time, they gain the same skills as the paid graduate students who are conducting 

longer tours (Tiballi 2019).

Through surveys administered in the 2018 academic year, it was discovered that 

graduate students were interested in obtaining additional professional development, and 

in particular, wished to learn more about museum board relations, governance, trustees, 

acquisitions, budgets, and strategic planning (Tiballi 2019). As a result, the Museum 

began to explore operating a summer “boot camp” that would provide knowledge and 

skills in each of these areas. The workshop would also offer a half unit of credit in 

museum engagement for students from all areas of study. This would support what the 

Museum was already doing while more formally connecting graduate students to 

information in which they are interested, as well as providing some credentials in these 

areas (Tiballi 2019).

Currently, dedicated space is available for object-based learn-ig at the Penn 

Museum. Three classrooms provide spaces ranging in size to facilitate classes between 

ten and forty students. Some of the classrooms provide a SMART board, exam tables,
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and collections cases (Tiballi 2019). While galleries are not bookable for classes, some 

issues arise when university classes must share gallery and classroom spaces with K-12 

visiting classes. For example, the newly installed Near Eastern galleries experience two 

K-12 tours per hour from the time the Museum opens until two o’clock in the afternoon. 

UPenn classes are now structured so that they do not visit tne galleries until after two 

o’clock and the K-12 tours have finished.

Discussion and Analysis

Five observations can be made about the Penn Museum s object-based learning 

activities: (1) the Museum offers structured training to faculty of the University in 

multiple disciplines to help them connect the objects in the Museum to their course 

curriculum; (2) the Museum prioritizes student experiences and professional 

development so that students feel a responsibility and a sense of achievement when 

engaging with the Museum; (3) the Academic Engagement team regularly conducts 

evaluation to assess the effectiveness of object-based learning activities and their 

connection to the missions of both the University and the Museum; (4) the Museum is 

working to deepen the interdisciplinarity of its object-based learning opportunities; and 

(5) the Museum fully recognizes the value o f object-based learning to both students and 

faculty. Each of these observations will be discussed below.

First, the Museum offers structured training to faculty of the university in 

multiple disciplines to help instructors connect the objects in the Museum to their course
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curriculum. As Elizabeth G. Creamer argues in chapter 4 of Advancing Faculty Learning

Through Interdisciplinary Collaboration, “attacking problems from multiple perspectives

is another juncture where enjoyment and learning occur” and that placing “importance

[onl crafting a culture that places a premium on the contribution of differences of opinion

to new insight” allows for faculty to give new meaning to their course content (2005,

42-43). For the Penn Museum, instructor training has ultimately achieved faculty interest

in using the collections to enhance course curricula. Not only is the Academic

Engagement Department providing the training, but it is also providing more reasons for

faculty to use the objects and the expertise of the Museum to both benefit students and to

create multiple pathways to learning. To further instill the importance of museum support

for faculty, in Engaging the Senses: Object-Based Learning in Higher Education,

Chatteij ee and Hannan explain that

the offer to support in the planning, preparation and delivery of teaching goes a 
long way. If the keepers of collections can work closely with academics to realise 
their teaching objectives through the use of objects, then long-lasting 
collaborations can be established and can provide ongoing innovation with 
teaching, which is reactive to the demands of discipline and student needs. 
(Chatterjee and Hannan 2016, 11)

Second, the Museum places a priority on student experiences and professional 

development, so that students feel a responsibility and a sense of achievement when 

engaging with the museum. In her essay in Museums and Higher Education Working 

Together: Challenges and Opportunities, Elizabeth Beckman states that
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almost regardless of whether a student is an undergraduate or postgraduate, and 
whether they come from courses specifically identified as ‘museum studies’ or 
from other areas of study, an internship is generally seen as the ‘moment of truth’, 
when classroom theory can finally be tested against professional practice, and the 
real-life experience so desperately needed for one’s resume finally gained. 
(Beckman 2017, 39)

The importance of active engagement in the Museum, whether through an internship or a 

position facilitating tours or class visits, is that it fulfills priorities for both the University 

and the Museum by supporting student learning and professional development.

Third, the Academic Engagement team regularly conducts evaluation of activities 

involving visiting students, student interns, graduate researchers, and faculty in order to 

assess the effectiveness of object-based learning activities and their connection to the 

missions of both the University and the Museum. In the Museum Educator’s Manual, 

chapter 14, the importance of evaluation is emphasized: “through planned and purposeful 

evaluation, museums are able to understand if and how they are meeting their goals 

(Johnson et al. 2017). The Penn Museum’s Academic Engagement team is clearly 

meeting the expectations of the University in terms of how the team can justify their 

efforts, but conducting surveys helps the team know that it is also fulfilling the Museum’s 

Four Pillars of teaching, collections stewardship, research, and public engagement.

Fourth, the Museum is working to deepen the interdisciplinarity o f its 

object-based learning opportunities, so that an even more welcoming and inclusive space 

for all students is created. Chatteijee stresses that
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object-based learning asks for a radical change in teaching style... [and 
that]...as universities court international students and welcome culturally 
diverse cohorts onto their degree programmes, there is an urgent need for 
teaching styles to adapt to this changing demographic and respond 
meaningfully to the full spectrum of educational experiences that students 
bring with them to the university and which fundamentally shapes their 
engagement with learning at a tertiary level. (Chatterjee 2017, 11)

The Museum’s efforts in embedding object-based learning into curriculum

supplies English language learners or those studying international languages a

pathway to use the objects in the collection to further enhance their learning and

knowledge of their field of study. Having these students come from diverse fields

of study also allows the Penn Museum to create a community hub and third space

outside of the classroom for all students at the university.

Finally, the Museum recognizes the value o f object-based learning to both

students and faculty and supports examining how to advance visits through additional

object-based learning classes. In Engaging the Senses: Object-based Learning in Higher

Education, Chatterjee and Hannan argue that while

little detailed research has been conducted into the impact that these unique 
collections can have for university student learning” at University College 
London (UCL) “a programme of research is showing, for the first time, the 
specific value of object-based learning for university teaching and learning. This 
research is strongly linked to pedagogies of active and experiential learning and is 
uncovering the ways in which the use of museum objects can enhance 
undergraduate and postgraduate learning across a whole spectrum of disciplines. 
(Chatterjee and Hannan 2017, 97)



In the Museum Educator’s Manual, Johnston et al. also discuss the importance of 

active learning in museums, and stress that it “promotes reflection, dialogue, and closer 

inspection. It uses inquiry and interactive elements embedded in exhibitions to help 

visitors explore, discover, and construct meaning as they engage with the museum s 

collections” (Johnson et al. Chapter 5).

In sum, the Penn Museum’s interdisciplinary approach to object-based learning is 

both thoughtful and strategic. The Museum is not only self-reflective about its efforts to 

promote object-based learning, but it is a place in the University where interdisciplinarity 

is deepened, while also serving as a dav-to-day resource for students and faculty. The 

Museum also works to implement the University’s mission of facilitating independent 

thinking, as its object-based learning efforts clearly support student success. The 

Museum’s robust approach to object-based learning builds on the strengths of the 

Museum’s collections, faculty, staff, and students, which works to bring the collection 

into a twenty-first century narrative by allowing new and transparent interpretations of its 

collections.
*

In the next chapter of this thesis, the Discussion chapter will be presented.
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Chapter 8 

Discussion

In this thesis, object-based learning for higher education in academic museums 

was examined by conducting a literature review and three case studies of the Museum of 

Anthropology (MOA) at the University of British Columbia (UBC), the Hammer 

Museum (Hammer) at the University of California Los Angeles (UCLA), and the 

University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology (Penn Museum) 

at the University of Pennsylvania (UPenn). Overall, this study shows that academic 

museums with dedicated academic outreach teams are successfully building relationships 

between museums and teaching faculty to create collaborative, interdisciplinary, and 

meaningful curricula connections for object-based learning opportunities. Below, a 

discussion section with four key themes observed in analyzing object-based learning in 

academic museums will be presented, followed by three conclusions concerning the 

status of object-based learning in academic museums today. Finally, the chapter outlines 

five recommendations that academic museums can use to build strong object-based 

learning programming, and the thesis closes witk some final thoughts.

Discussion

A review of the literature and case studies allows for the identification of four key 

themes concerning the importance of higher education object-based learning in academic



museums: first, academic museums practicing object-based learning work to embed it in 

curricula; second, collaborative and interdisciplinary programs support object-based 

learning; third, professional development opportunities can be supported through 

object-based learning; and finally, the spaces where students learn, study, and work in 

museums is important. These essential components in object-based learning in higher 

education promote the longevity of the museum and the importance of its collections in 

engaging the student body and faculty to integrate object-based learning into their 

curriculum, professional development, and life on campus.

Each of these four components is discussed in terms of how they are reflected in 

part by the case study museums and by the topics discussed in the literature review. 

Overall, these components highlight best practices outlined in the literature, though each 

also demonstrates specific challenges that academic museums face in developing 

sustainable and effective OBL programming. These components are each outlined 

below.

1. Academic museums work to embed object-based learning into course curricula

First, academic museums work with faculty to embed object-based learning into 

curricula or to connect object-based learning with course requirements. Both the case 

studies and the literature reviewed in this thesis suggest that making real connections 

with museum objects and student learning outcomes are essential to the understanding of 

how museum objects can inform and create meaning-making for students.
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Chapter 2 of the literature review discussed the importance of identifying 

curriculum connections and embedding object-based learning into course requirements.

In the case studies, it is noteworthy that MOA staff are a hybrid of both museum 

professionals and lecturers at the university and that exhibitions at the museum are 

designed and executed by faculty and their students in diverse fields of study. This 

demonstrates a responsibility of the Museum to facilitate such object-based learning, but 

also of the University and teaching faculty to consider the Museum as a place for 

interdisciplinary peer-to-peer engagement and formal learning. Meanwhile, the Hammer 

works with faculty in a multitude of areas to , ltegrate learning in the form of dialogue 

and object-based learning to connect art to students in medicine, social work, political 

science, and psychology. Finally, the Penn Museum is continuously reviewing its 

object-based learning offerings and collaborations with faculty in order to meet course 

requirements for students in anthropology, archaeology, language studies, biology, 

environmental studies, and medicine. The Museum’s strong connection to more than fifty 

courses at the University provides proof of the importance of the Museum’s collections, 

but also communicates to students and faculty that objects can unquestionably enhance 

the understanding of their field of study.

By working with faculty to meet course objectives, academic museums are 

placing importance on objects, and are linking collections to the success of both faculty 

and students at the university. As Glesne argues, while there might not be a direct
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association to an object and the study of languages, for example, the process of 

object-based learning provides experiences to students that help them to develop essential 

skills for being successful not only in their studies, but beyond graduation (Glesne 2013). 

Skill development in students can happen in many forms, and can be directly connected 

to achieving course requirements such as language proficiency, writing, creative 

inspiration, interdisciplinary analysis, comparative analysis, critiquing social issues, and 

conducting research.

2. Collaborative and interdisciplinary programs support object-based learning

The case studies and literature review indicate that collaboration and 

interdisciplinarity support object-based learning to provide an experiential learning 

environment. Museums doing well in OBL recognize that collaboration and an 

understanding of diverse fields of study contributes to the success of OBL.

In each case study in this thesis, the format of object-based learning appeared 

different based on the collections and staffing that is in place to support such an academic 

outreach program. Higher education programming in academic museums, whether 

structured or unstructured, is customized and, in many cases, its existence and 

philosophies can be surprising to those who have practiced museum education for 

decades. This emphasizes that within a collaborative and interdisciplinary group of 

students, faculty, and museum education professionals, surprising and delightful 

discussions can take place on the meaning of objects regarding their historical context,



how they relate to the twenty-first century, and how they inform diverse fields of study 

outside of art, art history, archaeology, and anthropology.

Geismar and Chatteijee et al. argue that object-based learning is not just about 

using objects for teaching purposes, but that it helps students form arguments about the 

world using those objects (Geismar 2018; Chatterjee 2017). Twenty-first century 

academic museums have a social and political responsibility to provide opportunities for 

students to tell a story with more vivid interpretations of collections. Collaboration 

creates a synergy of themes and supports OBL.

At the Penn Museum, a collaborative and interdisciplinary curation of two wall 

cases takes place annually where students have chosen an object from the collection, 

conducted research, applied their knowledge from a diverse field of study, and installed 

the work into two wall cases. MOA ensures that all student and faculty-driven research 

and exhibitions are collaboratively including museum staff as well as the Indigenous 

communities that are represented in the Museum’s collections. This hybrid form of 

curating brings together diverse perspectives and often educates and intorms all involved 

parties that collaboration results in a much more profound and informative exhibition.

3. Professional development opportunities can be supported through object-based 

learning

Third, professional development opportunities can be supported through OBL. 

For example, all three case study museums offer paid internships, work-study positions,



fellowships, or volunteer positions that provided students with professional development 

and skill-building opportunities. The Hammer created a position in 2018 for an 

Emerging Museum Education intern to facilitate relationships between the Museum and 

UCLA interns coming from different fields of study and who worked in different 

departments of the Museum. The role maintains relationships and works with interns to 

provide mentor ship and professional development opportunities in a group setting. At 

MOA, all front-end staff in the Museum are students from the University of British 

Columbia (UBC) and the Museum recognizes that in order to create an inclusive museum 

environment and to attract students in fields other than anthropology and archaeology, 

having students as representatives in the gift shop, at the front desk, in the administration 

offices, and on the floors of the galleries speaking to visitors and other students, creates 

an inclusive space that gives all students from the University a reason to visit the 

Museum. At the Penn Museum, a Graduate Liaison ensures that there is an importance 

placed on the success of graduate students at UPenn. Through partnerships with faculty 

and diverse departments at the University, the Liaison helps to build a bridge between 

students and meaningful, paid work at the Penn Museum.

As Boys et al. argue (2017), a museum internship can be the ultimate experience, 

providing students with essential professional development that cannot be acquired solely 

through their field of study. By ntegrating these students into roles where they practice 

public speaking and conduct object-based and interdisciplinary tours, museums can
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ensure that a successful internship experience equates to student success. Real-life 

experience is gained through public speaking, working in teams to solve problems, and 

conducting tours for university classes and the public. These experiences also activate 

the student’s knowledge in their field of study and how it can be applied to solve 

problems in a work or research setting.

In sum, these opportunities not only provide income and professional 

development for university students, but they also attract a range of disciplines inside the 

museum and therefore foster inclusiveness. Critical thinking skills are also used and 

developed as students work across disciplinary boundaries and begin to compare and 

contrast concepts across subject areas. Finally, museum staff and faculty have an 

opportunity to learn from students’ unexpected interdisciplinary connections, while the 

simple act of working inside the museum supports potential object-based learning.

4. The spaces where students learn, study, and work in the museum is important

Finally, the spaces that students learn, study, and work in is important in 

supporting OBL. As noted in the literature review and as observed in the case studies, it 

is helpful to invite students into spaces that are accessible, and to make existing spaces 

more inclusive. While not all of the case studies had 'leal spaces available, each was 

undergoing renovations that involved developing new spaces inside the museum to 

facilitate access to more of the collection, to develop dedicated space for object-based
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learning, and to reorient existing public spaces to accommodate students by providing 

spaces for meditation, quiet study, and socializing.

The academic museum can be inclusive, democratic, and accessible with the 

creation of third spaces for academic rigor and discourse to happen freely and without the 

impediment of classroom structures. Multiple entry points for students and faculty mean 

that a personal connection to the museum is achieved and results in continued visits to the 

museum not only for class visits, but for personal time with family and friends.

Collections are often rooted in life experiences, giving an authentic purpose for 

learning and connecting collections and their histories to a real-world context. 

Consequently, learning becomes meaningful, purposeful and more profound, resulting in 

learning experiences that stay with the student for a lifetime. Students see teachers 

modeling lifelong learning, showing interest in diverse fields of study and those of others, 

collaborating with peers, making connections between what they know and new ideas, 

working from new and different perspectives, problem-solving, creativity, and flexibility.

Museums and collections can incite social action within a university community 

by allowing non-traditional and new fields of study to reinterpret and activate discussions 

about social and political ideas surrounding academic museum collections. As Sterrett 

argues (2016), the opening of in-between, or third, spaces allows museums to respond to 

twenty-first century issues—some quite critical for academic museums as they reside on 

university campuses (2016). Through these spaces, object-based learning happens and



presents a museum in somewhat of a “less polished” view as Sterrett writes (2016). The 

pretentiousness of traditional white cube galleries is removed when hybrid and dedicated 

spaces for OBL are created, and these new spaces that reside “in the wings” provide 

inclusive space when the need arises (Sterrett 2016).

It is also notable that in the last decade, with the physical transformation of many 

academic museums, space plays a significant role in creating an environment for students 

and faculty to freely and comfortably speak their minds. Adequate spaces allow the 

student to learn by making connections between ideas and concepts across different 

disciplinary boundaries in a safe and respectful environment. At the Penn Museum, a 

building project that culminates in the fall of 2020 is helping to create more spaces in the 

Museum and to update galleries that have been stagnant and outdated for decades. This 

will bring new L^ht to objects in the collection and new opportunities for object-based 

learning. At the Hammer another extensive renovation project that culminates in 2020 is 

creating new student and public spaces with interdisciplinary ideas. With the renovations 

comes a new dedicated class space that academic outreach previously shared with Family 

Programs. With dedicated higher education classroom space, object-based learning is 

placed as a priority for the Museum and the University. At MOA, a monumental 

renovation of the Museum’s Great Hall is not only revitalizing outdated space that is 

currently not seismically-sound, but the Museum involved teaching faculty, students, and



the Musqueam community in the decision-making process of what this new space will 

provide and mean to the community, students, and the Museum.

Summary of discussion

The three case study academic museums are increasingly focused on strategies to 

attract, serve, and support the faculty and students of their parent universities with OBL. 

These museums are working to ensure that higher education and object-based learning 

efforts align with their institutional mission and values, the mission and values of their 

parent university, and that importance is placed on the success of the students the 

museums engage with and serve. Specifically, the case study museums highlight the 

benefits of embedding object-based learning into curricula so that students and faculty 

both benefit from using a museum’s collec^ons to enhance student learning and 

understanding of their field of study. These academic museums have developed and 

nurtured twenty-first century pathways to third spaces, fostered alternative ways of 

learning and knowing by offering OBL, promoted peer-to-peer learning, and have 

democratized the academic museum and its collections by continuing to make changes to 

the structure of their buildings and the spaces inside making them more inclusive.

The next chapter will outline three conclusions about the importance of 

integrating object-based learning in higher education in academic museums and will 

provide recommendat;- ns for how academic museums can approach the integration of



object-based learning in order to create an inclusive and welcoming space to strengthen 

the Museum’s importance to students of all fields of study.
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Chapter 9 

Conclusions and Recommendations

In this chapter, three conclusions concerning the importance of object-based 

learning in academic museums will be presented. First, OBL is transforming learning in 

university museums; second, real work experiences for students are vital to supporting 

OBL; and third, OBL provides academic universities with vibrant third spaces. Each of 

these conclusions is outlined below.

1. OBL is transforming learning in university museums

OBL, with an increasingly robust academic and practice-based literature, is 

transforming museum-based learning in university museums into interdisciplinary 

collaborative learning, and academic museums can draw from examples, such as 

SFMOMA’s Artist Initiative, that serve higher education classes successfully and across 

multiple disciplines and spaces. Furthermore, academic museums provide the ideal 

environment for student, faculty, and community collaboration because they are 

communities where each of these three partners often works, studies, and lives.

The interdisciplinarity of OBL results in students from non-traditional fields of 

study engaging with objects in order to enhance what they have learned in the classroom 

setting. While this form of object-based learning can be transformative, it is usually not 

easy for the museum or faculty to develop these connections to curricula, because of the



organizational structures in museums and universities. Therefore, a collaboration between 

dedicated education outreach staff and faculty to find these connections and to place 

importance on them within the class curricula is a good way to achieve these object-based 

class visits. Connecting curricula is time-consuming, but once it is done, the education 

team can contact other faculty to present examples of how object-based learning can 

enhance their teaching. Faculty “buy-in” is important and is often achieved when new 

university faculty seek ways to develop their courses and to connect to the resources 

provided on campus.

While object-based learning is beneficial, in demand, and presents multiple 

pathways to understanding diverse fields of study, the barriers in implementing OBL in 

academic museums are often logistical, economic, and cultural. Staffing demands require 

significant planning in order to welcome classes to the museum as well as to gather and 

present objects that make the most sense to specific themes of an academic course. 

Meeting with instructors before a class visit is essential for the success of the 

object-based learning sessions. But in the end, OBL has great potential to transform 

learning in university museums into inclusive, collaborative, and meaningful learning 

experiences.

2. Real work experiences for students are vital to supporting object-based learning

Real work experiences for students, in the form of internships, work-study, or 

other student assistantships, support peer-to-peer learning, deepen the engagement of all
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students, and provide a pathway into the museum profession. In order for object-based 

learning in academic museums to thrive, real work experiences are vital to connecting 

students to the museum for more than just meeting class requirements.

Student internships are not new in academic museums; however, welcoming 

students from diverse fields of studies to work in the museum is a practice that has 

emerged in the last two decades. Many of these students take the opportunity to engage 

with collections by using their knowledge gained in their field of study. Examples of 

students conducting tours for university classes have resulted in new and exciting 

inquiries into objects and art. These students bring a diverse understanding to museum 

collections and an inclusive component in opening the museum to new ideas and 

partnerships.

The issue of the lack of interdisciplinarity in academic museums means that 

because students from diverse backgrounds do not imagine themselves in the museum, 

they choose not to enter it because they cannot understand what connections can be made 

with the space or with objects. When museums hire students from diverse fields of study, 

that often means that underrepresented communities are also working in the museum. 

When students from the greater campus community see themselves represented in roles 

such as student educators, interpreters, researchers, and visitor service representatives, the 

academic museum becomes a place for every student on campus.
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The academic museum can offer students professional development that is not 

generally gained through a single field of study. Skills such as public speaking, 

problem-solving, writing, researching, and collaboration can enhance students’ 

experiences in internships and work placements. These skills are also necessary for 

learning a new field and also preparing for the workplace post-graduation.

3. Object-based learning in academic museums provides universities with vibrant 

third spaces

Museums are increasingly interested in creating third spaces, because such spaces 

allow students to engage freely and openly with objects and their peers, in meeting 

learning goals and in confirming the museum’s relevance within diverse campus 

communities. With diverse campuses comes diverse ways of thinking, and academic 

museums have the opportunity to foster discussion. Academic museums can become 

influential sites of gathering and community on campuses by providing a third space for 

students to feel safe about sharing their ideas and contributions so that they feel validated 

when applying OBL practices.

Creating safer and more inclusive spaces allows students to consider tnat the 

museum can be a place to begin an inquiry. It tells them that the museum is not a dead or 

inert space, but that it is a vibrant, cultural, and activated space to engage with other 

students, and a place to come to practice mindfulness and self-care.
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Through activating spaces for activities other than gallery hopping, academic 

museums can bolster their importance on campus as the campus “hub” or community 

“center.” This does not take away from the importance of the museum as a steward of 

historical objects, nor does it lessen the importance of the objects, but it provides a 

different demand on the museum’s spaces that otherwise may be considered inaccessible 

and simply repositories of unimportant old objects.

By simply changing what a space looks with the addition of comfortable seating 

and inviting wall colors, the museum can become a place where students want to be. It 

becomes a space for one’s voice to be heard while not being judged, and, ultimately, 

becomes an alternative space from the rest of the campus.

Recommendations to the field

Below, four recommendations concerning object-based learning in academic 

museums are presented.

1. Support OBL in academic museums by hiring a dedicated Academic Coordinator

First, as this thesis highlights, academic museums are ideal environments for 

interdisciplinary object-based learning, and as emphasized in tne case study museums, 

each had a dedicated staff member leading a team who coordinated and facilitated 

relationships with university faculty and students. Many departments within an academic 

museum are necessary to form a sustainable higher education access model. An 

established education department with a dedicated role for academic outreach is ideal;
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however, smaller teams have also been successful in facilitating OBL by emphasizing to 

all museum departments that education is the responsibility of everyone who works at the 

museum.

It is essential that collections, registration, conservation, curatorial, and education 

staff all work together to responsibly access the collection, to install or display objects 

safely and to guide classes and students in the broader interpretation of the objects. 

Mutual accountability is essential in the success of running object-based learning 

programs in museums. In most cases, involving staff in departments that are not 

traditionally open to class visits, provides an opportunity for students to ask questions of
i

experts. Including participation from various departments also lessens the strain on 

smaller education teams who do not have the time, or expertise, to speak in-depth about 

the majority of the objects in the collection. This is especially relevant for archaeology, 

anthropology, and contemporary art collections that represent diverse communities from 

around the world.

2. Hire students to work in the academic museum

Second, hiring students and paying them to work, study, and research in the 

museum creates a precedent that the museum is an active space of experiential learning 

and professional development for all students of a university. Academic museums can 

work with the parent university to develop grants and fellowships for students, and each 

of the case study museums have achieved this funding in some form or another. The
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Andrew Mellon Foundation indicated in a 2007 report that academic museums can 

provide opportunities for students to gain exposure to various departments of the museum 

and to speak informally with visiting museum professionals (Goethals and Fabing 2007). 

There is no single format for a student internship or work-study position that works best. 

It is recommended that academic museums engage the university, various departments 

within the museum, and students, however, to develop connections between the needs of 

the museum and expected student internship outcomes. The student internship should be 

mutually-agreed upon, and a flexible policy should be in place that emphasizes the 

importance of both the museum and its collections as well as the success of the student.

3. Dedicate space in the academic museum for students

Third, when students see that academic museums have dedicated spaces for 

student life and learning, students are more inclined to trust the museum as a safe and 

vital space for both learning and personal time. Academic museums, over the past 

decade, have realized that the way to get students to visit the museum is to create spaces 

dedicated to student activity. Having a dedicated classroom space ensures that student 

learning in the museum, and with objects, is a complete learning experience uninhibited 

by traveling to and from a classroom or is not disrupted by regular museum visitors.

OBL flourishes in appropriate spaces. Academic museums have successfully renovated 

spaces such as cafes, rotundas, courtyards, and learning labs in order to foster a 

continuous student learning experience. The museum not only becomes a third-space
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classroom, but provides a smooth transition for students from work and study to regular 

campus life. Students feel a responsibility to use the museum's resources, and the 

museum becomes a community hub for student life. The museum becomes a valuable 

resource for students, and faculty, who can work, study, and play in multiple spaces.

4. Expose museum personnel and faculty to OBL by observing sessions in 

university museums or other types of museums with programs to convey the value 

and promise of OBL

Finally, successful object-based learning remains an underused method of 

learning in most museums today, but excellent examples of robust academic outreach can 

be observed in museums throughout the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada. 

Academic museums need to improve their efforts in exposing museum personnel and 

teaching faculty to the benefits of OBL by researching and connecting to other types of 

museums (public and academic) to convey the value and promise of OBL. Museums that 

currently run successful OBL programming and have dedicated staff facilitating such 

experiences need to improve vocalizing these successes so that the continuation of this 

kind of programming is secured. At the moment, no official handbook or guidelines exist 

on the benefits of object-based learning for higher education in academic museums, but 

from many sources in this thesis, academic museums are beginning to publish results and 

recommendations.

Forethoughts



More academic museums need to integrate OBL into their activities and 

programming. Larger academic museums have been successful to date, but, smaller, 

less-funded museums can also achieve success in OBL by modeling programs after these 

successes. The stakes are high for academic museums to utilize collections in more 

practical, new, and functional purposes: practices that enhance learning and reflect 

twenty-first century life and issues are a way for academic museums to solidify their 

purpose and importance on campus, as well as to continue to be relevant and be a 

resource for student study, work, and life. Through the literature review conducted for 

this thesis project, it was evident that there is a need for more research on the benefits of 

OBL in higher education. The majority of literature has come out of the United Kingdom 

and Europe, where publicly-funded universities and their museums are used as examples 

of OBL. The responsibility, therefore, is upon these institutions to foster collaboration in 

their collections and classrooms for the betterment of the tax-paying public.

Object-based learning offers a way to use collections in innovative ways while deepening 

learning and engagement, all while implementing the missions of academic museums at 

universities in which they serve.
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A. 1 Penn Museum Academic Engagement Overview

Ffenn Museum

Academic Engagement

•  Through the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation's generous support, in 2013, the Penn Museum 
created a new Academic Engagement Department to foster the increased use o f  the 
Museum’s collection and resources by students and faculty across the University of 
Pennsylvania. Since its creation, the Academic Engagement Department has contributed to 
each of the Museum’s four “pillars” of what we do— teaching, collections stewardship, 
research, and public engagement.

•  The Academic Engagement Department has developed relationships with faculty and 
departments across the University to ensure the Penn Museum has deep effect on University 
curriculum. In the 2015-2016 academic year, 100 faculty from 29 departments brought 2,366 
students to the Museum to study objects in the Collections Study Room or galleries.

•  The Department has worked to encourage and support courses that visit multiple times over 
the course of the semester, with 23 classes visiting three or more times last academic year. In 
coordination with the University Registrar, an Objects-Based Learning tag (OBL) now 
appears on any courses that meets at least twice at the Museum and includes at least one 
assignment based on a Museum object, allowing students to identify courses that utilize the 
Museum galleries and collections more easily. 52 courses received the OBL tag in last year.

•  With the Academic Engagement Department, the Penn Museum is recognized as a center for 
pedagogical expertise in objects-based learning and teaching on campus. The Museum is 
expanding its reach from archaeological and art historical disciplines to broader Humanities 
and Social Sciences, and offers teaching resources and training for faculty in how to integrate 
museum objects into coursework.

•  The Penn Museum is a dynamic research institution, and the Academic Engagement 
Department is promoting opportunities for advanced undergraduate research at the museum. 
From year-long fellowships to conduct intensive research projects al the Museum to summer 
archaeological field research at sites across the globe, students are working with museum 
curators, staff, and associated faculty on projects in the collections, laboratories, galleries, 
and field.

•  Penn students are increasingly contributing to the Museum’s public engagement efforts. 
Through curatorial seminars and three annual student exhibition internships, students gain

museologicai experience by working closely with faculty and Museum staff to plan, design, 
and install an exhibition. Students have contributed to the following recent exhibitions: 

o Magic in the Ancient World
o Kourion at the Crossroads: Exploring Ancient Cyprus
o Com: From Ancient Crop to Soda Pop
o Beneath the Surface: Life and Death in Ancient Panama
o The Golden Age o f  King Midas

FY14 FY15 FY16
Number of 
collections study 
room OBL classes

55 144 132

Participants in 
collections study 
room OBL classes

2016 2343 2366

Number o f gallery 
classes

NA 88 122

Participants in gallery 
classes

NA 2445 2686

Intensive Use courses 8* 26 23
Number of 
Departments

20 30 29

Number of faculty 49 64 100
Student engagement 
event attendance

NA 1800 2466

Student Researcher 
visits to the CSR

49 64 62

*no data available for gallery visits
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A.2 Penn Museum Academic Engagement Annual Infographic, 2016-2017
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B. 1 Ashmolean 2019a - Learning from Objects (excerpt)

..SHMOIEANW
LEARNING FROM OBJECTS

Make an  enquiry about booking our Learning from Objects 
session

MAKE AN ENQUIRY >

MMkmnl Curriaibtin Subject A rea/c Cross curricular
Length o f M ssk x t 30 minutes followed by optional self-guided gallery v isit

H n  group si2tt 30 pupils

LEARNING OUTCOMES
• Appreciation of how objects can be used for learning, includingformulatmg questions
• Practising higher-order thinking skills by making connections to the  wider world, 
exploring themes and developing lines of enquiry using objects

• Knowledge and understanding of museums, why they collect and hew they have 
contributed to our knowledge of the wofld in the past and today
• Self-directed learning skills: to think independently, make choices, develop and justify 
ideas
• Opportunities to practise and develop speaking listening and questioning sk ills

SESSION OUTUNE
This session introduces students to ideas about why museums collect and how we am  learn from 
objects. Students w ill handle objects to develop higtier-orOer thinking skills, devise questions, 
explore themes and develop lines of enquiry.

A ctM ty 1: Why nUecX?
An introduction to the history of the Ashmolean Museum and its earliest collections and an 
opportunity to consider why museums collect objects.

A rtM ty  2: Learning ftwn objects and fo llowing lines o f enquiry
Students w ill handle objects in smalt groups, devising their own questions about them. The 
emphasis w ill be on thinking creatively and making connections between objects and the wider 
world.

Activity 3 i Setf-guided exploration
Students w ill have the opportunity to explore the museum for themselves and apply their 
thinking to  objects in the collection.

The students were wowed by the wonderful spaces in the 
Ashmolean, and felt really privileged to be able to handle 

such ancient objects.'
Teacher accompanying Yr 12 students on an Oxford access 

day
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B.2 Ashmolean 2019b - University Teact ng

(W KtnfcyofOsftm l M nu cH in  Working for us f t *

ASHMCLEAN totus munoN ooubto* resumi lemm sum*! shop

The AahmaM aa it  h a t  and h n m a t  a Ih itu ife f  m m  Me n  a w ik t o d  to 
prent*m  acorn to w r u M  daa» c a B a a iw  and ■ p eit lae H r  taa thwg n d  

i m k L  t o  enla c t ioBa n  m  aereptinnal w w ir a  to enrich all kinds of I n f  m ''
m^ ilnL and n r  w he lan  i - l u l l  m  — — - g   ------)  ~

t e O M a m k ilw i

OUR TEACHING

University teaching Is not a m  enterprise far the Ashmolean. Prom its foundation in the tot* T7th century, when the first Mttseui.; 
bidding incorporated a laboratory, dw scholarship of Ashmolean Curators has played • vital roU in the education of Oxfoid 
students and the duping of the (kfoid curriculum. Emy yoar, o n t u i  supcnua doctoral and masters urairrh. convene 
Mfflmars,giv* lectures and hold daw * and tutorials rooted in their iptciafcn expertise; both in the Museum's study room and 
in the Ualwfsfey at Urge.
Sine* M 2 , the AthmoWaa Unmnrty (npgtawit PrepaiMne, pnereusly funded by dw A ndm  W iMIon Foundation, hat worked 
to explore dw potential of the Ashmotoan at a resource far fetching beyond vadttonaT museum subjects such 
«s Egyptology Classics and History of Art The result has been to broaden the rang* of subjects beneAttinf from object-centred 
learning and to enaMe n o n  ctob-disciplinary partnerships to Round) among the Ml  Mum's peerless collections, 
to wed at delivering courees that reflect their own specialism, curators now cottabonte with academic 
colleagues from departments as dhmree as Medieval and Modem Languages. Geography, History, Oriental Studies,
Anthropology, Mediant, Music and English Utoreture.

These collaborations haw yielded a raft of new opportunities net only for students but atso fn rrhrir t iim n  rn r n r m  m rn  rlrrpt]: 
with the products of material and wsual culture. As well as contributing to  both undergraduate and paduate degree programmes, 
die Ashmolean has become a centre for members of faculty l t d  «arty a n t r  t d m la i to d f fd o p  thtir tkiks in object'baaed 
teaching and learning.

ir  o f Mpport j r ib a t fa r  members o* ficu tlj i airly-career researchers and 
Wuates to engage with • r aAdhm atoart adject ic r% and a n io n

WHAT O f t  STUDENTS SAY

’A s  w* worked with Ashmolean objects and paid attention to their connections with our topic, t began to realise that they would 
yield a gnat deal of information about the circulation o f people and ideas -  information that I could not possibly get from torts. I 
am currently writing my essay in a much more thoughthil way and Hi in* H is  richer for the experience-1 don't think I could go back 
to an *bject-tasr w o iW  
MSt Student, tarty Modem History, 2016-17
1 leaUy knvd We oppo*w*y to loam more abouttoadwg generally (net just obie<t-baee4) and to leamydisoai with the other 
W o rn  - N -h itt f im  linrnw d aa ■ ̂ arhrr*
Ashm o L^ .L tuw  TbacMng F e t a ,  T hM  Taar W hB Student, 2 0 it
1 particularly lihed the collaborative atmosphere *  the Krasis saminarv i think there was a great balance between 
underiraduatES, ireduate students, and fetiows, and I W tth M  awryon** voka oos wta«d equally. The physical setup of tfie 
room was cafta«rty conducive to this cohaboraboa, as all the participants appeared on an equal footing when dispersed around 
the taMa. 1 also reefy enjoyed the opportunity to interact directly with some objects in the museum.' 
ba s is  Scholar, Thud War Unftagmduaie Student, 2011

ONLNE OBJECT STUDY

The Ashmateui is a founder member and an active promoter of f^ TTH  Oxford's award-winning online study and revision 
platform far university teaching and for innovative collections projects. Any paper taught with objects from the Museum’s 
collections can be uploaded on to the Cabinet site, to enable students to pursue further object and text study within a  richly 
interactive digital environment.
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B.3 Ashmolean 2019c - Thinking with Things

We rJU  do not know wliythese stone balls were created. They date to the late Neolithic or early Bronze Age, between 3200 and 
BOO BC They are made of various types of met, such as n iK t o n e  or fsnfte. Could they Haw been made by ancient

mathematicians?

Thmk'ftyWnh fto ta a ip r  V . r  
*

O  J*
U te td iU te r Share

* 8 .

1 1

"Here we see the first example of abstract thought at wort"

Carved stone ba ll 
Found m the UK 

Late n eo lith ic  Period ( c  30002500 caLBQ 
ANT9772727-Z731 

Lower Ground R oo t I Ga llery 0* f Reading and  Writing



B.4 Ashmolean 2019d - Ashmolean History

THE ASHMOUlAN STOHYI Atteiwfcu M n n

7 Etias Ash mole, out o f my affection to this sort o f Learning...have amass'd together g na t variety 
ofnaturail Concrets *  Bodies, & bestowed them on the University o f Oxford’

Elias Asfimota, ‘Statues Order & Rules, for the Ashmolean Museum1, 1686

The Ashmolean Museum was named after its  founder Elias Ashmole (1617-1692) and opened in 
1683. It is  widely recognised as being the first modern museum,

Elias Ashmole was a royalist, lawyer, antiquarian, scholar, and collector who gave h is  collections 
to the University of Oxford in 1677. A condition of his gift was that an institution dedicated to the 
advancement of knowledge should be built to house the collections. The original Ashmolean 
Museum was constructed near the Bodleian Library. It combined the functions of a repository for 
rare materials with a centre for research and learning and was a model scientific institution for 
the time.

4/l'XIV THfc ASHMOLEAN STUHY I i\jhmotcn Muwim

In our Ashmolean Story Gallery you can discover more about Elias Ashmole and h is new museum. 
You can also find out about h is collections, which included the T ra d tsa n t fa m ily 's ‘Raritie*1.

ASHMOLE'S VISION

Elias Ashmole's vision was for h is  museum to be a centre of practical research and learning based 
on the collections, with the aim of advancing knowledge of the natural world. As at the Royal 
Society of London (established 1660) the focus was on the ‘new* scientific method and inductive 
reasoning advocated by the natural philosopher S ir  Francis Bacon (1561-1626).

Ashmole specified that the museum was to be housed in a building designed to promote 
scientific practice. On the f irs t  floor was a repository for the collections, with a lecture theatre fo r 
‘natural h isto ry1 on the ground floor. The basement contained a state-of-the-art chemical 
laboratory and anatomy room. Ashmole also provided statutes of governance to guide the 
museum in achieving it s  aims.

Research on the collections is  s t i l l  one of the major activities in the museum.

THE TRADESCANT COLLECTION AND ELIAS ASHMOLE
The Tradescant family displayed the ir famous collection of natural and artific ial ra ritie s at the ir 
home in Lambeth, south London. Unusually fo r the time, the curious could pay a fee to inspect 
the collection and in 1634 a v is ito r described it  as a place “where a Man might in  one daye behold 
and collects into one place more curiositie s than hee should see if  hee spent a ll h is  life  in  

Travell'.

John Tradescant the younger was helped by Elias Ashmole to produce a catalogue of the 
collection in 1656. Tradescant gifted the collection to Ashmole, who later presented it  to 
U niversity of Oxford along with h is own collection to form the Ashmolean Museum. Objects may 
have been displayed at the early Ashmolean in a sim ila r arrangement to the Tradescant 

catalogue.
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B.5 Hammer 2019a - About Us

0 Q. =

About Us
A b w U .-t ta w tk M «

HAMMER MUSEUM ADMISSION IS FREE
GALLERIES OPENING 11AM TUESDAY O P III B H

Kerry Hop4ons,tfi 
director Mu

ABOUT THE HAMMER MUSEUM

The Hammer Museum champions the art and artists who challenge us to see the world in a new 

light, to experience the unexpected, to ignite our imaginations, and inspire change.

The Hammer understands that art not only has the power to transport us through aesthetic 
experience but can also provide significant insight into some of the most pressing cultural, political, 
and social questions of our time. We share the unique and invaluable perspectives that artists have 

an the world around us.

QN.LEWS C**t«NG UAM TUESOAV

uMD hts retinmenl in 1996. In 1999 Arm Phrtom raa namad drecttx and has 
a sftono and origin* hsftmonai idmflty and bu* a na*onai r d  rrwmatkxul <*pura*fon 

fcrewnaic ewBOTponoy artfefltara. acholarly histoncal whitrttioris. and contemporar/artists' 
project*. Ourmg har imu* the Hanwiwr hat tomad i  Hamm** Contemporary Coaeefton wtiicn non 
hodfc awf2.000 artworks tn addition, PtufcJn has m o m h  subsraraiai renovations (jo the 
nMCwrfl budding, mdudtng thscornqMond ih* 30D^«atBUyWU«r Thute< and museum caM. 
With PWbm* eflrtdion, the musfcan Irotftutad (he internationally acclaimed Hammer ftojscts. a 
Mriet r a s  man one hundred cgntempowy e*h*tHho<w and inslallalwrs featunng local, 
national, and KTtcmatoMl emerge anlaB PMtUn also ctaatad a senesotdynamic public 
pmgam  wttdi art core to the Harwnrt identity and regular* feature many of the most Infeantfel 
author*. artsiv and cretfw Winter* o< ourtime.

A vibrant intellectual and creative nexus, the Hammer is  fueled by dynamic exhibitions and 

programs—including lectures, symposia, film series, readings, and musical performances—that 
spark meaningful encounters with art and Ideas.

And through our unwavering commitment to free admission and free public programs, the Hammer 
is  open far ail and FREE FOR GOOD.

HISTORY OF THE HAMMER MUSEUM

The Hammer Museum opened to the public in November 1990. Founded by Dr. Armand Hammer, 
former Chairman of Occidental Petroleum Corporation, the Museum was designed by architect 
Edward Larrabee Barnes. Financed by Occidental, the Museum was built adjacent to the 
Corporation's international headquarters in Westwood. At that time, the Museum featured galleries 
for Dr. Hammer’s  coflections— old master paintings and drawings, and a collection of works on 
paper by Honore Daumier and his contemporaries— as well as galleries for traveling exhibitions. Dr. 
Hammer passed away in December 1990, three weeks after the opening of the Museum leaving 

many spaces unfinished.

In 1992, the Museum began negotiations with its neighbor. University of California. Los Angeles 
(UCLA), to assume the management and operations of the institution. In April 1994, the partnership 
wtth UCLA was finalized and the following yeaf the University relocated its collections and the staff 
of the Wight Art Gallery and the Grunwald Center for the Graphic Arts to the Hammer. The Museum



Hammer 2019b - University Programming
Program s St Events - Ham m er Museum

HAMMER MUSEUM ADMISSION IS FREE
GALLERIES OPENING 11AM TUESDAY 0  Q w

Programs & Events

Her Dream Deferred
MARCH 26-28,2019

Copresented with the African American Policy Forum, this series celebrates the black women 
and girls on the front lines of progressive change movements in the United States.

CONVERSATIONS
Tress ie McMillan Cottom & Roxane Gay
WEDNESDAY FEB 27,2019 7:30PM

Watcti Past Programs Online •»

SCREENINGS \  CONVERSATIONS
Sueakino Truth tc  Pow er From Thoma« to  Kavanauah

htrp*:/)1 i* iT iiner^ cU^ iu 'p ro frjun5-c vtn l^ .’m ooth= 3*dayE J 0&year=2019
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B. 7 Hammer 2019c - Museum Transformation

Museum T ransformation

>Mwmu n 'm y i«  aonwinqtarcc** 
irtdtic awowacn in LA  -U to Q  risks anltauldlng pro^arw *H* Due made n one of 
OianoarflHntanfrtbcMi«inuxaiinBin Aneflea Mlai fa n  ol antxMus ywmti m 
m y  Mptei al our raO M kr. w  h m  Iwnctwd • oompMwi m  ran rfamaoon pbn k  
rvnmaK.eivaM. and h % a o M B  our hcttytyftc year MttO Ow capita c a n v ^ i  Ml 
■attowiMOwlwidmg project «p w d  cw wcfc»m»fl. and support the HamnWs

LKAANMORC

fit*0 atm* our tranattmnitian pfoma and camMcatntmgn. and hut on m*»nq tn  (c 
suj up » <Mc wt ai M n m  n*n«
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B. 8 Hammer 2019d - Hammer for Students

K-12 + University

The nusom  deepens studtrts engagement wfltitfw am 
through a variety of pnxpams and professional 
afjportumtiK. Programs such as Iteranw Sludy Man and 
ow annual Am Faity draw hwftvcts of students to me 
rmoetm Bhang out mow courtyard and gatows, 
Through rUemshtps. wrptoymera mercorsiup, and peer 
cDfmruvtwv UCLA students and afterinwwty suaenfi 
aKenvwwervd to contrfcutelo the cultural landscape of 
Lot Angelas aid beyond

KXPLOM ACTWTTHF1

Student of 10 or man cm> request a bee tour at a 
cunw t enhtbmon Lawn more andre a je sU  visit on our TPV£B*9*
■ V D fT l DCSKMffD PMt U M tVBtStTY tTV D ffTTt

Hamme Hedy HaS—Ai Ob  quaitBrty evmi, students are 
wrted Id study at t *  museum, sustained by boosted Wi
Fi tree macks sootmg mus«, and at breaks

Am  Party—Hundrnfc of cdtege students tram across 
Southern Catfanaa attend tins annual ewenrg of 
performance, an. muse rod after-hours access to fre 
galenas.

U C L A  A r t  H is to ry  G ra d u a te  S tu d e n t  S y m p o i lu m

Happening on October 1*. M lB . At ttas symposiun 
emerging scholars across dttc*)feiesadd»ss the history 
and aesthetics of pubtoc alterations of surfaces, strueftjres, 
sub ject and systems as they reMe lo an aid art hctory

Learn about incoming events on our program calendar

mwnwn»M»c»iBwrjouiyu.QfTmMTTS
QraohHets a student arts organization defecated to 
produangatticai and o b« w  projects m an mtagra led 
physical and d ista l space Graptwe staff membere 
produce apnnted Journal, cm te distal pubocadaffi, ano 
plan pra^ams tor students and the prtbc Vistfthe 
Graphite paoe for more information

W T t t M M M

The Hantnet offers two internship Gppcrtunibes to 
unMfBdystuctanjs—academic yearlong rrtemshqa and 
summer Geoy Multtciihjral Unda^aduate tntanstaps— 
which are deigned to develop strong professlonal sklfe m 
the arts and non-profit betels Intern^*) opportunities are 
Usted on the H a r i r i  =jnpto*roeni and totemsNps page 
when openings *c«wrfatofe

Atadenac jea-long mtemAps are open only in  UCLA 
students Th e i*  interns m e w * course credfl and are 
kwtedlo participate m a fejHcaimdar of professional 
development workshops designed espectaMy for Hammer 
students. Positions are determned by departmental need. 
re m *n e n l and hatng usually occur n  Sunwnw and Fan.

The C«<tv Multicultural Undergraduate imemstno 
program aims to encowage greater diversity in ttie 
profusions related lo museums and the visualaru Two to 
three Getty Irtoms work &  the Hammer for 10 weeks over 
the summer aid re c e «  a stipend View eigtbdty 
requirements on the Getty fbwdation s websrt*

BMPIOYMEMT OPMftTUMTISS

Paid part-time positions and work-study pa s ix t h ,  are 
available for UCLA students across all departments m the 
musetantfrou^wuf the acadenae year Darent openngs 
are luted on the Hammer Employment and kwemsmos 

B§9£
a T U D e r m u c A T o t n o M A M

Student Educators are paid UCLA students from diverse 
Ascjaiines « * » lead tours for afl audiences Studsit 
Educators partteipate in mandatory summer training and 
ettenstve professional davHopmwW Bmughout the year 
As the museum* core leaching stafl siudeni educators 
lead pubbc a id  private to w , support famdy programming, 
and assist wnth curator wafc-dvougfts. Studen Educators 
a re hired I nSpnng Quarter for the taUowmq academic year. 
Please contact academtqorooraiB sa - gn  n--fjicfa.edu tor 
mare mtormason
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B.9 Hammer 2019e - Hammer for Professors

K-12 + Unversity

tHOmU. AACHIVt s

The Hammer M iseun  recaved a giant tron The Ancrew 
W Mellon Fewidalion m 2015 to develop web-based 
resources about signdicampas! exhitmwns ana saected 
aspecfio* our collections The re s t in g  digital archives 
present a dynamic repository of research materials, 
including zoomable, htglwesoUlon images at artworks 
artist btographes scholarly essays, exhibition 
documentaiion, and many olher complement aiy 
resources

Oormti nmrtu r f s i  on vMw *  the Hammer MuMum wm
yaursyfatH f t f r |iu r l■ i j l i t i i l i i  ieM g ii la i l ln n  nf« 
aeaflrtcxhttffloci.theArmtndHtcnmtfCoiecfton orlhe 
FfanfclnQ. Mur BftvSnitBur* Carden

Lean mow about our tom offertnosm d how to nufcp a 
reserve o r To discuss contem n tout w x  n d

Uniwrcary feutSsnees. at hscottafl*nwne< ucU ego

H-U xtoo i and coiegt group* can request a vtwt in

• comprises mow than *.0 0 0  prints drawings 
photographs, m d ■m b' books dating from the 
ftenmance to ft *  present TheSw waM Center Study 
Room a  open tonKMeschoo lstudras and 141. by 
VpanimeniDrty Fortumenr*»w*iunqno r*quesi an 
jppartmertt pJcase e rf J1&44J-7041

Cotection n d  the ftanttn 0. Murphy Sculpture Garden ta 
tlustate aru-HTte9aas>«advng stiaegKS and

O ram nM fM lyH litanr CoiHa Ka»t ta * •
' I Canter

Mow Mg TWifc Art a ad 
■tack U a  Angelas 1IM -

OCT2.20U-M Na.2013

IY U M M

The Hammer M iseu n  hosts the annual UCLA Art Holory 
Graduate Student Association Symposium every fall We 
also host academic symposia m conjunction m lh select 
exhibitions

Watch the recording 01 The Political Body ■> Latina and 
Lalln American Art. a symposium that explored key 
themes the 2017 extKjition fiocftno  ̂Wtamen. iottn 
.AmenconArt 1960- IMS

Radical Watnen: Latin American Art, IM O -m t  
SSPM-DCC 31,2017

MalarLMik 
Institution, liaaga. Ideology
FEB »-MAYU, 2014
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B. 10 Hammer Blog - Ten Lessons Learned by Academic Programs in 2018 - excerpt

;en Lessons Learned by Academic 
Programs in 2018
DECEMBER 1* 2018 -  BY TIERESA SOTTO, ASSOCIATE DMECTOft, ACADEMIC 
PROGRAMS

In the Academic Programs department, we often talk about lessons learned. How can m  

improve our programs and strengthen our own teaching practices? If a training or tour 
activity was successful, which aspects were most effective? What lessons learned from 
our professional work can be applied to our personal lives or the lives of others? The 
lessons we learn may be surprising or humbling, touching or—at best—revelatory. Here 
are ten of the most compelling lessons we learned in  2018.

Lesson 1: Art will eventually speak—even when silence is intentional

The phrase “art speaks" took on new meaning in 2018.
over 600 hours during Made in LA. 2018, a powerful action of endurance after running "victory laps" 
around schools where he never felt fully accepted. One day, young writers enrolled in 826LA's

didn’t learn, and wished they could unlearn in school. Hill was so moved by their reflections that he 
broke several weeks of silence. Speaking from the podium with tears in his eyes, he advised the 
students to keep going, to endure.

We invited hunareas of Kids of all ages to speak their minds through art at this year’s Family Dav: 
Kids for Peace, taking inspiration from young activists who have been speaking up across the 
country. Families created artwork about peace, solidarity, and community, including prints 
celebrating their neignDorhoods that they could trade with one another in silent but powerful 
dialogues.

Lesson 2: Discussing art is an effective way to understand our biases

I’ve always believed that discussing art in a group is a great way io understand multiple perspectives 
— of the artist, each individual in the group, and oneself. I had a hunch that we could dig deeper into 
this understanding to uncover bias. After all, individual perspective and bias are inextricably linked. I 
began experimenting with activities designed to increase awareness of our implicit biases, and 
soon enough I began leading trainings on bias and privilege for museum colleagues.

When we analyze our associations with works of art, we can unpack how aspects of our identity and 
lived experiences influence our decisions and give rise to biases, whether consciously or not. Since 
the first step to mitigating implicit biases is to be aware that they exist, I’m hoping these trainings will 
be a step in the direction of greater equity and inclusion in museums.

[, reflecting on the lessons they learned.
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B.ll MOA

MOA
V isit M OA
CLOSED TODAY

W hat's  On

Research & 
Collections

About 

P  Search
About MOA

MOA is committed to promoting awareness arid understanding of culturally diverse ways of knowing the 
world through challenging *nd innovative programs and partnership* with Indigenous, tout and global 
communities.

The Museum of Anthropology m b  established In 1449 as a department wrtthintbe Faculty of Arts at the 
Un iw sKy of British Columbia. In 1976, K moved to Its current home, «n award-winning concrete and glass 
stn jaurt designed by Canadian architect Anhur Erickson with the grounds landscaped by Cornelia 
Obertander. The building houses the Museum as well as the Laboratory of Archaeology, its laboratories and 
storage facilities. To widen Its role as a pubGc and research Institution, MOA completed a major expansion

■. ,-M-jjnM n v - r in t u -  n t n d  t r t r v  I r tm w M l W  M f iv i t M T f  i'rimaU
Oberlander. The buUdlng houses the Museum as well as the Laboratory of Archaeology, its laboratories and 
storage facilities. To widen Its role as a pubtk and research institution, MOA completed a major expansion 
and renovation in 2010. This inltiatfve increased MOA’s sue by 50 per cent, enhancing Its public spaces and 
Its research infrastructure adding laboratories, collections storage, research rooms and the Ubraryand 
Archives featuring an oral history language laboratory. In 2017. MOA opened a new Gallery of Northwest 
Coast Masterworks and (* currently wotting on expanding Its fadildes for programming and performances.

Since its Inception. MOA has been at the forefront of bringing Indigenous art Into the mainstream by 
collecting and curating traditional and contemporary Indigenous art In a way that respects the artists and 
the cultures from which this wort comes. MOA resides on the traditional and unceded territory of the 
Muiqueam people and works by Musqueam artists welcome visitor* to the ske.

MOA’s exhibitions and programs emphasize artistic dwenity and the Iktks be w e en art, community and the 
contemporary social and political context In which youth, artists and communities are communicating their 
cultural traditions. MOA hosts three or four temporary exhibitions a year, as weU as a wide range of public 
programs and events. Each summer, MOA hosts the Native Youth Program the longest running training 
program for Indigenous high school students In British Columbia. Other signature programs include Night 
Shift, a momMy caOanet series featuring tocal performers.

MOA h also one of Canada's largest teaching museums with fao ity and staff teaching courses In museum 
studies, museum education, and conservation as well as Indigenous and world art ft hosts practicums and 
Internships for students and has offered curatorial fellowships in conjunction with the MeJton Foundation.

MOA houses nearty 50,000 works from almost every part of the world while the Laboratory of Archaeology 
houses an additional S35.00C archaeological objects in the building, MOA is known for its silaNe Northwest 
Coast collections, including the finest collection of works by Bill Reid. Nearly half the coAettion is composed 
of works from Asia and Oceania whHe other significant holding* represent the Arctic, Latin America and 
Europe. MOA's collection of worid twtHes is the largest in Western Canada. wtiHe the European ceramics 
cotecaow ts one of the two finest in the country ____________ ______________________________

MOA's arthtves house the Museum’s institutional records and ww n iiw  holdings from anthropologists, 
linguists, missionaries and other travelers. Highlights Include over 90,000 photographs, o w in g  the world 
and dating from the 1890* to the present; the Vkkiejensen and Jay Powell fonds covering over 40 years of 
linguistic work in communities throughout BC and Washington state, Including over 30,000 unique 
photographs; the Wilson Duff fonds, and the Beverley Brown roods containing photographs of Sl Michaels 
Residential School. Some of the earliest photographs of Tibet are also In the archives' holdings.

MOA b run through a unique mixture of cross-appointed faculty, professional staff, volunteers and students. 
MOA's volunteer associates are a self-governing body of approximately 100 volunteers *ho provide a range 
of services to the Museum. MOA riso’ hires approximately 80 students each year.

MOA
V is it  MOA
CtOSCD TODAY

W hat's  On

Research &  
Collections

About 

P  Search

Visit MOA
CiOSID TODAY

W hat's  On

Research & 
Collections

About

P  Search Museum of Anthropology 
University of British Columbia 
6393 NW Marine Drive 
Vancouver, BC. Canada V6T

@li«a Sign up
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B. 12 MOA 2019b - The Collections - excerpt

f lM O A
V isit MOA
CICJMD TOOAV

W hat's On

Research & 
Collections

About 

P  Search
The Collections

MOA'* ethnogriphic objects originate from t* » w  the worW. mduOmg Ada, tht M w k u , the South Pacific, 
Africa and Europe.

ACQUISITIONS & DONATIONS

MOA
V is it MOA
UOHO l(M I

MOA's acquisition* proud gttdeMna* g ta i potential donon and vendor* Wormation ttet may assist them 
in mafckig decision* about the h*ure of their ccfleaton*.

0  Acquisitions GuMelnes *

* The CoitKOans OnSftf {UGA-CA7?« aur arWnv aOftct ctuktgue wharm eH the Collrttton mcrth tr* 
available tor browting and searching. If you hwe any questions about (he objects or thisonkne 
datMtasa, contact Cotecaon* m ob)ecB»moa ubc cm

• The Reciprocal fteteerch Network (**N) I* an arfin* research environment that provides access to fli»t 
Nations items from the North*** Coart and British Columbia. B aflows users to March through items 
from MOA as w< as many other Inttttuttons.

W hat's On

Research & 
Collections

About 

P  Search

• MO* pr&Mes access and mearth opportunttes to community menttrt, academics and other 
member* tha putt it who ha<* wcerest m MOA'i collection*. Phy*ical acceo to Object* can D* 
provided ai one of o*a pcrpoie-burit research rooms.

03 Collections Accwr, Guideline* t

fc n t alng (ram the coltoctlons:

* Bomwwng Condition* tor Ortgmnflng Community*: thb brief ̂ 4de to borrowaig condWom and loam 
procedures is intended to prodde potential borrowers vrfrh Btformadon on current practices at MOA to 
enable (ham to prfan tor loans more afflKtfMfcr.

Borrowing Conations for Or̂ juiattig Civnmunifle* GuWetnes ±

■ Borrowing Conation* for Institution*: tht* bO*f guide to borrowing conditions and loans procedure* it 
intended to provide potential borro w n  with «ifo» ination on current practices at the MOA to enabfc 
them to plan for loans more effecthiely. MOA't internal process is comptev and can take m«r* time than

MOA
V isit MOA

Research & 
Collections

About

P  Search

Burrowing Comm on* for Inatuflons GukWloes ±

CULTURALLY SENSITIVE MATERIALS

MOA n amvnrrted to working respectfully w*ti onpnatlng commirtnes. We knowourcottections contain 
Items that are import** to originating communities, and whose placement and can orithin the Museum 
continue to affect their values aid babe**. MOA racoptoei that that* objects may haw a non-matarial tide 
embodying cultural right*, values, knowledge and Ideas vrtikh are not owned or possessed by MOA. but ar* 
retained by the originating communities, information about the management of cukurafly sensitive 
materia ft at MOA tan be found in ou r Management of CulturaAy Sentith* Material Guideline*.

@ Management of Qriuvrty SansWw Materiel CuideSnas ±

The Museum's mandate I* to RMtaUrtn objects purchased or donated by tha public in a facility accessible by 
thept^c. to IwtherreseerTti and education, and to <rf»erase»stanc* aid accents originating communities. 
MOA comktert *) requests tor repatriation seriously and on » case b^cast  basis. The UWVWSlty Df British 
Columbia gwemt the Museun of Anthropology: Policy 121 ta the offloat UBC poHcy on repatriation as k 
applies to MOA

Repatriation Cknih ltr» i *

@ MbylM *

COLLECTIONS OBJECT ACCESS

MOA place* a high priority on pranging access to our collections for reaeefchan, origkiabng community 
member*, and members of the ptfcUc. Thera are several way* to access tha ethnology collection*:

"The Collections Online (MOA-CAT] b our online object catalogue where all the tottectton record* *f«
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B. 13 MOA 2019c - Visit MOA

(jetting Here
P  Search

located at the UnfcvMy Of BrMtfi Cofcjmb.* in Vancouvtr. Canatla. MO* a fttuotad n  091NW Marin* 
Drive, n  ft* nontwrert comer of die cvnput

BY TRAN SIT

l l w 33,< l t , 44,49,14, M frHJrw and 4iD buMt mtM «t UBCEvhcngc b y 2 — » iS-mmutt waikfrom 
MOA. Gmt ofT at UBC Exchange Bay 2 (the Liil flop) and wak nowtmwt

Thi4 and 14 bints arrtw or anO depart from Un*«nlty h U M n l — a 20-mlnute * A  from MOA,

I MOA
* on and depart from Unhemty BcnjlMrt — t 20-minute wrik from MOA.

■i*i V»C Uchange 1. Get ofT at Nw Marin* Dr fS

Research & 
Collections

About

P  Search

FuO transit information at th* Trinslink w

BY BIKE

from downloxm. cron th* Burr art Street Brldo* and exit to the right onto Cornwall Sm t. FoBow 10 Point 
Grey Road imol MW Mann* Df m* a* th* way to UBC. Hot*: the nd* irryotvei t  significant hill. MoU Bike

MOA
From downtown. cro*» the Bmrwd Str»et Bridge and ex# to tt* right onto Cornwall S tm t Follow lo Point 
Grey Road mtil NW Mam* Drive all th* way to UBC Note: the rid* invoivn » significant Mil. Mobi Bike 
Share docs not haw* nations at UBC.

Visit MOA
a a t»  to®**

Research &
Collections

About

P  Search

From downtown, take 4<h Awnuc. Broadway |9th Awnue), 10th Avenue or 1fith Avenue w«t to UBC.

From YV* airport, n il me Arthur Laing Bridge onto SW Marina C u t and follow thta road to UBC.

Once «  UBC, watthfor dgm gukUrg you to MO A. tocatdd In 0* northwe« comet of the UBC camput on 
NW Marine Drive

P±xt furtng (MM/hour) f* touted in from of MOA Jnd at the Mme Garden Parfcadr a<ro» inr arwn. 
Parking tan bapurthand liy ta li or credit tart. VWt L1BC Parking for rr

fcvo and Car2Go<ar thae parting a  located a 7-m»nut* walk touth ot  Mi

A CCESSIB ILITY

MOA ii a fully *Ctt»Me building.

Parting: Three accnilbla paid parting ip tcn are mallal m  from of MOA.

Attendant!: MOA participate* the t a m  I Cart program and / j r is  free admi«lor to attendants 
accompanying peopl* with doabiltwi.

Ww ltliWi: Weh^bwirtioofchwre that may B* bomwwij free of chary.

Visit MOA 

What's On 

Research 4  
Collections
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B. 14 MOA 2019d - Culture at the Centre exhibition

♦MOA
v  m  m  t -

V is it  M O A %
CLOSED TODAY

* ^  ' - v A J  t - -  *

» 1 ^ 4*  “  TW h a t 's  O n

R e se a rc h  &  
C o lle c t io n s

A b o u t CU LTU R E AT T H t  C EN TR E
O  S e a rch Honouring Indigenous Culture. History and Language

OATtS GAUER*
March 18, 2018 -  Novembers 2018 O'Bnan Gallery

MOA C U L T U R E  A l  I H E  C E N T R E

Visit MOA
CLOUD TODAY

What's On

iesearch & 
Collections

About 

P  Search

Culture at the Centre Is an unprecedented new exhibition that 
offers Insight into the important work lndigenous-run cultural 
centres and museums ki British Columbia are doing to  honour 
and support their culture, h istory and language. Five centres are 
showcased, representing six communities: Musqueam Cultural 
Education Centre (Musqueam). Squam ish-urwat Cultural Centre 

(Squamish, Ufwat). Heiltsuk Cultural Education Centre (Heitauk), 
Nlsga'a Museum (Nlsga'a) and Haida Gwalf Museum and Haida 
Heritage Centre at Kay Unagaay (Haida).

Covering a wide geographic expanse, from what is  now Vancouver to the Nass River valley, th is is  the first 
time that these communities have come together to collaborate on an exhibition and showcase the ir diverse 
cultures in one space. For visitors, it is an amazing opportunity to learn about the heritage work these 
centres are doing and to see traditional and contemporary objects from the communities. The exhibit is 
organized under three main themes: land and ianguage, continuity and communities, and repatriation and 

reconciliation.

M any British Columbians aren 't aware of the existence of First Nations cultural centres and museums or 
the ir impact on the+r communities. This exhibition opens a w indow into these five centres through dynamic 
displays o f animated maps. Indigenous languages and rarely-seen Items, like an ancient walrus skull and a 
32-foot sturgeon harpoon. MOA hopes this is the first o f many exhibitions of its kind.

Curators: Jill Baird and Pam Brown, with representatives from Musqueam Cultural Education Centre, 
Squamish-U I’wat Cultural C en tre , Heitauk Cultural Education Centre, N lsga'a Museum and Haida Gwaii
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B.15 MOA Annual Report 2016-2017

ENCOUHING ACTIVE ENGAGEMENT
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P U BLICA TIO N S

B.16 MOA Annual Report 2017-2018

TOTAL STUDENTS 
SERVED
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B. 17 Penn Museum 2019a - Our Story - excerpt

4/1/1019 Our Story - Penn Museum

OUR STORY

Open to all, the Museum is home to remarkable objects and powerful stories that 
emerge from its extraordinary expeditions across the world.

At the Penn Museum, make powerful connections between ways of life past and present, near and far. Discover the 
cultures of Africa, Asia, the Americas, and the Mediterranean, from the very first cities of the Middle East to the kings of 
ancient Egypt; from prehistoric Mexico to the lives of Native American communities today.

The Museum is a place for everyone to explore who we are and where we came from. Whether in our galleries or 
through our online Digital Penn Museum, experience the mystery of the ancient past, gain an understanding of our 
shared humanity, and find your own place in the arc of human history.

B U IL D IN G  A N D  G A R D E N S

The Penn Museum’s building itself inspires awe and curiosity. Built over the course of more than a century (1899-2005), 
the Museum incorporates striking architectural styles, soaring galleries that house worid-dass collections, state-of-the- 
art laboratories that yield new discoveries each day, and beautiful public gardens that welcome visitors and passersby 
into serene green spaces.

1887

htlps ://ww w .penn .muse um/infonnation/ouf-smry
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R 18 Penn Museum 2019b - About Collections - excerpt

M ission  Staiemeni - Penn Museum

Penn Museum
</)

MISSION STATEMENT

The University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology was 
founded in 1887 to bring together under one roof artifacts that evidenced the 
development and history of humanity from antiquity to the present, for the most part 
excavated or acquired through our own research missions. One of the world's great 
archaeology and anthropology research museums, and the largest university 
museum in the United States with a collection of roughly one million objects, the 
Penn Museum encapsulates and illustrates the human story: who we are and where 
we came from. As a dynamic research institution with many ongoing research 
projects, the Museum is a vibrant and engaging place of continual discovery, with the 
mandate of research, teaching, collections stewardship, and public engagement—the 
four "pillars" of what we do.

O U R  M ISSION

In March 2014, the Board o f  Overseers affirmed the following statement o f  mission for the Penn Museum:

The Penn Museum transforms understanding of the human experience.

JTWi*eum/aboui-collectioot4/otoje< -̂coruerv«tK)o/33-LnfQfmadoa/997-miswon-sUlcfneT5t 1/3
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B. 19 Penn Museum 2019c - Curatorial Collections

Curatoria l Section* - Penn Museum

Penn Museum

ABOUT OUR COLLECTIONS

Since its founding in 1887, the Penn Museum has collected nearly one million objects, 
many obtained directly through its own field excavations or anthropological research. 
The Museum's vast and varied collections are in active service to the University of 
Pennsylvania community and researchers from all over the world.

Q, Search the Collections (/collections/)
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B.20 Penn Museum 2019d - Nippur, Iraq Collection

4/1/2019 N ippur (Iraq) - H ighlights t D ig ita l Collection* -  FVnn Museum

NIPPUR, IRAQ

Located in the marshes of southern Mesopotamia, in modern-day Iraq, Nippur was 
one of the most sacred cities in the ancient Middle East. Between 1889 and 1900, the 
University of Pennsylvania was the first American institution to carry out 
archaeological excavations in this region. The expedition to the site was organized by 
John P. Peters, funded by the Babylonian Exploration Fund, and directed by Peters 
and Herman V. Hilprecht. It revealed a multi-layer site with a long and complicated 
history, and, most significantly, a library of inscribed cuneiform tablets that have 
formed the basis of our understanding of the first literate society in the world, the 
Sumerians.

Vie w  M ap
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B.21 Penn Museum 2019e - Library - excerpt

Psnn Collections l Museum Library colledion

M u se u m  L ib ra ry  c o lle c t io n

History of th« collection

The University Museum of Anthropology and Archaeology began in 1BB7 as a small colection o f cun os 
packed into caturrets in the then Unrvararty of Pennsylvania Library and has since grown to one of the 
premiere anthropology end archaeology museums in the world. The seeds of the Museum Library were 
sown in 1900 with the acquisition of the pereonal library of Daniel Garrison Brinton vrtxj served as 
Profeeaor of American Archaeology and Linguistics from 1866 until his death in 1898. Some 4,098 
volumes were turned over to the Museum, of which 162 are bound volumes of pamphlets containing some 
2,000 Items. The collection, sttl maintained as a discrete entity within the Museum Library, is  devoted 
almost entirely to the lin g u is t  and ethnohistorical study of indigenous groups in the Americas. Included 
also in the Brinton Library ie a magnificent manuscript collection assembled by Kart Hermann Benmdt, a 
German physician who spent most of the middle nineteenth century traveling in southern Mexico and 
Central America. This collection contains 183 items, moetty manuscript volumes, facsimiles, and printed 
and typescript materials, pertaining to more than 40 indigenous Central American languages coveting a 
period from the middle sixteenth through the late eighteenth centuries. Many of these languages are now 
moribund or extinct thus making the coftectHxi, now housed in the Specie Collections Department at Val 

Pelt Library one of the most important of Ms kind.

The Brinton Library along with the archaeological collections were housed for a while in the Furness 
BuWIng until the opening of the present Lombardy Renaissance style University Museum building in 
1898. The Bnnton and Berendt materials were then moved to the Elkina Library Room, where they

remained until 1071 when the coHecbon was again moved to the newly completed academic wing of the 
Museum. For more than 40 years the book collections shared the Elkins Library Room with the Museum's 
numismatics collections and pieces of soJpture, and a tew portraits. During that time the collection 
developed unsystematically through curatorial staff donations of their own publications, exchange 
arrangements made with colleagues or institutions around the world, and donations of other library 
materials. Until 1942 there wes one part time lib ran an, and use of the library was restricted to Museum 
staff and a few scholars.

In 1942 Cynthia Griffin was appointed as the first full time Museum Librarian. At the time of her 
appointment the collection contained approximately 16.000 volumes, many of them uncatalogued, and 
circulation, for use only within the museum, was approximately 1,000 volumes annually. Miss Griffin 
reorganized the library, opened it to student use, planned for growing collections, and expanded 
exchange relationships with institutions around the world. The Museum Library now began s period of 
rapid growth, aided in no small part by the establishment of the VaSlant Book Fund, founded in honor of 
former Museum Director George C. VelttanL which provides monies for the acquisition of volumes for the 
Museum Library to the present day. During this period the collection increased in size from 18,922 
volumes in 1945, to 46,415 in 1065. When Griffin retired in 1971 the collection had grown to more lhan 
50,000 volumes, the staff to two hi! time assistants, and circulation to more than 14,000 volumes a year. 
The collection was rw» completely cataloged although stack growth over the )ware had reduced reading 
space to only two tables with seating limited to 16 patrons at one time.

In October, 1971 the library moved to to present quarters, ocw*>ying 12.000 square feet on three levels of 
the new Academic Wing to the Unnwralty Mteeum, where the library has a  dramatic view into the 
Egyptian Gallery. The same year Jean Adetmsn succeeded Ms. Griffin as Museum Librarian and the 
library received its first photocopy machine, electric typewriter, and for the first time was open for use after 
5:00 p.m. More importantly, the Museum Library was now fully part of the University of Pennsylvania 
Libraries.

As the Museum Library became intefraled into the larger university library system, it did not lose its 
uniqueness, and continues to serve specialists especially in the areas of to greatest strengths: 
Meeoamerican indigenous cultures, building on the collection of materials represented in the Brinton 
Library, and Egyptology. *n eaity and ongoing focus of research for the muaeim. The library has 
benefited since its inception from generous gifts, not only of books but also by having publications of the 
University Museum to exchange for foreign p lica tion s , and moat significantly, of fu ids. John and Ada
H.H. Lewis, provided a major gift toward the building and furnishing of the library when the new wing of 
the Museum was being constructed. The George Clapp Vaillant Fix>d, named for the former director of the 
University Museum between 1941 snd 1945 Bnd augmented by other major bequests, has made it 
possible for the library to continue to acquire special materials beyond what would be possible for an 
ordinary working anthropology library. But then the Museum Library is not an ordinary working 
anthropology library. Through the careful visionary efforts of Cynthia GrtfRn and Jean Adeknan the
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B .22 Penn Museum 2019f - Archives

M uw n Aidinn • Penn Mmram

Penn Museum
V)

THE PENN MUSEUM ARCHIVES

Our collections include 2,500 feet of records -  these records document the Museum's 
archaeological expeditions to every inhabited continent, the history of the Penn 
Museum, and the history of the practices of archaeology and anthropology. Further, 
we hold three-quarters of a million images and nearly one thousand reels of film. Our 
image collections span the fantastic and the banal -  Levantine art from the Maison 
Bonfils and images of holes in the ground from archaeological sites taken by amateur 
photographers. Please don't hesitate to contact us
(mailto:archives@pennmuseum.org) to learn more about our exceptional collections.

B  Documents
The archives’ collections document archaeological and anthropological fieldwork as well as the administrative and 
collections history of the University of Pennsylvania Museum. Archival organization reflects the museum’s  curatorial 
and administrative divisions; Egypt, Near East, Mediterranean, Asia, the Americas, Africa and Oceania. Field documents 
begin with the first American excavations in the Near East: Nippur, Iraq, 1489-1900 and continue to document Penn’s  
expeditions throughout the world through the present

VJ/2DI9 Mucum Anhhu. P*"i Muioaii

Thanks to the generosity o f the Internet Archive (http://www.archiw.org) ,  nearly all of the archives’ collection o f film s 
is available online. H im  collections include the documentary footage o f Watson Kintner
(http://www.archive.orn/seareh.php?queTy=Watson%20Kintnef%20AND%20mediatype%3Amovies) and h is  travels to  
Guatemala, Guyana, Ecuador, Morocco, Pakistan, India, Indonesia, Nigeria, Australia, Iran, and Ethiopia, a ll film ed w ith 
a lGmm camera from 1933-1S69. We also hold a few episodes of the well-loved television show "What in the Wodd?* 
(http://w ww.archl*e.o rj/search. p hp?
query=%22What%20ln%2«he%2(Wodd%22%20An:haeology%20AND%20mediatype%3Amovles), a museum- 
sponsored game show in which a panel of experts was asked to identify the culture, place and use o f an obscure object 
taken from the museum's storerooms. While we encourage the use and re-use of our film s for creative purposes, please 
note that the museum archives holds copyright to this content. To protect your interests, please be sure to  contact the 
archives so that we can grant permission for the re-use of these films.

Our photo archives indude over 750,000 images. In addition to  images of museum objects and photogxaphs from Penn- 
sponsored expeditions, the photographic archives include major collections by Maison Bonfils, William Henry Jackson, 
John K. Hitters, Edward S. Curtis, Giorgio Sommer, Desire Chamay, Fratelli Alinari, Lehnert l< Landrock, Jessie Tartxw 
Beals, and other important figures in  the history of photography.

j e  Research
Promoting and assisting scholars and students in their research and educational activities is a  fundamental 
committment of the Penn Museum. This assistance includes open access to photographic records and discounted rates 
for photographic services. There are, however, restricted materials in our photographic archives which require prior 
permission from the director or a curator before use is permitted- Archives staff may restrict materials due to reasons o f 
copyright law, preservation consideration, or donor agreements. Our images have beer used in scho larly articles, 
textbooks, documentary films, and art projects, among other uses. We encourage inquiries about the  scope o f our 
image collections and their use in scholarly, artistic or commercial work. Although we do not yet have a public 
database of our entire collection, we are happy to provide reference consultation regardingthe scope and contents of 
our collections either in person or remotely.

OVERVIEW

H  Films

US Images

mailto:archives@pennmuseum.org
http://www.archiw.org
http://www.archive.orn/seareh.php?queTy=Watson%20Kintnef%20AND%20mediatype%3Amovies
http://w


B.23 Penn Museum 2019g - History of Penn Museum - Expedition Magazine - excerpt

A  B r ie f  H is tory  o f the Penn M useum  I Expedition  Magazine

^  Penn Museum
(/)

Volume 54 (https://www.penn.museum/sites/expedition/volume/volume-54/)
Issue 3 (https://www.penn.museum/sites/expedition/articles/volume54-issue3/) 2012

A Brief History of the Penn Museum
By: Alessandro Pezzati (/sites/expedition/author/?id=Alessandro+Pezzati) and Jane Hickman 
(/sites/expedition/author/?id=Jane+Hicfeman) and Alexandra Fleischman
(/sites/expedition/author/?id=Alexandra+Fletschman)
±  View PDF (http:/'penn.museum/documents/publi cations/expedition/PDFs/54-
3/A_Brief_History.pdf)
The founding of the University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology was 
part of the great wave of institution-building that took place in the United States after the Civil 
War. It was an outgrowth of the rising prominence of the new country and its belief in the ideals 
of progress and manifest destiny. The 1876 Centennial Exposition, held in Philadelphia, introduced 
America as a new industrial world power and showcased the city as embodying the country’s 
strength.

The United States, however, still lagged behind Europe in universities and museums, as well as 
significant contributions to architecture and the arts. The new wealth created after the Civil War 
helped to overcome these deficiencies as philanthropy became a means of earning social 
recognition, and many wealthy and civic-minded Americans thus turned their attention to 
cultural life and institutions.

Philadelphia was at the center of the industrial and cultural ethos of the times. It was known for 
its manufacturing, railroads, and commerce, but also for its institutions of learning, such as the 
American Philosophical Society, the Academy of Natural Sciences, and the University of 
Pennsylvania.

Securing a Large Audience for the Museum's 
First Exhibition

https://www.penn.museum/sites/expedition/volume/volume-54/
https://www.penn.museum/sites/expedition/articles/volume54-issue3/
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B .24 Penn Museum 2019h - CAAM
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Home For Penn Students CAAM

CENTER FOR THE ANALYSIS OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
MATER MLS

WHO WE ARE

The center for the Analysis of 
Archaeological Materials |CAAM| ks a 
)o*\t endeavor between the Penn 
Museum and the U n fvm lty  erf 
Pennsylvania's School o f A m  and 
sciences (SAS).CAAM offers the 
faculties, materials, equ ipm ent ana 
expert personnel to  teach and 
mentor Penn students in a range of 
scientific techniques crucial to 
archaeologists and other scholars as 
they seek to Interpret the p « a  to an 
m tenflsclp lkury context wMch Units 
the natural sciences, the social 
sciences and the humanities

Read more: Who we Are >

COURSES FOR PENN STUDENTS 

Open to ail Penn students, CAAM 
courses are divided into three dens, 
introductory. Intermediate and 
Advanced levete.

Read more: Courses far Penn 
Students >

MINOR IN ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
SCIENCE

The Minor In Archaeological Science 
consists of stot course units. Of these 
six. four w l i  be CAAM classes from 
introductory. Intermediate and 
advanced levels; one must be an 
advanced class vrttn an 
archaeological science research 
component {the capstone class); and 
one must be a class In the 
archaeology or culture of a relevant

Read more: Mkwr tn Archaeological 
Science >

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SCIENCE

The Graduate Certificate In 

Archaeological Science ks aimed at 
students who want to add a 
scientific approach and 
interdisciplinary perspective to their 
studies. The certificate ts open to 

Penn students admitted and already 
enrolled m a graduate program 
(Master or Ph.D.). Students from any 

School or department can apply to 
the Graduate Certificate fcn 
Archaeological Science.

Read more: Graduate certificate In 
Archaeological Science >

MEET OUR STUDENTS 

Meet some of our current and farmer 
undergraduate and graduate 

students to team more about their 
experiences In CAAM and the original 
research they are conducting In the 
lab and In the field.

Read more. Meet Our Students >

CAAM INTENSIVE COUR5E5 

Since May 2017, the Center far the 
Analysis of Archaeological Materials 
offers a series of 5-day intensive 

courses In the field of archaeological 
science. They are aimed at graduate 
students, scholar*, and professionals 
with a background in archaeology or 
m a relevant flew {BA/BSc required). 
Afl courses are taught toy CAAM 
Teaching Specialists and Museum 
staff and are offered on rotation 
every 2-3 years tirtth die final dates 
confirmed In the Spring of each year.

Read more: CAAM Intensive Courses 
>
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B.25 Penn Museum 2019i - CLIO

^  R’nn Museum
V in t Exhibitions P n | n n i  CaUecttom Hcsearch 
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Home For Penn Students CUO Society 

a n  society

dJoSooety the Penn Museum'S undergraduate stuoent 
Interest group. A) undergraduate studefits are welcome to
join!

MISSON STATEMENT.
Named alter CUo, the Greek Muse at history.

“Our goat Is to pve students a platform within the 
museum whew they can enhance and strengthen their 
undergraduate operlenc* through the Penn Museum's 
many resources.*

Chobrtngs too the r students who share a common 
kite rest in and appreciation for museums, culture, and 
art. Members w ll gain a greater understanding of world 
cultures, arts and culture professions, and the museum 
field.

Members can train to 
volunteer for Mu h b b lag, participate inn p r tg r a n
behind the k i a m  t o m  of M u w in  coUectlom. learn 
object > w <  feud ih tf. invite ue«t i p u k v i ,  organize 
events for stadent*. and attend c t tcH p M o ra d  v W b  
to other m usM m i.

to stay up to date on whars happening for students at 
the Museum, follow the Penn Museum student p a p  
on Faceboo*.

WHAT WE DO".

Dtve Into the Depths with 
Storage 'lo u rs  

C lio  Members have m e rare 
opportun ity  to  see behind- 
the-scenes collections In 
our deeoest areas of 
Museum storage Usually 
paired vrrth a pizza party, 
C lio  gets a guided tour by 
keepers hi sections not 
usua lly seen by the  pub lic , 
such as Oceania, Asia, and 
American.

Gwe Gallery Tours ar>d 
Facilitate Cartlfacts!
Do you have a favorite 
ga llery or object In the 
Museum 7 w ant to  share 
your knowledge w ith 
others? C lio  gh*es you the 
opportun ity  to  learn about 
ob jea -based  teach ing  and 
present your tours to  other 
students and guests! Train 
o n  our Cartifact p ro p am  to 
leam  how to  teach using 
handleab ie replicas of real 
objects in the  galleries.

C om e m Characterw ttti 
C lue
Once a year, ClK> hosts a 
gallery-based, Interactive 
C lue  Night! s tudents from  
select clubs, such as 
Benjam in Franklin 
Scholars come to  the 
Museum to try and sotve 
the  mystery of who took 
w hat from  where. Help 
participate and get into the 
character of aue?

Are you Ready for Escape the 
Museum
Themed after an “Escape the 
Room/ students have the 
opportunity to sofee dues,

an$wer fiddles, and unlock secrets to help them escape 
from one galery to the next while simultaneously 
navigating the Museum!
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B.26 Penn Museum 2019j - For UPenn Students

X  Ffcnn Museum p w i M U H U i M U M / i  M U M i in  t ' r o r e i i u n j u i  *

RESEARCH & HELDWORK
Pntfranu  C iI I ic U ih  Rt*e*rrh 

Give/Jain A k iitU s

(  Home

V A t ih e

Museum

Home For Peon students 

FOR Pf NN »TUO€MTC

v  !n Your 
Classroom

TTie Penn Museum welcomes a I Perm Students to enjcy 
all of the Museum^ arnenrBes. m addition to free 
admission wltti your Penn Card you can receive uwh ofl 
yourpurcnasesat BiePsfjperMlllCate and tfie Museum 
Shop, com efor a class, slay fot a treat

FeJows

CAMP

Scudent Field 
Funds

Student
collections
Research

CAAW

v  For Penn 
instructors

Graduate
certificate

T M d r i i | t i H n l a ( >

INTERNSHIPS & FELLOWSHIPS

Su h m t  ir ta m M p  student B U r i t t a

iH tn n d lp  program >

8  * ^
I  V  1 b u b  o«u>iA4«rfMk
P w iM u s e u m F e lo w i> |  N i h i h P ra fe u h m M i>P tm  Museum F e lo w i >

RE5CARCH & FIELDWORK

L « i ,

UPCOMING EVENTS.

Date Event T im

APR PennS*udents:Wmenlntl»eHarv 06:00PM- 
Ofi Ardent constellations os.dopm

M l  i u w w . (Apr A I M  f l l - f t c U r  
•m .W  M m  M I h it A fe *  C P W a m J H r n E F 1

COWTACT 
Academ c Engagement Department 

■  srudaitsSipennnLisetf 

•L 215 746,69TB
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B.27 Penn Museum 2019k - For UPenn Faculty

X iVnn Museum
PTBinmi t»Uectto«s Metttrch 
■ f i l v i M B l n  A D c u t in

i, Home

V A tthe
Museum

Home For Penn Instructor

FOR PCMN INSTRUCTORS

v in Y tu r
Classroom

V T e a c h w

Resources

unpacking tfe  
Past

Teaching and iefnlng stttw Perm r*jseurn has the 
potenital to move beyond content knowledge to address 
and engender the M tfa m w  i s of teaming. The unique 
and compel ngartlfacts - Dur galleries inspire ciFlaslty. 
when a student Is driven to beam more about an Dbjea or 
a culture flattie or she h® never before encountered 
Objects nsplre a multitude of questions-what was Oils 
used tor? who made It? How dm it come to be the 
Museum?- and are an ideal means by which to pi*sue 
further Inquiry.

U A H  >

S  NOT A PENN INSTWJCTORT

Learn more about Group Visits to the Penn Museum.

t u n  n m k m  >
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B.28 Penn Museum Annual Report 2016-2017
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B.29 Smithsonian 2019a - Object-based Learning

S m i t h s o n i a n . c o m  « © © o ® o  q
SMARTNEWS HISTORY SCIENCE INGENUITY AHTS &  C ilLRJRE TRAVEL AT T H E SMITHSONIAN PHOTOS VIDEO GAMES MAGAZINE SUBSCRIBE SHOP

INGMJIIY AWARDS ASK SMITHSONIAN SWHSMtA* CHANNtt VIDEO CWTIS1 PQ0CAS1S

SUBSCR1BL KCKLW GIVE A G if I

Smithsonian\

Object Based Learning
(4 :27)

P H O TO  O F THE DAY

IB B
LATEST VIDEOS
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B.30 UCL 2019a - UCL Object-based Learning Team

UCL Home UCL Culture Home Taactting & Object Based Learning

Thrtga happenmg across UCL C tfiure

Protects from 
across UQ . 
Culture



B.31 UCL 2019b - Object-based Learning

* Ufe^o-lam Looim I UCL CULTURE - UCi. OoM Ui»w*rt>-

In  recent yean , pioneering research into the value of object ba*ed learning 
(OBL) in  a higher education content has been undertaken at Uwvereity 
College London. This research was prompted by the observation that whiLst

existed, little had been written on the  particular benefits o f  this method of 
learning for university programmes -  despite universities holding large and 
unique collections o f  art w orks. manuscripts, specim ens, rare books and 
artefacts. In response. D r Helen Chatter ice. and her colleagues Dr Rosalind 
Duh.v D r Leonie Hannan and Dr Thom as K ador. have developed a 
programme of research dedicated to  uncovering the w ays in which museum 
collections can enhance learning for undergraduate and postgraduate 
studente.

This research is strongly linked to pedagogies o f active and fi 
learning, which tees hands-on engagement with the object o f  study a s  key to  
p e r a i a i  meaning-making and the long-term retention o f  ideas. The research 
uses a variety of methods including surveys. *emi-structured interviews, 
focu* group* and observations.

O B L  and the Student Experience 

To date the focus has been on the student e. XLoLfcanu
objects and daia collected between 2010 and 2012 revealed that a  majority o f 
students, across a range o f disciplines, thought objeci-baaed learning was a 
mure effective method o f teaming than a lecture or talk. Thu was a 
compelling finding, but since (hen die research team has sought to explore in 
more detail the spectrum of practice in object-baaed learning sesakxu and 
the way* in which different disciplines uac object* to help students 
undentand new knowledge and develop key skills. An atm o f future research 
U  to tind ooi how tactile engagements with museum objects affect learning 
and to explore the different kinds of interactions students might have with 
2D and 3D material.

Dodo bones,original manuscript and Roman sandals are not ju»i priceless 
treasures tucked away in UCL's museums and special col lections, they are 
invaluable educational tools. With three museums open to the public, prized 
literary and an collections and a growing digital library at its disposal, U C L  
enjoys a unique position from which to pomwte object-based learning in  its 
leaching. Using objects in teaching not only helps students to understand 
their subject but also develops academic and transferable skills such as team 
work and communication, analytical skills practical observation and drawing 
skills. It can also trigger innovative diaaertation topics, Use o f the collections 
is  effective at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels and UCL's 
museums currently work with course from across the whole spectrum of 
wademic discipline*, engaging thousands of siudenu with innovative objecl- 
baaed learning every year. U C L ’s p p  A m  and Sciences (BA S c )d cc rc

Support
Let* go

Jf you would like lo develop » new session which uses the museums 
collections there is plenty of support at hand from Teaching Fellow - Thoas 
Kador and t range of curators and museum experts. Museum stiff arc always 
happy to work with you to m a e  new Icimmg opportunities for your 
MudetUs or to enhance existing courses with object-focused activity. Our 
museums also provide inspiring environments for teaching.

Object-based e-resources

Our objed-btsod e-resources have been feigned in comdtitioii with 
tetdnag staff (or tae across i  wide r o p  of subjects from teh life oieaces 
to artefact oudKti.

1. Yfartehale Diversity
2.fartratlHifhlifhts 
3 .100 F r a
4. French Evolution
5. Anatomy
6. The History of Electricity

We would like this collection of resources to keep glowing, to if  you would 
like to adapt an tusking rejotmc or create a new one please get in touch 

Thomas Kador Thomas is happy to advise on all aspects of using 
museum collection, digital or otherwiie in teaching at UCL. UCL have 
worked closely with the University of Reading and (be Collections Trust to 
share icKw ira and given greater access to our museum and archival 
cottoctkm. Hen are father y-rrv«fces relevant to musenm studies from 
the Umvemty of Reading. We have aho made around 150.000 individual 
museum and archival objects from UCL and (be University of Reading's 
unique col lections available on Culture Grid.

Benefits of using real objects in learning.

• They provide a direct link with a topic or ‘thepasl’ and can really 
a k M C ty o u i people's mtewtia and udenundug of a 
mpc/wbject

• They enawap loans* »  we dtfaDrieases-especially touch, sight 
adamdl

« They help lo develop the important ik il lo f drawing conclusions based 
or an exm inatui of evkfcnee. together with ar, understanding of the 
limitation* and reliability of evidence.

• They are ideal for generating group and cla&s discussion.
• TVy promote ibe value of miaeums and encuurige young people lo 

visit museums and galleries with their families to farther their

Pi unary Schw I*.
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AAMG 2019a - About Us

4/1/2019 M iction I Association o f Academic Mgseuitu and Galleries

-AAMG- Association of Academic 
Museums and Galleries

Mission

(http://aamg-us.0f9/wp/wp- 

content/up1oad6/2014/12/2012fel 

iows.jpg)The Association of 
Academic Museums and 
Galleries is the leading 
educational and 
professional organization 
for academic museums, 
galleries, and collections.
In recognition of tht 
unique opportunities and 
challenges of its
constituents, the AAMG establishes and supports best practices, educational activities and 
professional aevelooment that enable its member organizations to fulfill their educational 
missions.

Organized in 1980, as the Association of College and University Museums and Galleries 
(ACUMG), the AAMG addresses issues that are relevant and unique to college and 
university museums, galleries and collections of all disciplines including art, history, natural 
history, and science. Issues include governance, ethics, education and exhibitions, 
management, strategic planning, support, collections, and professional programs.

Renamed in 2010, the AAMG is an Affiliate Professional Organization of the American 
Alliance of Museums (AAM) and an affiliate of the Association of Art Museum Directors 
(AAMD), Association of Science-Technology Centers (ASTC), College Art Association 
(CAA), Southeastern Museums Conference (SEMC), Small Museum Association (SMA), 
The Society for Preservation of Natural History Collections (SPNHC), and the Western 
Museums Association (WMA).

https://ww» A tm f- iu  iwg/wp'about-tu/mi is iqo -tfatem eMl/

http://aamg-us.0f9/wp/wp-
https://ww%c2%bb


C.2 Project for Public Spaces - About
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1 T»**yroa«rtwmiTwcmKmjM««»«snK£TOMH« ► # f  (0 ■  *»* «■ " I

TP3|
I  — P U B L I C  mout l u w a i  w w c n  m m  u a  Q
f c J S P A C E S

M IM m

P ia fK t fa r  h A U i  I p i m  (PTS) is a nonprofit organization dedicated to helping people create and 
sustain public tpacea that bulk! strong com m unities We are th r central hub  of the global placemaking 
movement, connecting people to ideas, resources, expertise, and partners who see place as the key  to 

addressing our greatest challenges

IT TAKES A PLACE TO CREATE A 

COMMUNITY AND A COM M UNITY TO 
CREATE A PLACE.
Out p k m tifa f f lu a M k ta i  tpproadi help* lin u iu  

w iMo vttai p b o t  (hn Mghiigbi

HOW PPS DRIVES CHANGE

m. W» h*l)l oemiPMJQtWJ and elUM kiup*
fhrti Ittm* Huou(b lodMduai pobfcc jpaca o d  bre*d
jthteetnaMiig campons

Wr ctmvwat. amptt/y

If and n p y  wftH tte  mtukd prapi* jw) 
H»fcJm regpcJld».d>«clf*ne«.h»*nand mtoib

cvltltw »

40+ YEARS OF MAKING PLACES
H*S n  IctuhW k; 1775 to tw ptai an A* m it  of 
(HcUyj WfcyW. VHbai erf 7V SoaaJ lift Ibhan
Spacn W rtuM  ibicteofnp(«c<ipra(Kn In m an ik in  
MOO BinmiinlMw lr, «T uiMTHl I and aJl IOUJ. MMM 
and n v i i U  punier « n w  tot t a n p a c m ,
IntonniDcn and iti.jurc** on pUctnuUnft.



ICOM/UMAC Professional Development

Tra in ing  and  p ro fe ss ion a l d eve lo p m en t is a to p -p r io r ity  o f  U M A C  S tra te g ic  P lan  

2016-19, e sp ec ia lly  in geopo lit ica l reg ion s  w here  h ighe r e d u ca t io n  m useum s 

and co lle c tions  are  e xpan d in g  and  the re  is litt le  access to  resources.

U M A C  is ad d re ss in g  tw o  m a in  is su e s  re g a rd in g  p ro fe s s io n a l d e v e lo p m en t .

First, h igh e r edu ca tion  m useum s and co lle c tio n s  a re  co n s id e rab ly  

he te rogeneou s  and  th e y  cove r all d isc ip lines. The large  m a jo rity  w e re  crea ted  

a round  teach ing  and  research  activ itie s  by p ro fesso rs, re searche rs , te chn ic ian s, 

s tuden ts , lib ra r ian s, and  a lum n i. The p ro fe ss iona ls  are, in  gene ra l, m o re  bo und  

by d is c ip lin a ry  and  h is to r ic  tra d it io n s  ra th e r th an  a sha red  u n d e rs tan d in g  o f

I W n u i l  Uevdopraem Council o* M l Iran* Uaw oct for Uavnwj Itannu M l Cflitewwu

m u seu m  practice. M o reove r, ICOM is still la rge ly  unknow n  in  u n ive rs it ie s  

w o rldw ide .

Second, un ive rs ity  m useum s and co lle c tio n s  p iay ro le s  th a t a re  sp e c ific  to  th e  

a cadem ic  sphe re  and  no t n ecessa rily  cove red  by  tra d it io n a l m useum  tra in in g  

(e.g. research, teach ing , and  the  so ca lled  th ird  m ission '). U M A C  d e s ig na te s  

these  'spe c ific  issues ' and  con s ide rs  its re sp on s ib ility  to  b e tte r un d e rs tan d  th e m  

and d iscu ss  th e ir a lig nm en t w ith  m a in s tre am  m useum  practice.

The research  p ro jec t P ro fe s s io n a lis in g  m u se u m  w o rk  in  h ig h e r  e d u ca t io n : A  

g lo b a l a p p ro a ch  (P-MUS), sup p o rted  by  ICOM , a im s at id en tify in g  th e  tra in in g  

needs o f p ro fe ss iona ls  and  p ro m o tin g  w ide sp read , re gu la r a n d  con so lid a te d  

m useum  p ractice  a nd  e th ics.

In con cre te  te rm s, U M AC 's  o ffe r  o f tra in in g  op p o rtun it ie s  fo r  m e m b e rs  and  

non -m em be rs  includes:

• W o rk s h o p s  a n d  C ou rse s

• U n iv e rs it y  M u se u m s  T ra in in g  W eeks  (UM TW s)



IEP 2019a - John Dewey (encyclopedia excerpt)
4/1/2019 Dewey, John I Imemel Encyclopedia of Philosophy

John Dewey (1859—1952)
John Dewey was a leading proponent of the American school 
of thought known as pragmatism, a view that rejected the 
dualistic epistemology and metaphysics of modem philosophy 

in favor of a naturalistic approach that viewed knowledge as 

arising from an active adaptation of the human organism to its 

environment. On this view, inquiry should not be understood 

as consisting of a mind passively observing the world and 
drawing from this ideas that if true correspond to reality, but 
rather as a process which initiates with a check or obstacle to 

successful human action, proceeds to active manipulation of 

the environment to test hypotheses, and issues in a re
adaptation of organism to environment that allows once again 
for human action to proceed. With this view as his starting 

point, Dewey developed a broad body of work encompassing 

virtually all of the main areas of philosophical concern in his day. He also wrote extensively on 

social issues in such popular publications as the New Republic, thereby gaining a reputation as a 
leading social commentator of his time.

Table of Contents
1. Life and Works
2. Theory of Knowledge
3. Metaphysics

4. Ethical and Social Theory

5. Aesthetics

6. C r i t i c a l  Reception and Influence
7. References and Further Reading

a. Primary Sources
b. Secondary Sources
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C.5 MERL 2019a - Museum of Rural English Life: OBL for Students

MTHE MUSEUM 
OF EN G LISH  
R U R A L L IF E

V
About u» New iandVlew i Conwnerctal Service*

B B  UnhmltyCH
”  Reading

C O LLE C T IO N S  -

TteM ERL > LM m  > 9 u M l i

STUDENTS

We ar» proud to  be a part o f the  Unhreritty o f Reading and we o ffe r a range o f exciting opportun it ie s  for students.

MUSEUM STUDIES STUDENTS

O u r M uuun Studies programme Is a unique chance to  com bine a heritage qualification with Archaeology or Classics at an undergraduate level

You wW taka on chaNenging pro jects vrtth real co le c tlon s  ki working m useum s .with pro fessiona l staff. You will benefit from  p lacem ents  and engage in a th ird  year exhibition 

module.

We a lso  support d lsse rta tion so nm useu m and pub llc  heritage topics. Please a m  tac t us to  find ou t more.

f  #  v is it us

VISIT US

VOLUNTtERING AND THE STUDENT PANEL

You can get involved in our Volunteer Programme while you study. We also have a th rtw ig  Student Panel who advise m useum  s ta f f and run exc iting  events. A t  th e  Un iversity 

o f Heading you r vo lix ite e r w o rt ic recognised via the  RED Awmn l

COLLECTIONS'BASED RESEARCH

C lasses from  around the  Un iversity use our co llection s fo r teaching We run a CO Iections-Based Research training program m e for PhD students. We a lso  prov ide training 

fo r M asters studen ts  in related subjec t s .
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C.6 American Alliance of Museums - Experience Design & the Future of Third Place
- excerpt

IifW fauOoliitfe 'FnBarnMPter Amrirat AJIi«i of I k n u

wj Lo9n  ̂ ^
CENTER FOR THE FUTURE O f MUSEUMS BLOG

Experience Design & the Future of Third Place
P o t i o n  AgfX 2072

G O O D
© Elizabeth Merritt, Founding director of the Center for the Future of Museums, American 

Alliance of Museums

Today's post is by futurist G&ry GqkJen, who frequently collaborates with me on CFM projects. 
Garry is  co-author of Tomorrow fa the Goiden State: Museums and the future of California, and 
is curr&itiy the iead instructor for the CaHforrua Association of Museums with te Leaders of the 
Future program.

The creation of Third Piaces—those rat home, rx *  work public-private gathering places—is  now 

widely embraced by institutional leaders, irban planners and elected officiate as a way to design 

livable communities and welcoming civic institutions. -

The mainstreaming of third places occurred in the 1990s as architects, urban designers and 
evangefists of reviving civic culture popularized the phrase to encourage investments in 

community places. Starbucks and Bames & Noble built their fortunes and brands on the quality 

of place-based experiences and institutions such as the Rubin Museum (Friday night K2 Lounge) 

and Walker Art Center (Open Field) have creased compelling placed-based experiences that 
exist outside their traditional exhibit hate. Now the model is  spreading in ever more creative ways 
—for example, the Winnipeg Free Press set up a cafe to encourage the public to hang out and 

interact with its reporters.

Looking towards the future, third piaces are being re-shaped by a growing community of 
designers who merge principles of architecture, social ergonomics and technology-based 

experiences to reshape our relationships.

The Puli to Third Places: Mobile & M2M Communication

What are the trends we expect to converge around mobile users and location based services?

As you've heard, “the mobile Web is  here'—but culture has been lagging and we are only at the 

beginning of seeing an advanced user culture that is more open to managing their identity on- 

the-go white indoors or outdoors.

Technology and telecommunication companies are non promoting a vision of “machine to 

machine' (M2M) based communication platforms that atow devices to communicate with other 

devices and then relay information to the user. It Is seen as a way to automate relevant 

information based on location and create a compelling 'pull' that attracts people to third piaces.

Imagine this pull scenario in 2015:

As Susie leaves work, she updates her status: "Looking to have a cup of 
coffee in an interesting place" and opens her geo-fence permissions to 
local businesses and institutions to make a connection. The local 
museum picks up the message via its Facebook and Twitter feeds, and 
notices that Susie's friend John is only a short distance from the 
museum. The museum sends John a text message with a two-for-one 
espresso offer and John calls Susie to set up the date. Susie is thrilled—  
she hadn't been to the museum in over two years! When John and 
Susie enter the museum a Google-map based indoor location service 
notifies the barista to prepare their drinks (per the preference settings in 
their social media profiles) and they are guided to an open table that 
overlooks the new exhibition. A live jazz trio plays quietly on an adjacent 
balcony as overhead speakers adjust volume based on John's

r  '1 r—-TTTT'tHMmi.*ip m f K f f i m - < * * I I >
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C.7 Oregon State University 2019a - Free-Choice Learning

Co llege  o f  Edu cation
Home

Free-Choice Learning
Free-choice learning is about deciding what, where ana how we want to learn over 
our lifetime. It's self-motivated learning that takes place all the time, outside of a 
classroom setting.

Examples of free-choice learning careers include working at nature centers, museums, 
national parks, zoos and aquariums, media comDanies, and more.

As the first and preeminent 
university program focused 
on free-choice learning in 
the U.S., Oregon State 
University is directly 
impacting the practice of 
supporting learners of all 
ages and backgrounds in 
their quest for greater 
knowledge. OSU 
researchers are

Oregon State

internationally recognized
as leaders in free-choice Learning, informal education settings, and community
engagement.

Learn more about the Free-Choice Learning programs at OSU:

PhD in Education with an option in Science or Math Education with a focus in free-choice 
learning

Informal Learning in Museums Professional Certificate



C.8 Oxford English Dictionary 2019a - Interdisciplinary
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Definition of mfenrtsdptfnofy in English:

interdisciplinary OOQ +
Pronunciation /inta d w p M » ) r i/ / . in t a d is i 'p l in ( a ) r i/ © 4 ^

ADJECTIVE

Relating to more than one branch of knowledge.

'an interdisciplinary research programme’

+ More cxunplc sentences + Synonyms
TVy our Interactive feature to leam 
how words enter the OED!

©
interdisciplinary /mte'dwptan{e)ri/ 4> /.inted* priirt<a)rV

n r n  Oxionl Eufclrtb Dktimuuy. v / I j L /  7lw<MhlW<ww*iK*»eyW<e(|ulfr

Purchase an O ED  subscription for 
h ■ !  itnn f » en --------------------------------



C.9 Oxford English Dictionary 2019b - Collaborative

Definition of collaborotivt In English:

collaborative o o o +
A D J E C T IV E

Produced by or involving two or more parties working together.

'coHaborattvt research ’

+ Mor* ie n » n c«  + Synonyrm
Try our interactive feature to learn 
how wards enter the O ED!

co lla bo ra tive  /ke’laberativ/

OED °xfon* l'-nS!ish Dittio

Purchase an O ED  subscription for



C. 10 The Source - Shake Up Exhibition Review

S o u r c eftrmm o/ i&r+nHy
howe c m o ts r a M B  cn iJM iti u r n  cu iiu m  n a n  a o u i u s

Shake Up: An exhibition to mark 
seismic upgrades at MOA

n  # s

‘Vary qiacJdy rfter wb learnt that we had «w □pportunoy to i«^ ada Itie QraM HaM tor 8ar*quaka 
prauction dm  got axcftad A u  a h m g  wtutt w  going on at lha n u u n  and antrtlyvig tha 
maaaagaa baywd tha protacbor c* lha in M K U a  and of a u  h ia a c  tx iU ng  ard  lha 
crilacitona, * enptara. Jcnrutei K iinw , curalDf of It* P ta fc  tothwasJ coltacton ard  cd-cwchIoi 
(* S h * » U p

■ induing infcvafffm.
■u BirVxKiek^ tadtng Ttws

phaaea ™  Ihe oomng month* n l  w* neJuOb mi army ot 
ii tm i ami, and pertatmancm cnrttrrjjcrary aruwrkf, 

Hteo to  Via oppcrtwty <d> the pubic to visa ports d  me

"W» n  uam  d flM nt perapectwei to bnng aHartk 
neadi. »aj«Ji(B»rd CuaKr ot Educrton M MOA andctvcuratord Shake Up 'Somany ol ihe 
earth K t e r tn  taeVa spoken to tay ihawU a preBy coNidew hatay marfcad « i * »  M  that awery 
300 to 500 yean thereto a i w m  aa rtp jaU  on tw  f M  C om  a( North Amenea. and <M'm 
getongckaeto lha a* ihe tott one « u  m 1700 So mayt* « a  tone to be pi

MOA a  not ukxg any charcaa and tia emptying a t a n  cri u p a a  m rtructml arvnaaring 
■at conaaucion to anwawty pwierwi lha rruaaian* aichrtaciue ana cctaam e houeed wfrm

■W» »e tfmang lha ptooaaa o> Ihe m uw m  gating pxapared ao ihai tw  audanoe can ffa* 
«f«t they need to «to to prepared.' *aye tOamar

Kramer «
prone ofcaa m  a 93OB. issue T la* tartrwssl Cosat erf BnMi CohrtHB att on the Ang of f*e along 
M h  O *  New Zutand. tha Pacific lalondi Japan. Alaska California

\*» an  al In t a  together m  ao # •  everyone* duty to coma together to be prepared. n

nd Kramer haw wortwd a*BboratiN*ty to
1 a variaty erf parapectwB v d  knowtodga 
n thia aititMhan. titnch ** nckjda rcluda

■Ona erf ihe moat mpcrtanl m 
to gal acraaa to todg« 
are caring tor t »  cdtual heritage * 
tayiaina Kramer. "W» haw an btm (cK lha 
•cMMion] that we an calling Ihe Indiganoi* 
Knowledge Componart. wWch a  a aeriaa of f« b

w»ys of Ihrting aboil aarthq^toa and ( sw n is  
from three diHarant First Naion» araaa n Br*ah

In Januvy 2010, an aanhquafce maak hrvn UOA» 
odlBdian by John Dm  m N be cn dnpiay 
sxa rrpanM  by a rivat vdao ol a  *nda?

M a poBatth- Thaf* wllalBD to  two lan>ef*»< 
NMioni artworto ctaptayed on tha hoarding baing 
uaad id Btadi o« lha Grew Hail OnatyTmPaui 
(ftoaqiirt) and lha cxher by H«da srMl, Mfewiai
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C. 11 Sheffield Hallam University 2019a - What is Object-Based Learning?

Learner Engagement
Teaching and Assessment Essentials

Han* .kactem fcfHac*  CumaJun fc-TMfcW CTO EaM nW Tata Contact U»

W h it  is O b fe c f- fitw d  L ean ing ?

a t i
Introduction
Ofcfrat-aaaati  l w n f c |  | 0 U  a  * atu^n-cmtrad b u n g  m ju ach »at inea ofapcta to tacltefe cteap teaming Obpcte 
may tata many fc»ma, rtttbJ or lo g a  la i ihs mettnd typfcrfy frvrtwe students h a r in g  a  wcrtrg a  tto® cm**** wdh an 
nteinjgatirq phywerf artefacts The objects m  troi^/T into !hs t a n r g  wvrormwTt fcr m rrf po,*: ttxtw rg crt^ je g r« ]  
teduea to (he way. ihe lbb d  o tpd a  cot ast aa (tlA  asnsoiy thrtong tnrfa’ Id pn*ncto tam ng and engagement

J t f jd s  a r  be used in muHte * & /sm i, n  al c a n .  ihe toctto n * je  d  d ject. iheaeaooaicr rrade wiihH ato 
u'darata id h f f  hat cone h m  it co t b K rm s  iM f i i  r  m *ng  team g m l. The otyictB bb  used to sfimdfete the tawnsrt 
m agra tenand toha^ ihvnsn jIytharLn^ ratBn lng tia tw Qcn tM a vHo^MsmB. The cxrt7d qeccatan  o iC H e  fe t 
*ort«T0 wih cijedB n a l« a e  a id  strergthare learnr^  f t ™ *  & Lynch. 20C6}

What is Object-Based Learning?
DeLtt&iom-io1a£talB!*ringfFf«enwi«tai., 2014}. Ob^cts afcr a tadte ttpvtanae tar riutento. uiic^tpdid longs* the^ 
to inteiogate t ie  ob»»ct and concapfei^be thair WnWng. W *  tr*  ha tte r teiHstas fris w saon . toe gtud^ta corHtort 
maanno fa  f~erretee f r a d i  thar irrtaractiere *rth aa^h c*nr txrtred cn  the abed  Hmnap «  rt.. -20131 It rBpraeente a 
bdob>conrtrudiMHtapproach & w t^ m  i n V w t a u d v t o c ^ M f c p t h f l i r  fmowrfsdgo s it itn jH is lB idng  tfiougft rtoracfui 
«wth obfactB baaed on a p ro  undaraterring H M w b  AH ktm ti. 2DTS. This approach onabtes h s  atudat to a»?*TB 
icfees. prcoeseet and evw fc related to the cijec* ir d  (triter fnctfeae obaervalme to con p w  abw ad eJw& and 
ccraepe

Where has it been used?
Students oe  often presented tdh  a raiQB of w a i  ntHrpruM crB  in ld r q  cban r^  imagae, dynanc w a jd t Frvnwim 
ira_His, fnubmedia.aidwHua<iaaByarvtoTTiBna . a ^ & to n  tMtoaonpa36><ate»atthe^ittytaviaua<Beid96BiBa 
W\< d<i fcr a l atudaifc C3BL a r tb s  uaad to aid h f r a ^ ^ n r ic r *  i d  to ad a  a fc i^ tnn t on wNtfrtagBnerate ktoB.lt 
haebeBnuBBdntWBtucfyof fw JM^nal0lB c ts t i8m * lo to ifaand to fO Ta8estudwTtp80r-to-pa» interaction*! t*fefcte 
of bdogy and ctwrretry, where i  a  uasd to hefe iham gain a bettef urferetandrg r f  abicture-to-fijrKfcin retetanshpe ano 
bf toot far wfledwB piacfce (T*» 1)

How has It been used?
Btudaite ne (Hied to phyacdVharctattecfcjecla and mate obaer& krm  i to J .  te tom .ttaw raan ing tom mate 
KTTuaresnstodtv/d^mos<tdacuaa*btnrtm GBLisiariUtosnweWudertBindentiBspordnritoyirtten 
meteriBte and oan he Laad to iwTfcroe hh A jiJ  a 3W «ri In cihw m o k  CBL aeeians can be atedh* rv raoaang tearing 
by d*rthng cow kncMte^c, contedLatwis oortnnl. and a^ianng d fc ii!  cqrrapte. A  numbs M m r t  appnachee can
be later.

Sheffield
Hallam
Universitii
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C. 12 Stanford University 2019a - Rodin’s Hands Exhibition - excerpt

OB Stanford M
W  M E D I C  HE NevreCenter ■

r bbbhhPGS

Rodin's hand sculptures diagnosed as part of exhibit

Efcht o f the 10 Rodin hand scutptureson dtaplay In a new ad iib lt 
have been diagnosed lo r malformations and diseases by a  School 
of Medldne hand surgeon.

one o f the sculptures has been * repaired” using v irtual s ir p v y  by 
the techies in the school's Dtvtston o f  C IM ca l Anatomy. And with 
the help of more digital wizardry, v lew en  can see virtual blood and 

bone In the bronze hands.

inside Rod to il Hands: Art, Technology and s u ip « y rw N ch  runs April 9 through 
Aug. 3 i t  Sanford 's cantor Arts Center, is a t o t  o f im n ls d p D n a ry  m llabonOon 
that celebrates the con nectton between sculptor Auguste R o ta 's  tasdnadon 
wMh the human toon and medicine's fascination with human anatomy.

*A deep and rich history lames the a it o f the m useun with the medical school,” 
a id  Connie Wolf, director o f the Cantor Arts Center, wMch has one o f the largest 
Ro«n collections, wtth 200 of his sculptures Including The 7Wn*w and The Gates 
at H ell. T h e se  statues have Inspired faculty at the  School o f Medicine. Art Is 
Informing medicine In the exhirft, and medicine is Nifaonlng a r t  It's u n ite  
anything we've ever done before.”

re vea l Rod in 's

k \ u
Situated near the medical school and Stanford Hosn ttal. the R oan  co iecoon  *  
the Cantor Arts Center has (or decade* bur< a nr<*§A£i lo r s im o o n , physicians 
and other students of anatomy. One, hand surgeon James Chang, MO, professor 
and chief of plastic and reconstructive surgery, has regularly snofled from 
hospital id  museum since h is days as a sugery  resident 15 years ago. n s  long 
tasdnston  w ith Rodin's hand sculptures Is the Inspiration for this new exhibit, 
w o lf said.

"As a surgoy resident. 1 began to 
notice tha most of me hands looked 
like the conditions i was treating, from 
fractures to malformations to 
tumorous growths,* chang said.

As something of a game or a hobby, he 
began to catalog these spedhc 
conditions. He thought the scutpture 
urge L£* Hand appeared to have 
some broken metacarpals. Rodin’s 
large Clenched nandr a sculpture 
fronn In a pMifutiy esagprattd and 
abnormal posnve, had charcot-Mane- 
Toodi Asease. an biheittd 
neurological tftsorder. he speculated.
From sculpture to sculpture, hand to 
hand, the surgeon has identified a 
ganglion cyst, a tiwmb amputation, a 
soft joint and other mmMons.

Chant's personal hobby — complete 
apposition -  eventually turned Into
a teaching tool, which he Incorporated m o  the undergraduate coarse swgtcal 
Anatomy of the rtand: Rom Rodh to Reconstruction. Mow he regularly brings h& 
students, and hb surreal trainees, to the museum to study anatomy using the

The tend of a patient with Charcot- 
Man&-Toath diseases, anWwrlted 
neurological disorder, resembles 
Rodin's large clenchedLetommd. 
Doth images appear In an IBook 
developed to accompany the exNbft 
inside Rodin's Hands, on view April 9 
through Aug 3 art the Cantor Arts 

jgjlgpi of James Chang ( Courtesy of

EvaluaOons by Chang and Msstudents of the bronze hands' perewved conditions 
Drill accompany the eadiML The Luge  left Hand sculpture that seemingly has a 
few Iractured metacarpals h is  been virtually operated on. By combining 3-D 
printing with engineering ddU, a teem Irom the DMsion of ctMcal Anatomy 
pnxfcjced a model of the sculpture as It would look a t e  surgical success.

The team used actual ptfiem CT scans bom the hand ciiHc to create 3-0 models 
ofthe supposed Internal anatomies of Rotta* bands end placed them aito the 
virtual sculptures. Wdtors can me the anatomy that Ues beneath the HsWn" of the 
bronze hands by looking at the sculptures through an ifcd.

Durtoga recent visit to the museum,
Chang petted to a hand on the 
sculpture titled The Three Shades.
“Seethe list? The sktobagMiitofuse 
togemer. TjMdermolysts bdiosa; a 
connective tissue dbease, is the fbtt 
thing I draught aL This Is what draws 
me to these sculptures."

TVee-dnncnslonai scanning 
technology was used to digitally map 
the external surface of Rodin's hand 
sculptures

L A  Cicero/Stanford News Service

Mo one knmts far certain whether 
Korin's hand sculptures were based 
on bving models or pew from his 
Imafnation. He offttHrty studied 
anatomy like other ait students of his 
day, and R is known that he spent
time at the ttusieDtgaiytren in Parta (a museian of anatomical hems Illustrating 
diseases and malfarnuOons), acxoofRig to Bemanl fUfFyte, a fkxRn expert and 
the o ireor at toe Cantor Cents; who worked on me new e d iU t 

^iparemty, Rodin hung out not only wtth writers, but also wtlh several 
sdenosts," Barryo said. NHe was all about nature. He oted not to use 
conventional poses. He was not trymg to create the perfect hand, but me tndy 
Iwrnanhand.”
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C. 13 SFMOMA - The Artist Initiative

Th . Artist Initiative

The Artist Initiative Is a series o f calaboratwe, interdisciplinary 

research projects bringing together curators, conservators, 

art historians, and artists to pilot new approaches to 

contemporary a n  conservation, interpretation, and disnlay. 

Funded by a grant from  the Andrew W. Melton Foundation, the 

i j  cist Initiative features research engagements with indnridua 

artists, indudmg EDsworth Kelly, Vija Celmins, and Juha Scher, 

as well as thematic studies of photography from the 1970s 

and 1960s and Bay Area high-tech design. Interdisciplinary 

teams devoted to each engagement wort dosety mth arnstr 

and scholars to  explore complex issues surrounding the 

preservation and dtsptay o f key worts m our collection 

Research undertaken with EBsworth Kelly and Julia Scher, for 

examDte. suooorted new installations o f ther wort in 2016.

In the newly expanded museum, the Artist initiative benefit? 

from new hybrid workspaces, including the Collections 

Workroom, a state-of-the-art facltty that supports 

collaborations between visiting artists, conservators, anti 

curators, and the Media Suites, a center for the study of 

media artworks and their installation. At the Collection Center, 

a seventy-five-thousand-square-foot facility In South San 

Francisco, we currently host researchers and educational 

workshops, provide access to artworks not currently on vie*" 

in the gaBenes, and conduct interviews with artists in the 

Mock-Up Gallery, a working model o f a oallery in the nev. 

museum buMdirg.

f he Artist Initiative aims to facilitate a more integrated 
approach to m useun conservation and collections care we 

will communicate our findings through public symposia 
featuring leading museum professionals and artists, and w t 
look forward to sharing our research across SFMOMA's p m t 

and digital pubhshng platforms.

W V & M H 5'* fun<ted The
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Ham* About UBC

ABOUT UBC

The Un  M f t i t y  o f I r i t  th  Co lum b ia  (U BC) i t  a 
g loba l cen tre  fo r teach ing , lea rn ing  and r t i o r d i  
c o n s is te n t ly  ranked am ong the  top  20 pub lic  
u n ivc t s it e s  in th*  w o rld  and re cen tly  re cog n ized  
as N o rth  A m er u ' i  m ost n ta rn jtw n a l u n ive rs ity

S ince t fI S ,  our motto, 7uvm £sf <lt is  Yours) has 
been a  dactia.1 at ion o f ou r com m itm en t to 
a ttra c t in g  and support ng tho se  w ho hava tha 
drrva to  shape a b e tte r w o rld  A s  a  resu  UBC 
s tu d en ts  fa cu lty  and s ta ft  c o n tn u e  to  tm b ra ce  
in nova tion  and  cha llenge the  s ta tu s  quo. p lac ing 
us at the  fo re fro n t o f d iscove ry  ea rn ing  and 
engagam en t UBC •ncou rages b o ld  th ink in g  
cu rios iity  and in t ia t iv c  so you can re a lize  your 
g rea te s t po ten t al

Home About UBC Vision, Purpose and Values

V I S I O N ,  P U R P O S E  A N D  V A L U E S

LEARN MORE 
ABOUT UBC

£&l

About UBC ' :sidenH 
M com e~

grgn'i-vlife
o u r Kiace Among 
tne world s  best 
overview 5  t-acts 
u m  B jq g «  and
■ r ; r . t a  P ^ T T l ■

One on u n t 
1 ,'B l Lea3¥rs

■offing

f t -

Vision

Inspiring people ideas and actions for a better world. 

Purpose

Pursuing exce ence in research, learn ing and 
engagement to foster g lobal c itizan sh  p and advance a 
susta inable and just soc ie ty  across British Co lum b a, 
Canada and the w orld

Values

Excel lienee
A profound and aspwational value: the quality of striving to be, 
ana being, outstanding.

Integrity

A  moral value: the quality of being honest, ethical and truthful

Respect
An essential and learned value: regard felt or shown towards 
different people, ideas and actions

Academic freedom
A unique value of the academy: a scholar'! freedom to express 
ideas mrough respectful discourse and the pursuit or open 
discussion, without risk of censure

Accountability
A  personal andpUblic value: being responsible for our conduct 
arid actions ano delivering upon our respective and reciprocal 
commitments.
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C.15 UBC Archives 2019a - Student enrollment figures - excerpt

iUBC TH E  U N I V E R S I T Y  OF  B R I T I S H  C O L U M B I A

Library Home Soarch Collections v  S,Le I V  Gel Research Heip v  About Us v

University of British 
Columbia Archives

Student Enrolment FigureB
A n n u a l • n r o t r m n t .  1915-pc»*«n t

C M M U t  

About VwArthlwM

ArtMvM Nog 

y^otwAnhivM 

FMMgMd*

UBC AnMM* Ptmtogrwh

ABrttfHHnyofUBC '•

TH* Hcfery <* #w tMwNy-

UBCHMvyFACl

'Wgrwr E<toc*K>n In M M i 
Man tm
mmofuwr

T « r lM trgr«kKit«t 6roduot» tota l Othtr 6
nnd

fen tomm Men ■not T
Otol

1915/16 221 151 379 . .

379
1916/17 19* 179 — 369 74
4*3
1917/11 29* 216 ~ — 416 251
674
1311/19 265 273 — — 531 ■ 379
417
1319/2® 547 341 — — m 64*
1,55#

1020/21 578 M6 962 *77
1 ,01

1921/22 614 362 U U 1,§14 217
1,231

1922/23 6*1 464 36 13 1,194 365
1,559

1323/24 TVS 49* 42 12 1,253 499
i j j y ____
1K1/ZZ a# M2 13 u 1,«M 217

t . m
1922/29 H I 46* 36 13 1,1*4 365
1.559

1923/24 7W 494 42 12 1,253 499
1 ,7V

192VM 77* 512 95 11 1,396 466
1,166

1925/26 775 U4 M 17 1,4*6 571
1,9*4

1026/27 M4 625 21 11 1,515 663
2,171

1327/21 955 673 42 9 1,679 72*
2,3*7

1921/29 946 675 35 12 1,66* 699
2,7*7

1929/M 1,961 719 35 24 1,137 773
2,611

19M/31 1,14* 726 74 33 1,973 711
2,6*4

1911/32 1,K1 671 M 32 i , n * S92
2,772

1932/M 98* 567 9* M 1,673 599
2,274

1931/34 931 496 79 M 1,545 555
2,1M

19M/95 1,113 M t 124 56 1,*21 IM
2,625

1935/36 i . m 594 141 41 2,**7 914
2,921

1936/37 1.24* 621 141 41 7,949 172
2,921

1937/31 1,531 715 14* 25 2,4*1 671
3,152

1934/99 l.SSI 762 131 31 2,476 7*3
3,179

1939/4* 1.625 793 142 34 2,594 745
J .JM

1944/41 1,661 826 136 27 7,651 662
3,2*9

1941/42 1 ,0 7 133 1*9 32 2,671 5*7
3,17*

1942/43 1,6*8 1*6 81 27 2.CM M7
2,956

1941/44 1,599 931 12 44 2,5*9 443
a -« 2 ------

U8C Sa t f t metal - 1MO-1M1

F*e«*y 4 Depirtmeni H

FM  M on* HMartcal Ra*ourt»*

Today1!  Hours
OpMHotm RafarMC* Hours
10ant-4pn WA

F A w y  ft.» «  b ^ K i <L Stl*  ka 

la N M iH n n M n n lH y t ta

f i>V*BKIV
lorfeng c*
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C.16 UBC Archives, 2019b - History of UBC - excerpt

Library Hart* Search Cctecbons v  H a w  I  |.pcaacrji. - UBe The Library v  Gel Research Help v About Ub v f - ffU ff j

LOGIN '

Lfawy H am  / Houm & Loc*ona / UrAmHy «f (Mah Cefcmfaia M M w  f Omani Hatoiy f A Brtof Hatory af UBC

Univenrity Of British a  Brief History of UBC
C olum bia Archive*

Beach UBC Anawee

ContadO* *

About gve totlttm  >

Umerrty Annum Blog > 

LMng the Archive* >

UBC Arehtwee Photograph * 
CoSecSora

U m e n iy  PiMcaMor* »

A M H M w y  of U K  * 

'T h aH W to yo fla  >

the Eatabtiahment of UBC*

*Fra«Hum«e *
Banning**

UBC Scmpfaooka - 1M0- > 
19*1

fhaoncei Document* “

Building* t  Grourwto *

Faculty S Daiir t n M  '•

(UBC-V) What a  now the aita of UBC-Vancouver'a Pont 
Grey campui ia Inhabited by Cow l Saliih people*, m 
particular the Mumuaam First Nation. Po rt Grey •  kn«m 
bb ?alqeen (Uflkaun). Other MuequMtn p*ec*-name« aratnd 
lha campus can be found uaing the Muequeem Hiafcny Wafa 
Map The Squamwh and TstaS-Waututh Firel Nations aieo 
mriie me of the lend and to rvaotrces 
{UBC-Oi The Mure site of UBC-Okaragana Kelowna 
campus is inhabited by tha 5ytb (Okanagan) Peoples, 

ca. t W
Point Orey a^aWiad by DiHWi ipw maant —  a Cctoial 
M n r t y  faaarve -  prauaM y tor itratafpc ivaeoris 
relating to pretacting EngM  Bay and *» Fraaar Rm t

Qraygrwitodto^tacnuvar 
m i Company Lbnfcd (tator

afar M M  Columbia jon d  C a a k . afti the total 
popuWni aMIl laaa than 50.000.1«M
An Act rtâ anfingfw  tM mn/tyofBilmti CotmwWa 
p— id by tha pnwtndri legMatfum. How w r, ha pollical 
rivalry between Vanooiww Wand and Via meŵ id leads to 
■ depute aboul whan lha unmanly should be lacked

OH
The tost meeting of ■« new uriveraftyra eentoe in Victoria 
Q fw m n m  Wand) fails to reach quotum atian atm  
members ta n  tha makiland Wl to attend. A aecqnd 
meeting a  never held, and ttw Acta dkwad to tapae.

1BU
SoutoVtoKxmwDarthctMunc. . 
al toe I n k  up to and mdudtog Via a  
Polrt Qiay ‘atenQ toe tow wtoa martt" of Cnjah Bay a 
toe Fraser RWar.

I N I
Utownwar High School eetobtotae Uancouwar CcAepe,

Logan, Hairy T. Tuun E a t-AHntoiy  
of ft*  Ummrwty a l B riln tt Ca/umt»a 
Vancouver The Urwereity of 
Cotumble, 1B58.
Okanagan Cottage wttwite 
<www.okanegan bc.c*> 
Sc/mpbookfor*QaMenAimv0T»aiy- 
Th* Unnmnify of Bribah Cotxnbu 
Ubtmy. T0J5-fiW5. Vtctone: Homes 
Prinbng Company Ltd.. 1965.
On-lne: <wwwJtora»y.ubc.ca'arc«ve*'

Open Collections -  UBC Corrmurwss 
<httpe: //open .library ubc cafcoHecfcon*'5 
topac«UBC% 2520Convnunrbee> 
UBC-Abortg'Kiel Timefine 
<hdp /̂1*neandptoce utx cartmel-ne^ 
UBC F*ct Book. 1BS2. 

i UBC Okanagan webarte 
<www itoe catokanegan> 

i UBC Akxnni Chroricto I Trek.
UBC Rnparta.
The U tfnm y 

• Woodcock, George, and Tm Fttzharris 
The Unmemly o f Brltuh  Cotmbw -  A 
Soutemr. Toronto Oxford Univemity 
Prew. 10BG.

1 N 6
Vanoouvar Colege is  tAan ovar by McOfl and ranamad 
McOiU Univarafty Colima of BriHih CokanWa. McGill 
U n iw n ly  CoBaga o fc rs only two-year programme* in arts 
and aaflficea: student! still hove to go elsewhere to 
oomptate tha r degrees.

1M7
UnfversOy Endowment Act provides tar Ihe h n in g  of a 
prowneial unversify through ihe sate of up to two mdbon 
acres of Crown land m central and northern Britah 
Coh^nbia.
Point Qrey Uureclpality created by carnring aw ay all tand 
west of aihan m now C am tw  Street formerty pad o f South 
Vancouver.

pTDWtctal lagntabr* peases a new University Act 
establishing the liravenuty of Qntmh Colurrtboe tt proMdes 
for a Chenoelor, a Convocation, a Presedertt, a Board of 
Governors to manage the Univerefty‘B adrrensstrative. 
property, and buameeB sflairB. and a Senate to administer 
academic matters. Convocation b  mslially to indude all 
graduate* of B r is t i or Canadian imwerwtiBft rasidert m the 
province, plus 25 members chosen by the provincial 
government after its first meeting, it o  to constat of 
members of the fast Convocation, plus members of Senate 
and efl graduate* of the University. The Art also declares 

Unrveruty Id be non-sectarian end co-educatwnal.
1*11
M a r a  provnce-wide sw ay. Point Grey is aaAactnd as ihe 
A  of the UBC campus. The pmvtntiri government 
reeeivea 175 acme of Crown tand, within ihe boundaries of 
tha Munctpaliiy of ftjin l Gray, for the University's future 
home.

1*12
First meeting of Convocation. Ejection of Dr. Franco Certer- 
Cotton, head of MUC8C, as fret Chancellor 
'Bowser-Hughee AgreemenT: Donmon government agrees 
to cede all "right Wle. and siteresf m the Point Grey 
reserve eetabtahed in the 1B60s (see abowej to the 
provincial government in exchange for the right to build a 
drill haf) and parade ground, a wireless station, and a 
coastal artifcMy battery. This dears (he way for the UBC 
campus to be buA on the ste.
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C. 17 UMAC 2019a - ICOM/UMAC Mission

What is UMAC?

IS1UMAC
UMAC i s  the international committee for university museums and collections of the International Council 
o f Museums, GTICOM. It Is an international forum for all those woriang in, or associated with, academic 
museums, galleries and calect*or>s

Mission
UMAC is the global aavoc—e tor higher educanon museums and co le coons of all disciplines. UMACs 
mission is to contribute to society, for the benefit of all, by sustaining the continued development of 
university museums arvd collections as essential resources devoted to research, education, and the 
preservation o f cultural, historic, natural and scientific heritage.

UMAC fully upholds the values and principles enshnned in the G? ICOM Code of Ethics (2013) and the Gf 
N ;n» Carta Universitatum (Bologna. 1Wt).

Goals
• Provide an organised international forum for all professionals working la  or associated with, university 

museums, galleries and collections.
• Promote research, and to compile ant, disseminate information about university museums, collections 

and heritage.
• Foster within the museum community, policy makers and the general public increased awareness and 

visibility o f university museums, collections and heritage.
• Improve governance, preservation, access and public service o f university museums, collections and 

heritage by providing opportunities to professionals for training and networking, collaborative 
partnerships and exchange of knowledge and ideas.

• Stimulate the engagement of museums and collections with the promotion of university core values, 
such as education, research, creative thinking, freedom, tolerance and responsibility.

• Contribute to the implementation of ICOM's programmes, activities and strategic plan and stimulate 
communication between ICOM members with similar professional interests, specifically museums and 
colecnons r i institutions o f higher education.

• Promote ICOM's value*, ethics, and standards o f excellence in the higher education sector through 
support of best practices and strategic planning.

From UMAC By-laws. September 2017.
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C. 18 University of Reading 2019a - Object-based learning blog

University of Study & Life | Research Business About News & Events A-Z  list* j S*arch Univarsity lit# I E3

« H E R L  H o m e  

A b o u t  u s

C o l le c t io n s

Research and 
Projects

Visiting HERL

Wtiat’s  on

N e w s

Commercial 
services and venue 
hire

► Museums at the 
University o f Reading

► University College 
London

p Collections Trust

The Museum of English Rural Life 

O b je ct-b a se d  Learn in g  fo r  H ig h e r Edu cation
Object-based Learning for H igher Education 
(OBL4HE), a project funded by the Joint Information 
Systems Committee (JISC), aims to help students 
leam  about and use museum collections at 
University College London and Reading University 
more effectively.

It is a partnership between University College 
London, the University o f Reading and the Collections 
Trust.

Digitisation of about 10,000 sources (objects and archive documents) is being undertaken and 
these are being combined with already digitised sources to create a source base of about 
150,000 digital assets. Up to 18 e-learning resources based on these are being developed.

Resources using UCL collections will include 'Representations o f Shakespeare', which uses 21 
artworks, and 'Obs and Gynae teaching specimens which includes digital pathology specimens 
and aims to help practitioners improve patient care.

Resources based on Reading's campus museums have Museum Studies students in m ind but 
can be used by anyone:

MERL staff talk about the ir work. C lick h e re

Two zoology museum curators talk about the ethics o f displaying an im al and human remains. 
C lick here

Ure museum curator Am y Sm ith talks about how research has informed a d isp lay about the 
Greek symposium. C lick h e re

Museum of English Rural Ufe

Things to do now
► Return to the main 

Research and Projects 
page

► V isit the student 
learning page

C o n ta c t us
► Email: 

m eriOread ing.ac.uk
► Telephone: +44 (0) 

118 378 8660
► Fax: +44 (0) 118 378 

5632

Follow progress on the 1



C. 19 UPenn Language Center 

Ffenn Arts £sf Sciences

PENN LANGUAGE CENTER
ABOUT NEWS & EVENTS LANGUAGES PRO GRAM S SERVICES R ESO UR CES  PEO PLE  UNKS

Univerarty of Pennsylvania School of Arts and Sciences A~Z Index Calendar

Off-C ampu» Resource*

Penn Resources

Language Department! a t Penn:

■ Classical Studies - Classical Greek, Latin

■ Germanic 1 anyuayp'i and Literatures - Dutch, German, Swedish, Yiddish
■ N«-ar Fjmtmi 1 jngm pts  and Civilizanons - Arabic, Hebrew, Persian, Tuikish
■ Romance Languages - Catalan, French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese
■ Slavic 1 jmpuapes and Literatures -  Russian
■ South Asia Studies - Gujarati, Hindi, Sanskrit, Urdu

Other Penn Resources:


